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Introduction:

the role of Ribbentrop

by ALAN BULLOCK

J
oachim von ribbentrop was hanged at Nuremberg
on'16th October; 1946, in his fifty-fourth year. The trial

at which he was condemned had begun before the Inter-

national Military Tribunal eleven months earlier. His own
case was heard at the end of March and the beginning of

April, and sentence was pronounced on 1st October. ^Be-

tween 25th August and 23rd September Ribbentrop wrote

the memoirs which are now published, completing the first

four chapters, up to the end of his mission to London,
together with a draft of the remaining five up to the end of

the War.
There is no mystery about these memoirs. Ribbentrop was

known to be writing them while in prison, and the manu-
script, in her husband’s handwriting, has been m his widow’s

possession since his death; it is in substantial agreement with

Ribbentrop’s defence at his trial. Ribbentrop wrote, of

course, under considerable difficulties. He was on trial for

his life and badly shaken by the experience of defeat, disgrace

and imprisonment. He was able to draw on some of the

records, but for much of the detail he had to rely upon his

memory. He had little opportunity to revise what he wrote,

nor could he know what would have been published by others

before his account appeared, more than seven years after it

was written. In fairness to the author, these limitations must

be borne in mind. They help to account for the roughness of

the style, the frequent repetitions and the looseness of con-

nection, all of which have added considerably to the task of

translation. They do not, however, affect the value of the

manuscript as Ribbentrop’s own defence of his career.

IX
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Frau von Ribbentrop has added to the text of the memoirs
the notes which her husband prepared for his defence at

Nuremberg; extracts from the letters he wrote from prison

after sentence of death had b^en pronounced; the text of
Ribbentrop’s report to Hitler at the end of his mission to

London (Nuremberg Document TC75) and an affidavit on
German-Japanese relations which he dictated the day before

his execution. She has also added a small number of foot-

notes, one of which (pp. 22-6) is of considerable historical

importance.

So much for the text. Of the author it may be said that

few contemporaries, even among the leaders of the Third
Reich, have evoked so unanimous an expression of opinion.

On this point at least the diplomatic memoirs speak with one
voice. ‘One could not talk to Ribbentrop,’ says M. Francois-

Poncet; ‘he only listened to himself.’ Sir Nevile Henderson
describes him as ‘a combination of vanity, stupidity and
superficiality’. The same opinion is echoed by Ribbentrop’s

,

German colleagues and by his Axis partners. Goring called

him ‘Germany’s No. 1 parrot’; Papen, ‘a husk with no
kernel’, and Mr. Trevor-Roper tells us that on one point

alone were Hitler’s quarrelling lieutenants agreed in 1945:

Ribbentrop must go.

Ciano has drawn a wicked portrait of him in his Diary.
‘ “Dear Ciano,” said von Ribbentrop with studied delibera-

tion. “Dear Ciano, I cannot tell you anything as yet because
every decision is locked in the impenetrable bosom of the

Fiihrer. However one thing is certain: if we attack, the

Russia of Stalin will be erased from the map within eight

weeks.” ’ Ciano’s feelings were heartily shared by the Italian

Ambassador in Berlin, Attolico; by the Spanish Foreign
Minister, Serano Suner, and by the staff of the German
Foreign Office and Diplomatic Service. ‘He is such an
imbecile,’ Bismarck, the Deputy Director of the Political

Department, declared, ‘that he is a freak of nature.’ ‘I

honestly hated him,’ writes Ernst von Weizsacker, who
served him for five years as State Secretary, adding: ‘But

when I left Berlin I had got so far as to pity him. For if you
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were to visit any mental home, you would find a number of

people of the same type as Ribbentrop.’

Some of this can be discounted. Ciano had a malicious

tongue and used it vindictively. To have been disliked by
Papen is a commendation, while few of those who served

under Ribbentrop in the German Foreign Service are in any

position to throw stones. There isjustice in Ribbentrop’s retort

to his critics (p. 180): ‘I understand that Herr von Weizsacker

and Dr. Erich Kordt now say that they had openly opposed

me because of the Fuhrer’s foreign policy. To this I would
say: both Herr von Weizsacker and Dr. Kordt expressed to

me on innumerable occasions their devotion and their satis-

faction with events. Hardly anyone congratulated me as

cordially on foreign policy successes as did these two men.’

Ribbentrop at least does not claim, like the other German
diplomats with whose memoirs Sir Lewis Namier has dealt so

faithfully,1 that he was in a state of inner rebellion against

the regime he continued to serve. Nonetheless, when full

allowance is made for the interested motives and poor taste

of those who now abuse a man they once courted, enough is

left to confirm the view that the German Foreign Minister

was one of the most disliked of the Nazi leaders.

Ribbentrop was not a man of strong personality or will-

power, like Goring, and at bottom he felt unsure of him-

self. He disguised this weakness by an overbearing, rude

and aggressive manner. Paul Schmidt, who acted as his

interpreter, writes in his memoirs: ‘Ribbentrop’s chief char-

acteristic was the persistence and obstinacy with which he

would try and get his own way. I was often to see him keep

at it so long, without the least regard for tact or politeness,

that the other side gave in through sheer exhaustion.’ When
he had the advantage of an opponent, he would adopt the

tone of a shrill bully.

He was touchy as well as arrogant, quick to detect any

slight to his authority and to repay it with a vindictive and
often petty spite. When Mr. Chamberlam had his first inter-

view with Hitler, at Berchtesgaden in September 1938, Rib-

bentrop was excluded from the discussion; he retaliated by
1 Sir Lewis Namier, In the Nazi Era (London 1952).
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refusing to allow the minutes made by the German interpreter

to be given to the British. On another occasion, in 1941, he

withdrew an agreed communique on conversations between

Hitler and Mussolini because the concluding paragraph list-

ing those who took part named Field Marshal Keitel before

himself. As he relates in his memoirs (p. 79 seq.), he engaged

in an incessant struggle to defend his prerogatives as Foreign

Minister, notably with Goebbels, but also with Goring,

Bormann, Himmler and Bohle. After the beginning of the

Russian campaign, he followed Hitler to the East and estab-

lished his own Field Headquarters as close as possible to the

Fuhxer’s in order to be at hand in the intrigues for power
which took up so much of the time of the Nazi bosses.

One reason for this anxiety about his position may have

been the fact that Ribbentrop was the last of Hitler’s principal

lieutenants to join him before the Nazis came to power.

Unlike Goring, Goebbels, Himmler, Hess (and most of the

second rank Nazis), all of whom had been active supporters

of Hitler in his lean days, Ribbentrop only joined the Party

in August 1932, at a time when Hitler was already bidding

for the Chancellorship. Thus, he never shared in the beer-hall

fights of Hitler’s Bavarian period, had never taken part in the

hard-fought election campaigns of 1930-2, and was never

accepted by those who formed the original membership of

the Party as a genuine National Socialist. His slavish devo-

tion to Hitler was partly an attempt to compensate for this

weakness.

Ironically, Ribbentrop, who was nothing if not a snob, was
equally resented as an outsider by the traditional ruling

class, which still regarded diplomacy as its natural preserve.

In the eyes of a von Hassell, a von Weizsacker or a Bismarck,

Ribbentrop remained a parvenu, whose gaffes were a constant

subject of malicious gossip.

Ribbentrop indeed owed his position entirely to his success

in winning Hitler’s favour. According to his own statement

at his trial, he first met Hitler at Berchtesgaden on 13th

August, 1932, through the good offices of Graf Helldorf, the

S.A. leader in Berlin, who had belonged to the same Hussar
squadron as Ribbentrop in the 1914-18 war. Both in August
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1932 and in January 1933, Ribbentrop used his acquaintance
with von Papen to play the part of a political middleman and
he had some share in the deal between Papen and Hitler

which made the latter Chancellor on 30th January, 1933.

The talks in which Papen’s bargain with Hitler was ham-
mered out took place in the Ribbentrops’ villa at Dahlem and
the account of these (pp. 22-6) is the most valuable new
material the historian is likely to find in these memoirs.
No doubt Ribbentrop possessed certain qualities which

impressed Hitler at a time when the Fuhrer himselfhad still a

great deal to learn, especially about foreign affairs. Ribben-
trop spoke English and French well, had spent a good deal of
time in both countries, and persuaded Hitler that he had the

entree to influential circles in London and Paris. Measured
by the standards of Nazi provincialism and ignorance,

Ribbentrop appeared a polished cosmopolitan and, apart

from Rosenberg, who proved an incorrigible failure, he had
no rivals in the Party as a self-proposed adviser on foreign

affairs.

As Hitler became irritated with the scepticism of his pro-

fessional advisers in the Foreign Office, Ribbentrop gained

favour by declanng a settlement with Great Britain and
France to be perfectly possible and offering himself as the

man to accomplish it. He was allowed to establish his own
agency, the Dienststelle (or Biiro) Ribbentrop in a building

across the Wilhelmstrasse from the Foreign Office and
rapidly began to usurp some of the functions of the Foreign

Ministry. His position was strengthened when Hitler made
him Special Commissioner for Disarmament Questions in the

spring of 1934. Ribbentrop concentrated on Anglo-German
relations, which he knew Hitler regarded as the key to Ger-

man foreign policy, and by a great stroke of luck he brought

off a coup which the professional diplomats regarded as im-

possible, the Anglo-German Naval Treaty of June 1935. This

was the foundation of Ribbentrop’s success. In 1936 he was
appointed successor to von Hoesch as Ambassador to

Britain, and although this involved the risk of removal from

the centre of power in Berlin, he contrived to make this a

stage from which to conduct his own private policy, dealing
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directly with the Fiihrer over the head of the Foreign Minis-

ter, retaining his Biiro and negotiating the Anti-Comintern

Pact from the Embassy in London.
«

The account of his mission to London is among the most
interesting chapters in the memoirs. It leaves little doubt of

the German inspiration behind the policy of appeasement

which Ribbentrop did everything in his power to encourage.

It also shows the exaggerated importance he attached to the

influence of Edward Vni, whom he persistently believed to

be in favour of an Anglo-German rapprochement. To Rib-

bentrop diplomacy was essentially a matter of ‘influence’; he

Vlacked that intellectual grasp of the underlying interests of

•'jaations and their political traditions which has distinguished

jthe great foreign ministers of the past. Living in a narrow
and unrepresentative social world, he learned nothing of the

true character of Britain, of her strength or ofher weaknesses,

nor would he listen to the warnings which Mr. Churchill and
others gave him.1

At the end of his stay in London Ribbentrop no longer

believed in the possibility of a settlement with Britain which
would give Hitler the free hand he wanted in Europe, but,

despite his failure, Ribbentrop had entrenched himself well

enough to be given the appointment of Foreign Minister

early in 1938 when von Neurath was kicked upstairs.

Thereafter he devoted all his energies to retaining Hitler’s

favour.

Ribbentrop claims that on more than one occasion he
stood up to Hitler and argued with him . Others saw
him in a different light. ‘He had,’ says von Weizsacker,

‘a special gift for getting hold of some political idea of
Hitler’s and then, when this idea seemed fixed in Hitler’s

mind, bringing his own ideas into hne with it, and finally

,
outbidding him in the same direction.’ 2 The former French
Ambassador, M. Francois-Poncet, confirms this: ‘Rib-

bentrop would hurl thunderbolts of flattery at Hitler with-

1 See the interview with Ribbentrop described in Churchill, The Second
World War, Vol I, pp. 174-5.

2 Memoirs ofErnst von Weizsacker (London 1951), p. 127.
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out turning a hair. His method of keeping in favour was
very simple. It consisted in listening religiously to his master’s

endless monologues and in committing to memory the ideas

developed by Hitler. More important, Ribbentrop noted the

intentions to be divined behind these ideas. Then, after

Hitler had forgotten ever discussing them with Ribbentrop,

the courtier passed them off as his own, unfolding them with

great warmth. Struck by this concordance. Hitler attributed

to his collaborator a sureness of judgment and a trenchant

foresight singularly in agreement with his own deepest

thought . . . Ribbentrop not only never contradicted his

master or offered the slightest objection, he also systematic-

ally piled argument upon argument in agreement. He was
more Hitlerian than Hitler.’1 This trick of out-Heroding

Herod is borne out by the official records of Ribbentrop’s

diplomatic conversations. As Mussolini once remarked:

‘In Germany there are certain records . . . Hitler makes them,

the others play them.’ 2

Ribbentrop’s aping of his master extended to his behaviour

as well as to his words. Whenever he particularly wished to

impress a visitor he would cultivate his own version of the

‘world historical’ manner. When Sumner Welles saw him in

Berlin in March 1940 he was astonished at the way in which
he behaved. He met the American envoy ‘without even the

semblance of a smile and without even a word of greeting’.

Refusing to speak English as a deliberate act of discourtesy,

he launched into a monologue which lasted over two hours.

‘The Minister sat with his arms extended on the sides of his

chair and his eyes continuously closed. The pomposity and
absurdity of his manner could not be exaggerated. One could

only assume that he envisaged himself as the Delphic

oracle.’3

Lacking either the Fuhrer’s dramatic gifts or that inex-

plicable force of personality on which Hitler could always

call to over-awe resistance, the only result of Ribbentrop’s

antics was to make himself look silly. His vanity was

1 A. Francois-Poncet, The Fateful Years (London 1949), p 252.
2
Ciano’s Diary 1939-43 (London 1947), p 383

3 Sumner Welles, The Time for Decision (New York 1944), pp 90-1,
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notorious and despite his subservience to Hitler, which he
makes no effort to conceal m his memoirs, he saw nothing

incongruous in the description of himself as a second Bis-

marck or a second Talleyrand* As humourless as he was
pompous, his bombastic displays provoked the ridicule of a

Ciano or a Goebbels. ‘He may frighten a few attaches this

way,’ was Goebbels’ comment, ‘but he can’t conduct foreign

policy just by doing that.’1 His feelings towards Hitler were
far from being a matter of calculation. Once again we are

confronted with that extraordinary hold which Hitler exer-

cised over those around him. ‘If Hitler was displeased with

him,’ Paul Schmidt recalls, ‘Ribbentrop went sick or took to

his bed like an hysterical woman.’ 2 In the end, however, even

Hitler became weary of his pretentiousness and ceased to

take him seriously. Although Ribbentrop’s loyalty secured

him Hitler’s protection against his enemies in the Party and
the Government, when the Fuhrer drew up his Political

Testament in 1945 and appointed Doemtz and Goebbels as

his successors, he quietly dropped his Foreign Minister and
replaced him by the Austrian, Seyss-Inquart.

Before the war, it was often said that Ribbentrop exercised

a sinister influence on Hitler. Both in the witness-box at

Nuremberg and in his memoirs, however, Ribbentrop main-
tained that the decisions on foreign policy were always taken

by Hitler, and that, although nominally Foreign Minister,

he was never fully taken into Hitler’s confidence. ‘I could

express my opinions . . . from time to time the Fuhrer asked
for my advice before taking a decision. On important issues,

however, especially in times of crisis, Hitler sometimes even
determined the wording of notes to foreign states and
conducted important talks direct with foreign diplomatists.

He alone could consider both political and military aspects,

and he alone had an overall view of affairs. I was instructed to

proceed in the diplomatic field, and his military advisers were
told to make military preparations, but usually neither

knew of the instructions to the other. In a crisis, Hitler

1 Rudolf Semmler, Goebbels
, the Man next to Hitler (London 1947), p. 173.

2 Paul Schmidt, Statist auf diplomatischer Buhne (Bonn 1949), p. 312.
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wanted freedom to choose between two alternative courses.’

(P- 79.)

Yet, even if he regarded himself as nothing more than

Hitler’s diplomatic agent, Rii>bentrop played a major role in

the events which led up to the Second World War. It was
Ribbentrop who negotiated the Anglo-German Naval Treaty

and fostered appeasement in Britain. (‘That afternoon the

Carlton Hotel was like a dovecote. Many of our friends I did

not even have to ask; they came on their own, accompanied
by many a well-known man whom I had not met before.’)

It was Ribbentrop who concluded the Anti-Comintern Pact,

the Pact of Steel with Italy and the Tripartite Pact with Italy

and Japan. He assisted enthusiastically in the partition of

Czechoslovakia; arbitrarily redrew the map of Eastern

Europe in the Vienna Awards; conducted the negotiations

with the Poles, twice flew to Moscow to make the notorious

deal with Stalin and was at Hitler’s side on every occasion

when he could push himself into the limelight. In his

memoirs he is anxious to represent himself as a moderating
influence on Hitler and indignantly denies that he ever wanted
war. The impression he left on everyone else was of a man
who, both in the Czech crisis of 1938 and the Polish crisis of

1939, dehberately played up to Hitler’s inclination to take the

risk of war.

Ribbentrop is at particular pains to deny that he failed to

warn Hitler that Britain would oppose his attempt to achieve

the mastery of Central Europe. His memorandum of

2nd January, 1938, however, which he cites in his own
defence1, is an equivocal document. Such sentences as:

‘I do not believe that England would risk a battle for the

existence of her Empire over a local Central European prob-

lem, even if Germany were to emerge substantially stronger

from such a conflict,’—or, ‘In the event of a lightning

success I certainly do not believe that the West would
intervene’, may well be held to temper the force of his con-

clusion that an understanding with Britain was no longer

possible and that England had become Germany’s most
dangerous enemy. Against Ribbentrop’s repeated denials of

1 Printed as an appendix on p 202.
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any vindictive feelings against Britain must be set the testi-

mony of others in close contact with him who believed that

the failure of his mission in London left him with a desire to

humiliate the country which had rejected him. In the notes

which he made immediately after their meeting in March
1940, Sumner Welles wrote: ‘This man is saturated with hate

for England to the exclusion of any other dominating influ-

ence.’1

Sumner Welles added: ‘He is guilty of a hundred lies in his

presentation ofGerman pohcy during recent years.’ In follow-

ing the account which Ribbentrop gives of events,"the reader

would indeed be ill-advised if he accepted it at face-value.

In a score of instances, reference to the records of his own
Government will show how persistently he omits or glosses

over inconvenient features. It would be tedious to examine
each case in detail, but three incidents in the history of

Germany’s relations with Czechoslovakia will serve as

examples of the way in which the facts are misrepresented.

In discussing the Czech crisis of 1938, Ribbentrop writes

as if the issue were the wrongs of the Sudeten minority,

whereas the documents show, and Ribbentrop well knew,
that Hitler was only interested in the Sudeten Germans as a
lever with which to break up the Czechoslovak state. ‘In any
case,’ Ribbentrop adds, ‘we never directed Sudeten German
aims in a manner that was bound to create a serious problem’

(p. 87). He has evidently forgotten that, at a conference with
Hitler on 28th March, 1938, at which he himselfwas present,

Henlein summarized the Fiihrer’s view in the words: ‘.We

must always demand so much that we can never be satisfied.’

The next day at a special meeting in the Foreign Ministry,

Ribbentrop worked out in detail with the Sudeten leaders

how they were to carry out this programme, advising them
‘to maintain the closest possible collaboration with the Reich
Foreign Minister’. 2

A year later, in March 1939, Ribbentrop (pp. 93-4) makes
it appear that the Slovaks, driven on by Czech oppression,

appealed spontaneously to Hitler for help. In fact, as the
1 Sumner Welles, op cit , p 99.
2 Documents on German Foreign Policy, Series D, Vol n. Nos 107 & 109.
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documents again show, the Slovaks were now cast for the

role of fifth column which the Sudeten Germans had played

the year before, and Tiso, the Slovak Prime Minister, was
pushed into a plane and brought to Berlin at Hitler’s orders

in order to be told in the bluntest terms by the Fuhrer and
Ribbentrop what he was expected to do.1

Finally, in describing President Hacha’s visit to Berlin in

March 1939, Ribbentrop (p. 94), carefully conceals the fact

that Hacha was subjected to such prolonged and brutal

pressure that he collapsed and had to be revived with injec-

tions before he signed the agreement demanded of him .
2

Ribbentrop himself took an active part in this notorious

incident.

It would not be difficult, as Sir David Maxwell-Fyfe

showed in his cross-examination at Nuremberg,® to tear

similar holes in Ribbentrop’s account of almost every other

incident in these years, including that of the negotiations

which led up to the outbreak of war.

The circumstances in which the memoirs were written and
the incomplete form in which they were left must of course

be taken into account. This may explain, for instance, the

neglect of Germany’s relations with Italy, about which Rib-

bentrop has surprisingly little to say. Still, incomplete as

they are, and often unreliable, they show clearly enough the

arguments on which he based his defence, and these are

worth looking at a little more carefully, since they have been
heard again in Germany since 1946.

From first to last, Ribbentrop insists that neither Hitler

nor he wanted a war. ‘I am convinced that, given a settlement

with Britain, Adolf Hitler would have devoted the rest of his

life to the peaceful development of a social state. How often

did he not say during the war that he could hardly await its

end so that he might turn to internal German affairs?’ (p. 67).

True, Hitler demanded a revision of the European settlement
1
Cf. the account, based on the documents, m Survey of International

Affairs 1938, Vol III, pp. 220-9 and pp 247-52.
2 Cf ibid., pp 266-9.
3 Cf Proceedings of the International Military Tribunal, Part 10, pp. 217-

60.
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established by the Treaty of Versailles, but this need not

have led to war if the other Powers had been prepared to

agree to peaceful revision, and if Great Britain in particular

had been ready to abandon the Outworn policy of the balance

of power in return for the settlement which Hitler was only

too anxious to reach with her. ‘It was London’s growing

anti-German attitude and what he called “England’s eternal

governess-like behaviour” which forced Hitler on a road

along which he did not want to travel, but which he believed

he had to choose for the sake of the nation.’

The consequences of this war, which was forced on Hitler

by the obstinacy and blindness of the British, were disastrous

for Europe, and for Britain too. ‘I wonder whether Vansittart

ever looks at the map of Europe and Asia and notices the

Soviet Star shining from the Weser across Thuringia to

Vienna and the Adriatic, a compact territory with 350 million

inhabitants, and compares this with the ridiculously narrow
strip of land where weak governments hold on by their eye-

lids. I wonder whether, seeing this, he sometimes thinks of
our talk in Berlin in 1936.’ (p 66). By making war on
Germany, Ribbentrop declares, the Western Powers opened
the gates of Europe to the East and stabbed in the back the

very nation that was fighting for the whole civilized world

(p. 173). ‘Ribbentrop,’ Hitler is reported as saying, ‘have I

not been right about the British balance of power theory?

Was it really still in Britain’s interests in view of this tre-

mendous development of Russia’s power? What would
happen to Britain if Germany should now become weak?
Ideologically and militarily we are the last bulwark of the

British Empire. If Stalin should ever over-run Germany, no
British or American bayonets could stop the bolshevization

of Europe. Would it not have been better for Britain to have
settled with us the issue of Danzig and the Corridor while
there was still time?’ (p. 50-1).

The first part of this argument will not survive the most
cursory reading of the captured German and Italian state

papers pubhshed since 1945. Hitler’s purpose from the first

was aggressive, to secure a dominant position in Central
Europe and from this to launch the drive for Lebensrawn
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in the East which he had already proclaimed in Mein Kampf
as the true goal of German policy. There was never any

doubt in Hitler’s mind that in the end this plan would entail

the use of force; to provide that force, he rearmed Germany
at a breakneck pace and by the beginning of 1938, when
Ribbentrop became Foreign Minister, he felt strong enough
to run the risk of war.1 In fact, Hitler succeeded in carrying

out the first part of his programme without resort to war,

but the basis of his diplomacy was the threat of forcg and,

although it is likely that he did not take Ribbentrop (or any
other man) fully into his confidence, it is entirely uncon-

vincing for Ribbentrop, the willing creature of Hitler’s

purpose, to pretend that he did not know what was in Hitler’s

mind.

These plans were not at all incompatible with a desire to

reach agreement with Britain. On the contrary, as Hitler had
already made clear in Mein Kampf, he regarded such an
agreement as a necessary condition for the establishment of

German domination of the continent and was determined

not to fall into the error, for which he criticized the Kaiser,

of quarrelling with Russia and Great Britain at the same time.

By offering to sign a naval treaty with Britain, Hitler made it

as clear as he could that he was not going to be drawn into a

repetition of the naval rivalry which had roused British

opposition before 1914. But the British in return must be

prepared to concede a free hand to Germany on the con-

tinent. As Sir Nevile Henderson saw (a little late in the day):

‘Good relations with England only meant for Hitler the

acquiescence of England in his schemes for the re-drawing

of the Central European map.’ 2 The sum of Ribbentrop’s

complaints against the British is simply that they were not

prepared to let the Germans do what they liked in Europe.

To Ribbentrop it may have appeared self-evident that this

was a monstrous intervention with the course of nature; what

most other people still find difficult to understand is why the
1 A fuller discussion of Hitler’s foreign policy will be found in the present

writer’s Hitler . A Study in Tyranny , cc VI, VHI arrd IX, and in The World
in March 1939 (edited by Arnold Toynbee and Frank Ashton-Gwatkin),

pp. 293-365, by Martin Wight.
2
Failure of a Mission, p 99
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British were so slow to realize that their own interests were
directly affected by the threat of German expansion in

Central Europe.

But it may still be argued^-and is argued in Germany
to-day—that Britain was mistaken in this view and that her

true interests required her to strengthen Germany as ‘the

bulwark of the West against Bolshevism’. Not to mince
words, would it not be better to see the Germans still in

Warsaw, Prague and Vienna, and even Hitler still in power,

than to see the Russians on the Elbe? This argument calls

for three comments.

First, before accepting the glib claim of the Nazis to have
been the protectors of Europe against Communism, it is

well to remember the character of the protection which they

offered, the racist doctrines, the concentration camps and
extermination squads, as gross and sinister an outrage against

humanity as anything for which the Communists can be held

responsible.

Second, it ill becomes the man who flew to Moscow in 1939

to sign the Nazi-Soviet Pact and partition Eastern Europe
with Stalin to talk of the betrayal of Europe to Bolshevism.

Those who practise Realpolitik with so ingenuous a pleasure

in their own performance are poorly placed to take a high
moral line about the fate of Europe.

Third, if the Russians are to-day on the Elbe and if Eastern

Europe (including Mitteldeutschland and the lost Eastern

territories) lies under Communist rule, the responsibility for

this rests on Hitler, the man who boasted to Hermann
Rauschning that he would bring Europe down in ruins with
him rather than admit defeat. It was not the Allies’ policy of
unconditional surrender, as Ribbentrop attempts to argue,

but Hitler’s decision, first, to launch an unprovoked attack

on Russia and then his senseless persistence in prolonging
the war long after it had been lost which produced the

‘bolshevization’ of half Europe.

‘There can be no doubt,’ Ribbentrop writes complacently,
‘that Hitler’s whole life was devoted to only one aim: to serve

the German people. . . . He lived selflessly, sacrificed his
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health and to his last breath thought of nothing but the

future of the nation’ (p. 32). With greater insight. General

Haider, once Hitler’s Chief of Staff, wrote: ‘Even at the

height of his power there vtes for Hitler no Germany, there

were no German troops for whom he felt himself responsible;

for him there was only one greatness, a greatness which
dominated his life and to which his evil genius sacrificed

everything—his own Ego.’1 This was the man whom Ribben-

trop served, the man who, far from worrying about the future

of the nation, told Speer: ‘If the war is to be lost, the nation

also will perish. There is no need to consider the basis even

ofa most primitive existence any longer. On the contrary it is

better to destroy even that and to destroy it ourselves. The
nation has proved itself weak and the future belongs solely

to the stronger Eastern nation.’2 Few nations have been

called on to pay a more terrible price for the crimes of their

leaders than the German nation paid for Hitler.

Like other Germans in high office, Ribbentrop began to

have doubts about the wisdom of Hitler’s policy before the

end of the war and he claims to have made several attempts

to persuade Hitler to end hostilities by a settlement with the

Russians. Hitler rejected such suggestions out of hand. To
want to discover the Russian attitude, he told Frau Ribben-

trop, was ‘like touching a red-hot stove merely to find out

whether it was hot’. Ribbentrop did not persist. In fact, as

the struggle with Russia reached its climax, Ribbentrop

dropped into the background. Hitler had no use now for

diplomacy or the Foreign Office, and he did not ask for

Ribbentrop’s views on the war. By 1945 the Foreign Minister

was no more than a political ghost comforting himself with

illusions which startled those who, like Count Bemadotte

and General Guderian, came to talk to him.

Whatever doubts or regrets he may have had, he sup-

pressed them, both then and later at Nuremberg. During the

long months of the trial Ribbentrop appeared as a broken

and confused man, unable to come to terms either with him-
1 Franz Haider, Hitler as War-Lord

, pp 68-70
2 Proceedings of the International Military Tribunal, Part 17, p. 35, Speer’s

evidence.
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self or with the charges against him. The prison psychiatrist,

Dr. Kelley, records: ‘Each day when I came to talk with him,

I would find him pacing up and down through the crumpled

papers on his floor, wringing hi^hands. His inevitable greet-

ing was, “Doctor, what shall I do? What shall I do?’^ 1

He made a poor witness in his own defence and his showing

in the witness box aroused the renewed contempt of his

fellow defendants. Yet he did not waver in his loyalty to

Hitler. When a film was shown in the court in which the

Fuhrer appeared, he wept and became highly excited. Seizing

the doctor by the arm afterwards, he asked him: Can t you

feel his personality? Perhaps it is not conveyed by the

screen. But I can feel him myself—his strong, vital person-

ality. Even though I am here in jail on trial for my life, if

Hitler were to walk into this room at this moment and com-

mand anything, I would do it immediately without thought of

consequence.’ 2 Only one thing shook Ribbentrop’s faith,

his omission from Hitler’s Testament and his replacement by

Seyss-Inquart. This hurt him deeply, yet to the end he

refused to turn against the man to whom he owed both his

rise and his fall. In the last hours of his life he recovered

himself sufiiciently to die with courage.

The more one studies the history of the Third Reich, the

more clear becomes the contrast between the demoniac

figure of Hitler and those who served him. With a touch of

the old self-importance Ribbentrop wrote at the end of his

memoirs: ‘I am one of those who is ground between the

millstones of world history.’ This is too grand an epitaph.

There is no need to invoke world history to explain so ordin-

ary a story. For he was not a man imbued with evil, as Hitler

became, but one in whom vanity and ambition had out-

stripped both capacity and character. Lacking the stature

for tragedy, he leaves only the impression of a protesting

triviality unequal to the events in which he was involved.

Oxford, March 1954. Alan Bullock.

1 Douglas M. Kelley, 22 Cells in Nuremberg (New York 1947), pp. 110-1.

2 ibid
, pp. 111-2.
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Career 1893-1933

Father's army career— garrison life at Wilhelmshoehe and
Metz—first visit to London 1909— Canada— Ottawa
society—outbreak ofFirst World War—return to Germany—
military service— Turkey— marriage, business andpolitics.

I
was bom on 30th April, 1893, at Wesel, once a fortress

and at that time a small garrison town on the Rhine. My
father was a first lieutenant in an artillery regiment, my
mother the daughter of a landowner in Saxony.

The original family seat was the farm Ribbentrup, near

Salzuflen, in the Detmold country, but nearly all my fore-

bears of the last few centuries were lawyers and soldiers. One
of these signed the Peace of Munster for the Count of Lippe.

My great-grandfather helped the Duke of Brunswick dur-

ing the revolution of 1848, and the Duke never forgot this

service. My grandfather fought in the Franco-Prussian war
of 1870, and during a historic phase of the battle of Mars-la-

Tour commanded the Brunswick artillery battery; for this

action he received the Iron Cross First Class. My father

received the same decoration for gallantry in the First World
War; when the spearhead of the 49th Reserve Division sacri-

ficed itself, he took command and thereby contributed to the

famous breakthrough at Brzeziny.

Soon after I was bom my father was transferred to Cassel

so that I never saw the Rhine as a child; nevertheless, in later

years, I was drawn there again and again, and whenever I saw
this incomparable river I had the peculiar feeling that I was
really at home there. Whenever I saw the Rhine I came under
its spell, whether on board one of the pleasant river steamers

in the company of the Henkells, my wife’s family, or later

when I visited Adolf Hitler and viewed the grandiose scenery

from the balcony of the Hotel Dreesen in Godesberg.

1
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In September, 1938, when the Fiihrer’s negotiations with
Prime Minister Chamberlain were going through a difficult

phase, I went down to the Rhine during an adjournment,
and, gazing at the river, regained my composure and my
strength.

The last time I saw the Rhine was in 1945, when, as a
prisoner of the British and Americans, I was flown from
Mondorf to Nuremberg.
My first childhood memories are associated with Wilhelms-

hoehe, near Cassel, where my father was a captain, com-
manding the battery of the field horse artillery that was
stationed there. Wilhelmshoehe is the famous palace of the

Emperor where Napoleon HI was held prisoner after his

capitulation at Sedan in 1870. Customs change—nowadays
sovereign governments of defeated nations are thrown into

prison.

The palace is a landmark. Its Hercules monument with
its world-famous cascades can be seen from afar and in the
lake below there is the artificial fountain—a miracle of nature
and art. When I first saw them, Wilhelm II was spending one
of his customary springtime holidays at Wilhelmshoehe.
My parents lived in what was called the Imperial Guard

House, a red building situated on the palace drive. When the
Emperor was in residence the guard was mounted, and my
earliest memory is associated with this. When the grenadiers
presented arms my brother Lothar and I would take up
position next to them and ‘present’ our wooden sabres. On
one occasion the Emperor passed close by, saw us and
laughed heartily. With our stern expressions we must have
looked very funny. The lieutenant in charge, however, took a
different view. He regarded the incident as a disgrace to his
men, and no sooner had the Emperor passed than he ap-
proached us with sabre drawn; only hurried retreat round the
comer into the wilderness of our garden saved us from the
anger of the mighty.

I very clearly remember the visit which King Edward VH
of England paid to his imperial nephew at Wilhelmshoehe.
The Imperial Marshal was worried lest the four Lippizzans
might be unable to keep up a steady trot when drawing the
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not inconsiderable bulk of the great Englishman and his

nephew up the steep incline to the palace. Rehearsals went
on for hours, and, when the two monarchs arrived, we boys

—

again ‘presenting’ our weapons—saw them disappear far

quicker than suited our youthful curiosity. We were all the

more interested to see them together because my father had
said that uncle and nephew had no regard for, and were
indeed hostile to, each other. We, of course, imagined they

would engage in fisticuffs, and I still remember our dis-

appointment when the two crowned heads passed us in their

carriage, quietly chatting. This was my first encounter with

world politics and even at the time of this first visit future

developments were foreshadowed.

At that time, my father whom in later years I was to revere,

was only the stem master whom we feared rather than loved.

Memories of my mother, on the other hand, are full of love,

sorrow and mourning. Even then she carried with her the

germ of the disease of which she was to die a few years later.

The three of us—my elder brother who was very close to me,
my younger sister and I—loved our mother very dearly. Like

my father she was very musical and played the piano beauti-

fully. She used to play for hours, while I sat in the comer of

the room spellbound, wanting her to go on for ever. My
mother’s loving readiness to play whenever I asked her was
touching. During her last years we children only knew our

mother as an invalid and saw little of her because she did not

want to pass on her infection.

From Cassel my father was transferred to Metz, and pro-

moted Major in the 34th Artillery Regiment. In those days,

Metz was one of the largest garrison towns in the Reich and
very different from the idyllic Wilhelmshoehe. After having

been the undisputed commander of a battery my father was
suddenly thrown into a big military establishment—with all

its advantages and disadvantages, and intrigues. A delicate

political situation arose from the fact that Alsace-Lorraine,

the ‘imperial territory’, as it was then called, had only been

reunited with the Reich since 1870. It was generally agreed

that in Metz a staff officer could soon acquire either the

qualifications for promotion to general’s rank or the ‘bowler
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hat’. My father belonged to the second category, although
he was not dismissed, but sent his resignation voluntarily to
the Imperial Military Cabinet.
The garrison of Metz then consisted of many infantry and

several artillery and cavalry regiments, under the overall
command of the aged Count Haeseler, the G.O.C. XVI Army
Corps. He was one of the most distinguished generals of the
German Army and popular with friend and foe. The French
spoke of him with respect as 7e vieux comte’. To us boys he
did not look like a brilliant commander, for he always
favoured an old and well-worn uniform—he was exception-
ally austere in all his habits—and his back was bent whether
he walked or rode. But when he came nearer and we saw his
piercing eyes, we pulled off our caps instinctively and looked
up at him with nervous admiration. Later—during the First
World War—it was often said that the battle of the Marne
and with it the whole of the war might have taken a different
course if Haeseler had still been young enough to be given a
command.

' J

My father thought a great deal of the military abilities of
the old count and respected him personally, but with some
of the younger officers Haeseler was at times less popular, for
one of his less endearing habits was to order a night alert on
such festive days as Shrove Tuesday; in a matter of minutes
all officers had to leave their gentle company and change from
fancy dress into field boots.

‘ '

Count Haeseler was later replaced by General Stotzer,
whom my father served as adjutant for several years. When
Stotzer died he was succeeded by General von Prittwitz
a distant rdative of my stepmother-to-be. When the First
World War broke out von Prittwitz favoured a defensive
withdrawal from East Prussia rather than the transfer of
troops from the West, and military critics still argue the rights
and wrongs of this strategy to-day.
My father was generally regarded as a staff officer with a

great future. He combined high military ability with a strong
personality, and his character was straight and frank. He
could often be brusque, but he had a heart of gold. Intelli-
gent, widely read, with strong political and artistic interests.
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he held firm opinions and was markedly independent My
father had clearly inherited some of my grandfather’s

methods of dealing with people—in his characteristic words
‘Shake hands or feel my swo?d’. To his friends he was loyal

beyond death. To his enemies he spoke plainly.

Because of my mother’s illness we lived quietly in the

suburb of Queuleu, where the air was supposed to be

healthier. My brother and I went to the Lyceum, and at first

I proudly reported at home the scholarly feats I had per-

formed I had no doubt that Christmas would see me near

the top of the class of fifty. When I came out thirty-second

I was very disappointed, and at home the reaction was even

worse—a few of the best. After that experience I swore I

would be very careful with forecasts of my performance.

Worse was to follow, for my father withheld the much
coveted violin which—so I had heard—I was to have been
given for Christmas. Christmas was thus sad, especially for

my invalid mother, and later I often asked myself whether

parents should inflict such harsh punishment on their

children. My father, no doubt, acted in accordance with the

educational precepts of the time, but I could not follow his

example when I had to deal with my own children.

By Easter I was near the top of the form and got my
violin, and for years to come music was my dearest interest.

My tutor was a pupil of Josef Joachim, the great violinist,

and at 13 I played for the first time at a concert of the Metz
School of Music. I seriously considered becoming a violinist.

My violin accompanied me throughout my life and gave

me indescribably beautiful hours. It was a true comrade
which never let me down—at Nuremberg I learned that I

cannot say the same of all men. My violin helped me to

tame boyish passions and gave me solace when my mother
died. In a log cabin in Canada’s virgin forests the violin

beautified my own life and that of my comrades, and later,

in East Prussia, when I was apprehensive about the outcome
of the war, it gave me the strength I needed for my hard work.

Soon after our move to Metz, on 28th February, 1902, my
mother died, and we buried her in her homeland, at Groitsch,

on one of the estates of my grandfather Hertwig, where we
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had enjoyed unforgettable holidays hunting on ponies. We
then moved into the centre of Metz where my father rented a

fine house in the Empire style in the Belle-Ile-Strasse. It was
close to the Pulvergarten, where 'the officers and their families

met in the summer.
After my father had married Olga-Margarete von Prittwitz

und Gaffron our house was the scene ofmuch social life, over

which my dear stepmother presided most ably. During this

period my father’s political inclinations became more pro-

nounced. He was a great admirer of Bismarck and at first

of the young Emperor, but Bismarck’s dismissal was a great

disappointment, and my father became more and more
critical of the Emperor’s foreign policy and military staff

policy, which he was able to observe at close quarters as

adjutant to the G.O.C. My father made no bones about his

opinions and expressed them even to us boys so that my first

political impressions date back to those days.

Possibly my father’s critical views were reported to the

authorities in Berlin, for a difficult situation developed.

All I know is that he suddenly decided to hand in his resigna-

tion, without the usual request for permission to go on
wearing regimental uniform. This created a stir in Metz, and
I clearly remember the General himself calling at our house
in a vain effort to dissuade my father.

This brought our years in Metz to an end. They had been
very instructive for my brother and myself because through
our schoolmates we had made contact with our Western
neighbours; in those days French influence was very strong

in Metz, and my parents were on friendly terms with French
families. These friendships I maintained and they survived

not only the two world wars, but also the collapse. I accom-
panied my father on many trips to France, and even as a boy
saw something of French provincial life.

My close links with French culture go back to those early

impressions, which were later deepened when my brother and
I went to a commercial college in Grenoble, where we per-

fected our knowledge of the French language.

While in Metz we played a lot of games, especially tennis,

at which we became good enough to win an officers’ tourna-
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ment. We soon grew very fond of riding, too, a passion

which we had inherited from our father who was mad on
horses.

After his resignation my father decided to settle in Switzer-

land, and we stayed in Arosa for eighteen months. My father

later called these the happiest days of his life. In the winter

months the three of us went ski-mg or bobsleighing. Our
bobsleigh, the ‘Meteor’, with my father operating the brake,

an English parson and an English girl as crew and myself

at the wheel, soon became well known and even in our first

winter we won many competitions. In the summer we walked
through the Swiss Alps, and my father indulged in remini-

scences and talked to us about Germany’s domestic and
foreign politics.

When my brother and I discussed our future with our

father it was always understood that we would never be
soldiers. Both of us had an urge to travel. We wanted to see

the world, and my father agreed that we should buy property

in South or East Africa. This made a grasp of English

specially important, and a tutor was engaged who taught us

fairly good English while we were still in Switzerland. He
also introduced us to the English classics and told us about
the English way of life.

Englishmen and Canadians took an active part in winter

sports. We met many of them and became close friends with

one Canadian family. Both my brother and I were attracted

by one particular Canadian girl, and it was partly through

this friendship that we later spent several years on the other

side of the Atlantic.

In 1909—I was then 16—an Enghsh family invited us both
to London. The idea was that we should go to school there,

perfect our Enghsh and thus prepare ourselves for a business

career. We stayed for nearly a year with a well-known
doctor in South Kensington. I shall never forget the touching

kindness of Dr. Grandage and his sister; the doctor was
killed in the First World War.
The first impact of London was tremendous. This then

was the London of Shakespeare, Dickens and Sherlock

Holmes, the London which, as Marshal Bliicher exclaimed
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ecstatically while on a visit to the Duke of Wellington, would
be ‘a good city to loot!’; anyway, that is the story as told by a

forebear ofmine, a friend of the fiery Marshal. This ancestor,

Friedrich von Ribbentrop, was1 Quartermaster-General. He
became known for restoring to the Brandenburg Gate the

quadriga which Napoleon had removed to Paris, and he was
also responsible for supplying Bliicher’s army, which, of

course, lived on the land, as was usual at that time. In Paris

a pun was made on that Ribbentrop’s name; he demanded,

said the Parisians, ‘riz, pain-trop’—too much rice and bread.

On our first day in London my brother and I travelled

across the city on top of a bus. The traffic and life of this

metropolis were a great experience. We never thought that

there could be so many omnibuses, motor cars, vans and
horse carriages as we saw at London Bridge, the Tower and
near the Mansion House. We were astounded to see how
calmly the few policemen—mostly Irishmen—handled all this

traffic. We thought we felt the heart-beat of the world. How
much experience, influence, capital and world-pervading

efficiency combined to keep all this going!

Later, in my talks with Adolf Hitler, I often expressed

regret that he had never stood at the Mansion House where
he would have understood the meamng of the British Empire.

To-day I am blamed for having advised Hitler wrongly on
British affairs, for having described Englishmen as weak and
degenerate. The contrary is true: I have always pointed out

to Hitler the enormous strength of this empire and the truly

heroic conduct of its ruling class. Of this I shall have more
to say later.

While in London my brother and I also had our first

glimpse of English society. We liked the easy ways of the

English, which made it so simple to talk to them. Later I was
also to discover in business and even more m politics that

leading Englishmen are anything but happy-go-lucky and
that for all their comfortable habits they are serious and
industrious. When I returned to London in 1920 and stayed

at Brown’s Hotel, the town was as familiar to me as if I had
left it only a few days earlier.

On a fine autumn day in 1910 I entered the St. Lawrence
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in Canada on board a White Star steamer outward bound
from London. We passed the notorious Quebec Bridge,

which had collapsed while building was in progress a few

years earlier. Many had lost*their hves in that disaster; they

had got wedged in the ironwork and were drowned by the

rising tide. One of the ship’s officers who had witnessed the

accident told us the terrible details. A few years later I

myself was engaged on the reconstruction work.

After a short stay in Quebec we went on to Montreal where

we were cordially received by our Canadian friends. I had
only come for a visit, but I stayed for four years until the

outbreak of the First World War. What course would my
life have taken had I stayed in Canada, which I could have

done since I was not fit for military service? Certainly I

would not be in Numberg to-day. But then I would have
missed all the great and beautiful things which life has given

to me since then.

After a period of acclimatization my Canadian friends

teased me about what they called my ‘London mannerisms’,

and made me drop them for good. For instance, every day I

would find my English check coat on the golf hnks, the

pockets filled with stones, until I discarded it with a heavy

heart. Or, on arriving at a party, I would be received with

many blase ‘how do you do’s’ and ‘don’t you know’s’. The
Canadians were loyal to old England, but they felt as

Canadians and had their own customs. I always liked my
many Canadian friends very much, and two world wars in

which we were enemies have not changed this. Many friends

wrote to me during the First World War via neutral countries,

and again when it was over, suggesting that I should return,

but after the sad experience of the war I felt too closely

linked with my homeland to like the idea of leaving it again.

Later m Berlm and as ambassador in London I frequently

met old friends and acquaintances who had made my life

between the ages of 17 and 21 in their hospitable country so

beautiful and so rich in human relationships.

A short while ago I read an insulting publication by a

former German Foreign Office official, now an emigrd in

New York. He had enjoyed my hospitality at my house in
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Dahlem. Everything he writes about me is untrue, except the

fact that I am no anti-Semite. My Canadian friends had
refused to supply the author with information about my
relationship with them in the past.

Soon after my arrival in Montreal I became a bank clerk

for eighteen months. I had been told that banking was the

foundation of Canadian business, and it was this that I

wanted to learn. In those two winters and one summer I

became thoroughly familiar with life in this, the largest town
in Canada—with its industrious busmess life, its amusements,

its often wild poker parties, its sport, tennis, rugby and
especially the famous ice hockey.

After my apprenticeship in the bank I joined a firm of

bridge and railway engineers and went to Quebec. In this

small town with its old French-Canadian culture I was first

employed as a car checker on the reconstruction of Quebec
Bridge. Later I worked on the construction of the National

Trans-Continental railway, where I experienced the hard life

of a Canadian pioneer. I saw the greatness, beauty and
fertility of Canada’s virgin forest. Probably few occupations

make greater demands on a person and few are so instructive

to the young. A serious illness suddenly put an end to this

work; through drinking infected milk I had contracted

tuberculosis of the kidneys, and one of them had to be re-

moved.

After a long illness and a short visit to Germany I went to

New York, where I stayed for several months. I happened to

fall in with an influential family and we became friends. I also

received an instructive, if superficial, impression of the hur-

ried life of this great American business centre. For a few
months I was a ‘daily reporter’ for a number of newspapers,
and in this perhaps the most exciting of all occupations I

learned something of the American soul, of its urge for action,

news and sensation. This brief period contains my most
interesting memories of America. I was then just twenty.

From the start I had intended to return to Canada, and
when a friend invited me to Ottawa I accepted, hoping to set

up in business on my own. Since I had come into some ofmy
mother’s money, the prospects were not unfavourable.
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Social life in Canada’s capital had a special charm. Every-

thing centred round Rideau Hall, the residence of the

Governor-General, then the Duke of Connaught, the brother

of King Edward VII, a specially worthy representative of the

English Crown. The Duchess was Princess Margarete of

Prussia, daughter of our ‘Red Prince’ of the Franco-Prussian

war. Through the good offices of a friend of mine, whose
father was Chief Justice of Canada, I was introduced to

Rideau Hall, and spent many a pleasant hour in the house of

this English aristocrat and his lady—who was very land to me
as a German—and their daughter Patricia, later Lady Patricia

Ramsay. My violin, too, came into its own there occasion-

ally. When, as ambassador in London, I again met the old

Duke, then in his eighties, he was kind enough to recall some
of the episodes of those days.

The society of Ottawa, as far as it centred on Government
House, consisted of the families of civil servants, Ministers,

judges, officers and prominent businessmen. When there was
a reception or festivity all the great families were invited from
all over the country.

Although I was only a young man, I appreciated the clever

way in which England grants absolute independence to her

Dominions, but nevertheless—almost entirely through the

person of the Governor-General—preserves their close con-

tact in everything with the mother country. Starting with the

famous Lord Strathcona of the Hudson Bay Company, down
to this day several leading and most successful Canadian

families, old and new, are linked with the English Crown
through a peerage or knighthood. In the same way, many of

Canada’s business interests are closely connected with British

affairs and those of the other Dominions. This was the reason

why the great 1932 trade charter of the British Empire was
proclaimed in Ottawa. Although business ties with the

U.S.A. are strong, Canada remains loyal to the Common-
wealth.

Although neither of the two world wars was popular,

British policy prevailed; Canada and the other Dominions
did not hesitate to send their sons into action for the mother

country. To maintain this cohesion of the Commonwealth is
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the great function of the English Royal House and one of the

secrets of the British Empire—the product of evolution, built

on the experience of many generations, and a masterpiece of

organization and the art of government.

Often have I made these observations to Adolf Hitler.

I also pointed out to him the masterly fashion in which
Britain has harmoniously blended the traditions of the old

aristocracy and the ability of the new nobility, and thus

created a whole, with the Crown as the centre. Hitler showed
great interest in this, and I believe that if events had taken a
different course he would have introduced some of these

institutions. Whether Germany would ever again have
become a monarchy I cannot tell, although in 1933 and 1934

Hitler said to me on several occasions: ‘Anything for a
German Imperial House.’1

The outbreak of the First World War put a sudden end to

my stay in Canada. I felt indescribably happy there and
could have remained, but I was a German through and
through. Never was I so conscious of this as in July and
August 1914. The homeland was magnetic. Although my
friends insisted that as an invalid with only one kidney I

would not be accepted for active service, I was sure that

every man would be needed in what promised to be a hard
war. On the same evening I left Ottawa for New York.
On that day, 4th August, 1914, 1 left behind property, my

brother, who was seriously ill, the business prospects which
had just opened up, many friends, and a young girl whom I

had wanted to marry. I risked a very uncertain voyage,
without knowing whether I should be needed at home.
In New York no ship wanted to take German passengers

because of the English blockade. At last, on 15th August,
I sailed on the Potsdam, a Dutch steamer of the Rotterdam
Line, together with a few hundred compatriots.

1 When in the summer of 1933 the two of us had lunch with Hitler
at the Kaiserhof, he spoke with great emphasis of his mtentions to
restore the Hohenzollem Monarchy, adding that he was thinking, in
particular, of the son of Prince August Wilhelm. Earlier, during the
ceremony in the Gamisonkirche at Potsdam, it had been noticed that
the Emperor’s chair in the space reserved for the Imperial Family had
remained vacant.—A.v.R.
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We were gay and patriotic. News of victories was received,

an officer of the General Staff explained the battles, we had
sing-songs and made plans. Everyone behaved as though we
were safely home. I did not Share this optimism.

,
for I did not

believe that Britain would allow a shipload of German
reservists to get through. When I discovered that a friend,

a lieutenant of artillery m Metz and the holder of a Swiss
passport, had signed on as fireman I arranged that he should
hide me in the coal bunkers if need be.

As we approached the English coast everyone became
rather more subdued, and when an English torpedo boat sent

a boarding party of sailors with fixed bayonets we waited

tense in our cabins. We got under way again, but when we
noticed that the ship had changed course for the English

coast our happy mood was dispelled for good. At nightfall

we dropped anchor off Falmouth, on the beautiful Cornish
coast, and next morning a British intelligence officer amved
and announced that all Germans would be taken ashore and
interned.

After that it was every man for himself. I went on deck to

reconnoitre, but came face to face with the intelligence

officer—and started talking! My English was probably

almost perfect, and the captain, like many Englishmen, was
kindly disposed to foreigners with a command of their lan-

guage. When I mentioned that I had been to Canada, the

captain told me he had once been aide-de-camp to the

Governor-General and we discovered that we had many
mutual friends whom I had seen quite recently. This made
my confession far easier. I told him that I was German, had
no visa, but must get to Germany whatever happened. I did

not tell him that despite my poor health I hoped to enlist, for

otherwise Captain Wally would probably have hesitated. As
it was he allowedme to stay on board and stamped my papers

‘passed by military authorities’.

The real test, was however, still to come. When my
German friends had been taken ashore it was announced

that all the other passengers, including doctors and neutrals,

would have to land as well. It was clear to me that if I were

taken into Falmouth a cable would be sent to Canada, where
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I was known as a German, and that I would be detained.

Even in NewYork I had heard that in the hysteria of the first

war days sensation-mongering Canadian newspapers had
invented a dramatic story of the ‘flight of spy Ribbentrop’.

(This insane fairy tale—what was there for a German to

‘spy’ in Canada then?—was frequently repeated in news-

papers during the war, but the reports contained the reassur-

ing addition that I had been caught and interned in Kings-

town!)

Thus if I wanted to continue my voyage on the Potsdam I

had to act swiftly. We remaining passengers were assembled

in the saloon and guarded by a steward whom 1 knew to be

pro-German. I gave him a tip and asked him to take me to

my friend, the fireman, and at an opportune moment he

complied. Eventually I stowed away uncomfortably behind

bunker coal, and there I remained until the ship entered the

Scheldt estuary. Then I slunk back to my cabin for a bath

and found to my surprise that all my luggage was still intact.

But I also heard that the ship had been searched after my
disappearance. On the train across Holland I had a last

surprise. The land steward who had helped me to escape

walked into my compartment, introduced himself as a Ger-

man officer and returned my tip.

I was indescribably happy when I agam found myself on
German soil. My parents in Naumburg were most surprised

at my arrival. My father was just getting ready to assume a

command. I volunteered for the 12th Hussars in Torgau, to

which my mother’s father had belonged in 1870. The great

question whether I would be accepted was settled very easily,

for I was able to avoid a medical examination, and the

Canadian became a Blue Hussar.

During my first day as a recruit I made an inexcusable

mistake. When my sergeant asked me if I rode, I answered
that of course I did—after all, I had ridden ever since I was a
child. The sergeant regarded this answer as blasphemous,
and I was immediately given an extra riding lesson on an
indescribable hack. I fell off so often that in the end I really

came to believe that I had never ridden a horse in my life.

Old cavalry sergeants have a way with greenhorns when the
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sacred art of military horsemanship is challenged. Later I got

on very well with this severe master.

Four weeks after my enlistment the first draft moved to the
’ front regiment, but I was not considered worthy of inclusion.

I thought the war would be over by the time I had got

through my training, but in fact I fought with this regiment

until early in 1918, first on the eastern and then on the

western front, except when I was wounded and once when I

was seriously ill. The last time I was wounded, in the

summer of 1917, 1 received the Iron Cross 1st Class; now my
eldest son has received the same decoration, which has thus

been won by four generations of our family.1

During the war I became a regular officer. As such, after

being declared unfit for service at the front in April 1918,

I was sent to Turkey as adjutant to the delegate of the War
Ministry. There I saw another side of the war, for the job of

my chief from the very beginning had been to keep Turkey
strong enough to fight by pumping supplies into the country.

When I arrived in Constantinople there was already a strong

movement m favour of breaking away from the Central

Powers. During the summer this became more pronounced

and I was sent to Berlin to report.

There an odd atmosphere had developed. The officer in

the central department of the War Ministry on whom I called

considered my report so important that a few hours later I

was ordered to repeat my story to the Minister, von Stein,

a former superior and friend of my father’s. But I was

received most ungraciously, for the Minister was obviously

unwilling to admit to a young lieutenant the possibility of our

Turkish ally’s defection. He interrupted me and inquired

about the German schools in Turkey, of all things. I was

dismissed somewhat coolly, although he sent greetings to my
father.

To me Berlin’s ostrich-like policy towards Turkey and the

Balkans seemed irresponsible, for cntical reports were also

coming from Bulgaria. When I discussed this with an

acquaintance in the central department he became very

1 My husband notes at this point in his M.S.: ‘My war memoirs will

be put down in a separate chapter.’—A.v.R.
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serious and replied that the Ministry had far worse worries.

In those days some 20,000 deserters from the Western front

were in hiding in Berlin and for political reasons no one dared

to arrest them. My heart stopped, because this more than

anything else was the first sign of impending defeat. But how
could a young lieutenant help? I had a burning desire to do
something to avert the disaster, and was deeply disappointed

that I had no access to any other high authorities to report on
the true situation among our allies. I felt at once very im-

portant and very helpless, and I blamed fate for not letting

me do something decisive.

Not until the Second World War was I to understand how
hopeless my early efforts had been; for I then came to realize

that even a Foreign Minister may find it impossible to influ-

ence events at a critical stage. Once the furies of war are let

loose those in authority on both sides think of only one thing

—total victory.

When in November, 1918, the German defeat had become
a fact, when news arrived that the Emperor had left the

country, the world in which we young officers lived collapsed.

I still remember the scene. At lunch, my chief, Major Meier,

was handed a telegram. He read it, blanched and passed it to

me without a word: ‘Wilson’s 14 points, armistice, Emperor
in Holland, revolution.’ The First World War was lost.

After internment in Asia minor, after nightly crossings of

the Bosphorous to save the War Ministry files from the

enemy (Swedish friends gave unforgettable help), after an
abortive attempt to reach Germany via Russia, after witness-

ing street fighting in Odessa, I returned to Constantinople

and finally succeeded in getting home through Italy.

When, after a short stay with my parents, I reported at the

War Ministry, I was attached to General von Wrisberg for

the preparation of the peace conference.

Berlin after the revolution was a city of stark contrasts.

The old quarrelled, shady business flourished, and the young
tried to forget their heroic but apparently useless battles for

Germany in a whirl of pleasure. We officers considered it

especially humiliating that our epaulettes should be replaced

by blue stripes. Among pohticians splits and dissension,
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always it seems the bane of Germany, abounded. In those

days I met many people of various persuasions and saw
something of the extraordinary difficulties with which the

young Republic was faced. Shddenly a large number of Jews
appeared who became very active, not always agreeably, in

politics, economics and business. In fairness I must admit,

however, that in those days I also knew many Jewish families

who agreed with my strongly nationalist friends and myself,

and who felt the defeat as bitterly as the rest of us.

None of us imagined in the spring of 1919 that all the

efforts of the so-called Peace Commission, which was prepar-

ing the German side of the Peace Conference and to which I

was attached, would be entirely vain. One day I had to

report to General von Seeckt, whom I had known in Con-
stantinople, to accompany him to Versailles. But nothing

happened. When the treaty draft arrived in Berlin I read it

in one night and then threw it away, fully convinced that no
German Government could possibly sign such a document.

Count von Brockdorff-Rantzau, the Foreign Minister, re-

signed, but all the same the treaty was signed.

I had been undecided whether to remain a regular soldier,

but now the question had been settled. I resigned from the

army and returned to business.

The decision to go into business was easy, for I had
acquired a good knowledge of it during my years in English-

speaking countries. Even so, the difficulties were at first

greater than I had anticipated. It seemed as though nobody
m Germany considered a former first lieutenant in the

Hussars capable of doing much, and business experience in

America also aroused suspicion at that time.

Nevertheless, in the early summer of 1919, 1 found a suit-

able job in the Berlin branch of an old-established Bremen
firm of cotton importers. Early difficulties, far from having

discouraged me, had made me even more determined to

succeed. Indeed, the owners soon granted me power of

attorney, and as soon as I had concluded a few satisfactory

deals, their confidence increased and this they showed most

generously in true Hanseatic fashion.

This was very important, for I had lost my property in
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Canada and just then, at the beginning of the inflationary

period, my father had got into serious financial difficulties

over a Swiss debt which he had incurred on behalf of my
invalid brother. I was able to bfelp and even to save his house

in Naumburg. Although this swallowed up all my earnings,

I was amply rewarded by the touching love ofmy father, who
never forgot this service.

Another great event happened in 1919, which was to

change my whole life. At a tennis tournament during a

holiday in Bad Homburg, I met Annehes Henkell, who later

became my wife. We were married on 5th July, 1920.

We lived through twenty-five years ofimmeasurable happi-

ness, and my wife gave me ‘our five’, three sons and two
daughters. I wonder whether two people ever experienced as

much love, happiness and intimate affinity, sometimes in

adversity, as we did. Is this not more than a mortal can

expect of fate?

At the end of April, 1945, my wife wanted to fly to me in

Berlin, and only the Fiihrer’s categorical veto stopped her.

In July, 1945, we should have celebrated our silver wedding

anniversary, but I was a prisoner of the Americans in Mon-
dorf and without news of wife and children.

In 1920 my business interests compelled me to choose

between Bremen and Berlin, for my father-in-law’s firm had
offered me a post in its Berlin branch in place of their agent

who had died. I chose Berlin, but also decided to open an
import-export business of my own by making use of connec-

tions in various European countries, especially England and
France. I was able to carry out this plan after a few years

and by the middle twenties my business had become one of

the biggest of its kind.1

It was my connections with England and France which
eventually made me take up politics. Already during the

Fust World War I had contributed articles on economic and
also pohtical problems to the Vossische Zeitung. Then
Versailles prompted me to do my share in working for a

1 In 1924 my husband gave up the Henkell agency, and devoted all

his time to the importing firm, which he alone had developed and of

which he was the sole owner.—A.v.R.
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revision of this Diktat, and when in London and Paris on
business I explained to influential men its political senseless-

ness and its possible consequences. On my many visits to

these capitals I missed no such opportunity, and in this way I

met not only businessmen, but also politicians, journalists

and writers m those countries. In Berlin diplomatists and
many foreign businessmen came to our house, and I used all

these contacts to impress upon my friends from abroad the

urgent necessity of stopping reparations and of amending
certain of the Versailles terms. Not holding an official

appointment, I could speak more freely and I exercised this

privilege whenever possible. Although, for all their kindness,

most of my hsteners showed little understanding, I could

occasionally help to make German opinions heard abroad.

True understanding of German anxieties, however, was
still restricted to a small circle. Most people had become
used to a ‘system’, characterized by the words ‘Versailles’

and the ‘League of Nations’, and this was very convenient

for the victor. I discovered how difficult it is for a country

without power or friends to press for revisions. Even over

the reparations question, the victorious Powers only made
concessions when they saw that insistence on the original

demands was bound to lead to catastrophe.

Since 1929, the German economy, and with it politics at

home, had been approaching an inevitable crisis. Reparations

demands had over-reached themselves, and the unsound

boom of 1928, created by foreign loans, was suddenly fol-

lowed by a steep decline. German exports could no longer

pay for imports, the gold reserves of the Reichsbank shrunk

rapidly, business came to a standstill, production dropped

and mass dismissals of factory workers ensued. There were

minions of unemployed, on the one hand, and tax evasion

and the flight of capital, on the other. All these were symp-

toms of the economic crisis which had been approaching

visibly since 1930.

In the winter of 1930 to 1931 it became clear that neither

the bourgeois parties nor the Churches were able to save

Germany from communism, and that the only chance to

avert this fate lay in National Socialism. I stood close to the
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German People’s Party and was alarmed when I observed

the disintegration of the bourgeois parties.

When in those days my foreign friends asked me about

National Socialism, I always Wd them: ‘Give Bruning a

chance and Hitler will not come. Without this chance the

choice lies between him and communism.’ The Weimar
Republic was not given a chance, but Hitler eventually

emerged as the victor over communism. There can be no

doubt that this was no easy victory.

Since I was a businessman I had not at first intended to

become a politician, although I was interested m pohtics,

but when in 1931 and 1932 I saw Germany making for the

abyss, I tried to help in the formation of a national coalition

of the bourgeois and National Socialist parties.



II

Adolf Hitler

First meeting with Hitler— secret negotiations between Hitler

and Papen— Hitler appointed Chancellor— his admiration

for England— his dominating personality— his relations

with Ribbentrop— Hitler and Goring.

I
saw Adolf Hitler for the first time in the middle of

August, 1932. His talks in Berlin with the Papen-Schleicher

Cabinet had just broken down, because after being led to

expect the Chancellorship he had only been offered the post

of Vice-Chancellor. Hitler had rejected this offer and re-

tired to the Obersalzberg. At this stage friends ofmine in the

National Socialist camp asked me to call on Hitler and to

act as intermediary between him and von Papen, whom I

knew. On my arrival in Berchtesgaden I found Hitler full of

resentment towards Herr von Papen and the entire Cabinet

in Berlin.

Adolf Hitler informed me of his ideas about a coalition;

he was prepared to work with other political forces, but in-

sisted on the post of Reich Chancellor. At this very first

meeting Adolf Hitler impressed me very strongly, and I

was convinced that only he and his party could save Ger-

many from communism.1

On returning to Berlin I reported to von Papen, the Chan-

cellor, that Hitler still demanded the Chancellorship. At

that stage, however, President von Hindenburg was not will-

ing to appoint Hitler, and Hitler, for his part, had shown him-

self very suspicious of Herr von Papen; so there was not

much I could do and nothing came of my intervention.

A few months later General von Schleicher succeeded

von Papen as Chancellor, and on 10th January, 1933, a few

days after the well-known meeting between Adolf Hitler

1 After this meeting with Hitler my husband joined the N.S.D.A.P.

—A.V.R.

21
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and von Papen in Herr von Schroder’s house in Cologne,

Himmler and Keppler called on me in Berlin. They asked

whether I would care to bring about another meeting be-

tween Hitler and von Papen, fdr a new effort was to be made
to form a right-wing coalition. I offered them my house

in Dahlem, and Hitler met von Papen there on several

occasions, their talks being attended by others, including

Goring, Rohm and President von Hindenburg’s son. These

events led to the formation of the coalition government of

the N.S.D.A.P. and the German Nationals on 30th January

and to Hitler’s appointment as Chancellor.

I was only the go-between who brought about these talks

and was not always present, but I do remember one incident

clearly. Yon Papen had said that the President only wanted

to give Hitler the post of Vice-Chancellor, whereupon Hitler

expressed his opinion with extraordinary vigour and I ob-

served for the first time his inflexible character and his

frankness, when he encountered resistance1.

*
Tuesday, 10th January, 1933: Hitler-Papen talk. Hitler will

not meet Papen again until after the Lippe elections.

Sunday, \5th January: Joachim goes to Oeyenhausen. Long
talk with Hitler alone. Back to Berlin at night. Arranged

1 These meetings at our house remained completely secret, which was
not unimportant if the formation of the Government was to succeed.

I specially remember the night meeting of lOth-llth January, 1933,

because this was when I first met Hitler. I welcomed him m my hus-

band’s study, where he was having a tete-a-tete with Herr von Papen.

On 12th January they were to have lunched with us, but Hitler could not

come, and von Papen, who arrived alone, expressed anxiety about the

elections m Lippe. He expected an N.S D.A.P. success and feared a
consequent stiffening of Hitler’s attitude.

Our chauffeur, who had been with us for many years, always brought

von Papen to the meetings at our house and took him home. Hitler, on
the other hand, left his car at our garage so that he could reach our
house through the garden without bemg seen.

I dictated notes on the meetmgs daily, according to the information

supplied by my husband During the last days of January my husband
himself continued these notes. I have in my possession the complete set

of these shorthand notes, which supplement the brief reference to these

meetmgs m the Nuremberg manuscript. These notes are reprinted

above m full.—A.v.R.
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Papen-Hitler meeting for Monday at Schultze-Naum-
burg’s house or for Tuesday at Halle.

Monday, 16th January: No talks, Papen spending evening

with Lersner.
*

Tuesday, 11th January: Papen in Halle, Hitler in Weimar. No
meeting. Hitler returns to Berlin at night.

Wednesday, 18th January: In Dahlem at noon: Hitler, Rohm,
Himmler, Papen. Hitler insists on being Chancellor.

Papen again considers this impossible. His influence

with Hindenburg was not strong enough to effect this.

Hitler makes no further arrangements for talks. Joachim
tentatively suggests a meeting between Hitler and Hin-
denburg’s son.

Thursday, 19th January: Long talk between Joachim and
Papen.

Friday, 20th January: In the evening long talk at Papen’s

house. He says that young Hindenburg and Meissner

will come to Dahlem on Sunday.

Saturday, 21st January: Joachim reports to Hitler, who ex-

plains why he will not invite Schleicher. Hitler wants

to bring Goring and Epp.

Sunday, 22nd January: Meeting at Dahlem at 10 p.m. Papen
arrives alone at nine o’clock. Present: Hitler, Fnck,

Goring, Korner, Meissner, young Hindenburg, Papen
and Joachim. Hitler talks alone to young Hindenburg

for two hours, followed by Hitler-Papen talk. Papen will

now press for Hitler as Chancellor, but tells Hitler that

he will withdraw from these negotiations forthwith if

Hitler has no confidence in him.

Monday, 23rd January: In the morning Papen saw Hinden-

burg, who refused everything. Joachim goes to Hitler

to explain this. Long talk about the possibility of a

Schacht Cabinet. Hitler rejects everything.

Tuesday, 24th January. Tea in Dahlem: Frick, Goring, Papen,

Joachim. Resolved to form national front which is to

support Papen vis-a-vis old Hindenburg.

Wednesday, 25th January: Again tea in Dahlem: Joachim

sees young Hindenburg alone. Hitler’s Chancellorship

under the auspices of a national front does not appear
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quite hopeless. Young Hindenburg promises to talk to

Joachim again before his father makes final decision.

Thursday, 26th January: Long talk with Frick and Goring

in the Reichstag. Negotiations with German Nationals.

In the evening at Prince Oskar’s house in Potsdam,

letter to Hugenberg.

Friday, 21th January: Hitler back in Berlin. Long talk with

him at Goring’s flat. Hitler wants to leave Berlin forth-

with. Joachim proposes link-up with Hugenberg for a

national front. New meeting with old Hindenburg

arranged. Hitler declares that he has said all there is to

say to the Field Marshal, and does not know what to

add. Joachim persuades Hitler that this last attempt

should be made, and that the situation is by no means
hopeless Joachim suggests that the national front

should be formed as soon as possible and that Hitler

should meet Papen in Dahlem at 10 p m. Hitler agrees

to negotiate with Papen and Hugenberg m the evening.

Followed long talk with Goring to discuss further tac-

tics. Late in the afternoon Goring telephones to say

that Joachim should go to the Reichstag President’s

house immediately. There talk with Hugenberg, Hitler

and Goring (two names illegible), broken off because

of impossible demands by German Nationals. Hitler

very indignant, wants to leave for Munich immediately.

Goring persuades him to stay or at least to go only

as far as Weimar. Gradually Goring and Joachim calm

Hitler down, but all his suspicions are revived. Situa-

tion very critical. Hitler declares he cannot meet Papen

in Dahlem that evening, because he is not in a position

to talk freely.’

The remainder of the notes were dictated by Ribbentrop

personally:

‘I have never seen Hitler in such a state; I proposed to him
and Goring that I should see Papen alone that evening and
explain the whole situation to him. In the evening I saw
Papen and convinced him eventually that the only thing that

made sense was Hitler’s Chancellorship, and that he must
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do what he can to bring this about. Papen declared that the

matter of Hugenberg was of secondary importance, and that

he was now absolutely in favour of Hitler becoming Chan-
cellor; this was the decisivfe change in Papen’s attitude.

Papen has become conscious of his responsibility—three

possibilities: a Presidential Cabinet, followed by (illegible),

return of Marxism under Schleicher, or Hindenburg’s resig-

nation. As opposed to these the one and only clear solution:

Hitler’s Chancellorship. Papen is now absolutely certain

that he must achieve Hitler’s Chancellorship at all costs, and
that he must abandon his belief that it is his duty to remain

at Hindenburg’s disposal. This recognition by Papen is, I

believe, the turning point. Papen has an appointment with

Hindenburg for Saturday at 10 a.m.

Saturday, 28th January: About 11 a.m. I went to see Papen
who received me with the question: ‘Where is Hitler?’

I told him that he had probably left, but could perhaps

be contacted in Weimar. Papen said that he had to be

got back without delay, because a turning point had
been reached; after a long talk with Hindenburg he,

Papen, considered Hitler’s Chancellorship possible.

I went to see Goring immediately and heard that Hitler

was still at the Kaiserhof. Goring telephoned him.

Hitler will remain in Berlin. Then a new difficulty

arose: the question of Prussia. Long argument with

Goring. I declared that I would withdraw from the

negotiations immediately if suspicions of Papen were

revived. Goring gave in and expressed his complete

agreement with me; he promised to do what he could

to bring the matter to a satisfactory conclusion together

with Hitler. Goring promised to persuade Hitler to

accept the Prussian settlement proposed by Papen.

Goring and I then went to see Hitler. Long talk with

Hitler alone, explaining that a solution depended en-

tirely on trust and that his Chancellorship did not now
appear to be impossible. I asked Hitler to see Papen

that very afternoon. But Hitler first wanted to think

over the question of Prussia, and see Papen on Sunday
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morning. This I reported to Papen, who was again very

worried. He said: “I know the Prussians.” Then we
arranged a Hitler-Papen meeting for 11 a.m. on Sunday
morning. f

Sunday, 29th January: At 11 a.m. long Hitler-Papen talk.

Hitler declared that on the whole everything was clear.

But there would have to be general elections and an
Enabling Law. Papen saw Hindenburg immediately.

I lunched with Hitler at the Kaiserhof. We discussed

the elections. As Hindenburg does not want these,

Hitler asked me to tell the President that these would
be the last elections. In the afternoon Goring and I

went to Papen. Papen declared that all obstacles are

removed and that Hindenburg expects Hitler to-morrow
at 11 a.m.

Monday, 30th January: Hitler appointed Chancellor.’

When on the evening of 30th January, 1933, I watched
from the Kaiserhof the torchlight procession of the S.A.

columns marching down the Wilhelmstrasse in honour of

Hindenburg and his new Chancellor, I prayed fervently

that this new Government might prevent chaos in our Reich
and lead Germany back to a respected place among the

nations of the world.

A few weeks after the formation of the Cabinet Hitler

announced that he would come to supper at our house in

Dahlem. Only a few friends and my old father were present.

Adolf Hitler was very open-minded when, after the meal, he
led the conversation to foreign affairs. This was the first time

I heard him talk about his ideas in this field.

At this first discussion Adolf Hitler told me that he wanted
peace at all costs. One world war had been enough for Ger-
many; it must not happen again. But he must achieve Ger-
many’s equality. The German nation was too great to tolerate

permanent discrimination. A revision of certain Versailles

terms had to be brought about. Nor was it possible for

Germany, surrounded as she was by States armed to the

teeth, to remain undefended. Yet there was time for him to

do all this gradually.
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What he wanted beyond all else, said Hitler, was a per-

manent and clear settlement with Britain. He had written

as much in Mein Kampf andprovidence had allotted to him
a position from which he could realize this aim. He also

wanted friendship with Italy, and thought that the kinship

of the National Socialist and fascist philosophies would pro-

vide the basis for this. Hitler’s remarks about France were

negative, and this prompted me to point out that in that

country, too, many circles hoped for an understanding with

Germany.1

Hitler’s attitude to Soviet Russia was sharply antagonistic;

this was where his fourteen years of domestic struggle against

Moscow’s slogans told. When discussing this subject his

face became stern and his expression inexorable. It was
clear to me even then that Hitler was fanatically resolved to

destroy communism for good. Then, as later, I always felt

that this kind of inner excitement made his eyes darker and
gave his speech an astounding edge. The Jewish question

was not mentioned during this first conversation.

When I told him of my political impressions and talks

after the war in Berlin and during my travels in England and
France, Hitler showed great interest. We sat for a long

time in our small library in Dahlem, for Hitler wanted to

hear more and more about my experiences and I also told

him frankly about my sympathy for the German People’s

Party and my dealings with Gustav Stresemann, whom he

had fought so stubbornly for years.

Hitler used quite friendly words about Stresemann, ex-

plaining that in the situation existing at the time he himself

could not have achieved more in foreign affairs. He added:

‘Germany must again become a power factor, otherwise she

will never have friends, and I shall create the conditions for

this.’

Hitler could not hear enough about England. Everything

interested him: her way of life, parliamentary institutions,

1 In later years Hitler once told my husband, in the course of a dis-

cussion on the development of Anglo-German relations, that he re-

garded the publication of the foreign affairs chapters in Mein Kampf as.

his greatest mistake.—A.v.R.
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the City with its trade, and Empire policy. He also inquired

about South Africa, and asked whether I knew India; I had

to tell him I did not. Hitler was particularly interested in

what influential Englishmen thought about National Social-

ism, and my reports on this subject were none too favour-

able, although I was able to say that during my last visits in

1931 and 1932 1 had noticed a growing desire for information

about its nature and aims.

Our whole conversation clearly revealed Hitler’s admira-

tion for this small island nation that, thanks to the tenacity,

vigour and genius for government of its ruling class, had been

able to establish its hegemony over a large part of the world

and to retain it to that day in the face of growing difficulties.

It was the harmony of our views about England which,

on this first evening spent together, created the seed of con-

fidence between Hitler and myself. At that time, however,

I did not imagine that this was destined to lead to our later

close collaboration in foreign politics.

That evening in Dahlem was the first of more and more
frequent meetings, although I must admit that in all our

years ofwork together, and despite our common experiences,

I was never able to establish closer personal relations with

him than on that first evening. His whole character was in-

describably aloof.

Hitler’s personality impressed me strongly at our first

meeting. I felt that this man, whose speeches I had read with

so much interest, was quite an unusual phenomenon. What
struck me most was that he was so self-contained, but not

reserved. Both his thoughts and words, and the way in

which he uttered them, distinguished him from other men.

They were simple and clear, and therefore convincing. Hitler

expressed his opinions with finality. What he said was a
fact which others had to put up with. He was not a man to

compromise, undoubtedly bound up in himself and hard to

influence. That was even then my impression.

Hitler did not want to be unapproachable, but that was
how nature had made him. Perhaps he even suffered as a
result. For all this, however, he could be engagingly amiable,

cordial and unbending. When he talked about his youth.
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his military service in the World War, his political struggle,

he was sometimes extraordinarily thrilling, full of humour
and exuberant. That he was essentially an artist became
evident when one listened to what he had to say about art

and architecture. This I could observe later, especially when
we travelled to Rome. There he spoke, full of animation,

to a small circle about his artistic aims—on such occasions

one could not help feeling drawn towards him.

When he was out to win someone over or to get something

out of somebody he excelled in charm and persuasiveness.

I have seen strong men go to Hitler’s room, Ministers and
Gauleiter, even Goring. They went in, full of the home
truths which they wanted to tell the Fiihrer. They had made
up their minds to tell him categorically that there would be

a catastrophe and that they would no longer be responsible

unless this or that was changed. After half an hour they

would emerge, beaming and content, and would support

Adolf Hitler’s point of view with the greatest conviction,

although often it was the very opposite of what they had
meant to tell him.

I, too, have been blamed for weakness, but Hitler himself

called me his ‘most difficult subordinate’, because I always

expressed my opposition calmly, even when he thought he

had convinced me. But I do admit frankly that I, too, was
spellbound by this great and tragic, this historic personality.

Not until 1942 did a dispute, which I shall speak of later,

lead to a serious rupture in our personal relationship; out-

wardly it seemed, after a while, as though everything was all

right again, but our personal relations were never the same

again.

Adolf Hitler’s loyalty towards those who had once helped

him was sometimes incredible, but he could also be un-

reasonably suspicious. Too easily did he become a prey to

influences, to gossips who knew how to deceive him and thus

laid bare the less pleasant side of his character. Hitler also

knew how to hurt, thus showing a certain ambivalence in his

character which I never quite understood. Thus he stretched

the ‘divide and rule’ principle so far that not only did inter-

departmental difficulties arise, but his advisers also ex-
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perienced serious inner conflicts. This practice was, of

course, specially detrimental in the wide field of foreign

affairs where everyone tried to interfere.

To judge Hitler’s personality yet another point should be

borne in mind: he was hot-tempered and could not always

control himself. This sometimes became apparent even dur-

ing diplomatic negotiations. At Godesberg, for instance, he

wanted to break off his conference with Mr. Chamberlain,

when the news of the Czech mobilization arrived. His face

red—a typical sign—-he jumped to his feet. I spoke some
calming words, and Hitler later thanked me for having saved

the conference. In Hendaye, too, he rose excitedly during a

talk with Franco, when Serano Suner intervened somewhat
clumsily in the conversation. It was the same when, during

the Polish crisis. Sir Nevile Henderson behaved brusquely

and thumped the tabl6. Again Hitler flushed and I feared a

catastrophe, but by asking Six Nevile a question I was able

to change the subject. Hitler later told Hess that he had
almost thrown Sir Nevile Henderson out. Such situations

occurred several tunes in the course of the years. Adolf
Hitler always gave me credit for my intervention, and once,

dunng the war, he told me frankly: ‘You know, Ribbentrop,

I can’t control my feelings.’ He told Count Ciano that my
patience was ‘angelic’.

Hitler’s dominating personality was evident not only at

rallies, but also at small meetings or private talks with poli-

ticians, officers and foreigners. King Boris of Bulgaria, for

instance, once told me that the Fuhrer* always gave him
enough strength and confidence to sustain him for months.

Others felt the same. Lloyd George, Chamberlain and
Daladier were undoubtedly impressed by Hitler. His self-

confidence and will-power, coupled with a genius for com-
prehensible and simple language, were felt by all and forced

them under his spell. At rallies I have watched his oratory

moving the masses. Enthusiasm, fury, tears of emotion, all

these were visible. This impact of his personality on in-

dividuals and the masses was probably the greatest pheno-
menon.

Although millions adored Adolf Hitler, he was a lonely
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man. Just as I never made close contact with him, so it was
with others; I met no one who was close to him—perhaps

Goring was the sole exception. Goring was able to achieve a
great deal with Hitler. Except for the last two years, after

the failure of the Luftwaffe, the Fiihrer always spoke of
Goring with the greatest respect. Earlier he often called him

‘a great German’. When the Fuhrer, Goring and I were to-

gether, Goring called the tune so loudly that I did not seem
to exist—a matter of annoyance because it caused me de-

partmental difficulties. Moreover, Goring knew how to use

his influence. I remember a significant incident at Schloss

Klesheim: Goring had to inform Hitler that some Luftwaffe

personnel were involved in the disgraceful Rote Kapelle

espionage case. To break this news ‘gently’ he simply

blamed an entirely innocent Foreign Office official. Havmg a
general antipathy towards the Foreign Office, the Fuhrer

immediately agreed with Goring, and I had to make long and
energetic protests until the matter was settled. On later occa-

sions, however, Hitler became increasingly critical ofGoring’s

egotism and vanity. Sometimes, on the other hand, I had
the feeling that he even feared Goring’s energy. Striking

evidence of this was furnished at the Berghof in 1944, when
the Fuhrer had told Goring of his annoyance with the Luft-

waffe. Since the talk had yielded no results, I offered to sug-

gest to Goring that he should resign the supreme command
of the Luftwaffe. But the Fuhrer stopped me, almost afraid:

‘For goodness sake, don’t do anything ofthe sort; you should

have seen him just now !’ I only mention this episode because

I often had the feeling that it was Goring’s imagination and

his strong personality which prompted the Fuhrer to think

in outsize dimensions. In addition to Goring, Hess and Todt

were perhaps a little closer to Hitler.

It is very difficult to judge a genius like Hitler, for he can-

not be measured by ordinary standards. He was convinced

of his mission. Providence, he believed, had chosen him to

make Germany great. His will was inflexible and the

energy with which he pursued his aims unimaginable. His

intelligence was outstanding and his grasp astounding. He
always thought in great historical perspectives and drew
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historical parallels. Frederick the Great was his example.

For all his imagination, however, he was enough of a realist

to judge situations soberly. Yet when he had to take great

decisions he considered himself the instrument of the provi-

dence which the Almighty had determined. He once told

me that before big decisions he always had a feeling of abso-

lute certainty; quite suddenly he knew where his duty lay.

There can be no doubt that Hitler’s whole life was devoted

to only one aim: to serve the German people. His whole life

from youth proves this, his service as an unknown soldier

in the First World War and his work as a politician and a

leader of the German nation. He lived selflessly, sacrificed

his health and, to his last breath, thought of nothing but the

future ofthe nation. This guided his thoughts and his actions.

To this end he took momentous decisions on foreign affairs.

He believed that the future of Germany could be guaranteed

only according to his precept. That he foundered was fate,

so he told me. History willjudge why he foundered.
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Efforts to further reconciliation with France— meeting with

Baldwin and Macdonald— ambassador-at-large for dis-

armament negotiations— Anglo-German Naval Agreement—
reasons for failure of German-British settlement— Ribben-
trop's defence of Rhineland reoccupation before Council of
League of Nations— appointed ambassador to London.

When Hitler and I met in Dahlem in February, 1933,

1

was just due to leave on business for London and Paris.

So Hitler asked me to report to him on my return what I

had seen and heard in the Western capitals.

I had told Hitler that to my mind an Anglo-German
understanding depended on some kind of settlement with

France, but Hitler at the time showed no reaction.

After a long absence in Paris and London I again told

Hitler of my conviction that only a reassuring gesture to-

wards France was likely to change the international situation

in our favour. Everyone in Paris had asked me what Adolf

Hitler thought about France. The passages in Mein Kampf
which described France as Germany’s hereditary foe were

being quoted over and over again and put an end to every

real political discussion.

Then and later I talked to Hitler about France, described

the beauties of Paris and of French art, the treasures of the

Louvre, and told him that in my own experience many
Frenchmen advocated an understanding, as I had done

since the end of the war.

In this way I tried gradually to arouse Hitler’s interest in

France and in Frenchmen, and I beheve that I succeeded by

appealing to Hitler the artist. He began to see the French

question in a new light. He granted that sensational inter-

view on an understanding with France to my friend de

Brinon, the well-known journalist whom Laval was later to

appoint ambassador. The interview was published in Le

33
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Matin and immediately transformed the gloomy atmosphere

pervading German-French relations. I should mention in

this connection that Rohm, who was then chief of staff of the

S.A., and who was shot on 30th June, 1934, contributed

essentially to Hitler’s gradual revision of his opinion on

France.1

I was anxious to make use of this favourable atmosphere;

so I asked Hitler whether he would be prepared to meet the

French Premier, Daladier. Friends in Paris had let it be

known that Daladier was not averse to this. The Fiihrer

agreed to a private and informal meeting at a hunting lodge

in the Odenwald. I travelled to Paris full of hope of arrang-

ing the meeting and thus furthering a rapprochement between

the two countries, for which I had worked as far as was

within my power since 1919.

In Paris I had lunch with Daladier at the house of a friend.

He arrived late and excited, accompanied by a War Ministry

official. It appeared that he had discussed the idea of a meet-

ing with Hitler with some of his political friends and that it

had unhappily not found favour with them. Immediately on
welcoming me the Premier said; ‘I cannot come. I live

under a regime which does not allow me to move as freely

as Herr Hitler.’

I was very disappointed, for personal contact between

Adolf Hitler and this wise and calm man, who had also risen

from the people and whose reserve had earned him the nick-

name 7e taciturne’, might, so I had hoped, have had very

beneficial effects on German-French relations. No agenda

had been envisaged for the talks; all I had aimed at was to

bring movement into the stagnant atmosphere which per-

vaded German-French diplomacy. The four of us were sub-

dued, for a great opportunity to establish mutual trust, which
was so important in view of Hitler’s suspicions, had been lost.

1 In those days my husband knew so little of domestic affairs that on
the eve of 30th June he was unaware of the approaching crisis. He had
only noticed that Rohm, who used to pay frequent visits to us m Dah-
lem, had for some time evaded conversation. When, on the evening of
29th June, Himmler came to see us, my husband asked him why Rohm
had been so retiring Himmler replied: ‘Rohm is as good as dead.’

—A.v.R.
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Later, in 1938, I met Daladier at Munich airport where
he arrived for the four-Power conference. I told him how
often in the past few years I had regretted that his meeting
with Hitler in 1933 had not materialized, for trust established

then might have shaped recent events differently. M. Dala-
dier agreed: ‘A qui le dites-vous?’

Yet I can record one success of my efforts. At my sug-
gestion the Fuhrer made a speech in 1934, in which he pub-
licly renounced any claims to Alsace-Lorraine—a very de-

cisive factor in German-French relations. This declaration

greatly facilitated the smooth course of the Saarland plebis-

cite in January, 1935.

In the summer and autumn of 1933 I maintained constant

touch with my friends and made several journeys to France.

I did not give up hope of a Hitler-Daladier meeting at some
future date. Above all, however, I was anxious to clear the

ground for an agreement on parity of armaments between
Germany and the rest of Europe. Hitler was determined to

achieve this either by European disarmament or by German
rearmament. Unfortunately, these efforts, which were not

without promise, were frustrated by the Geneva resolutions

of October, 1933, which meant in practice that Germany was
expected to wait virtually another eight years for the con-

cession of equality in armaments.

Adolf Hitler was indignant at this unreasonable demand,

and Defence Minister von Blomberg, who had warmly sup-

ported my French pohcy from the beginning, helped me to

calm him down. But the Fuhrer declared that negotiations

were fruitless and that he would walk out of the disarmament

conference and leave the League of Nations. His decision, he

said, was final; throughout his life, he had always taken

decisions of this magnitude entirely on his own responsibility.

On the following day it was officially announced that Ger-

many was leaving the League and would play no more part

in the disarmament conference.

Subsequently, I went to London to explain unofficially to

statesmen and politicians of my acquaintance that Hitler

was ready to hold arms talks. In Pans the Daladier Cabinet

had resigned, following the German announcement.
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In London I met Mr. Baldwin for the first time. A friend

of Baldwin’s, Lord Davidson, invited me to lunch with him

in one of those small and insignificant-looking houses in

Westminster. I was thus able to explain in detail to the

English Lord Chancellor (sic) Hitler’s ideas about German
equality, and how it could be achieved, and Hitler’s desire

to establish permanent friendship with Britain. Mr. Baldwin

seemed very interested in what I had to say.

From the first I had the feeling of an agreeable personal

relationship with this typical representative of English

conservatism. His whole manner created confidence. Clearly,

any foundations for Anglo-German friendship laid by Bald-

win and Hitler were bound to be solid. Mr. Baldwin’s reac-

tions were positive, and I was asked to hold myself ready for

further talks.

The same afternoon I was asked to call at 10 and 11,

Downing Street, where Mr. Baldwin gave me a warm wel-

come. He spoke first of a German book that he appeared to

have inherited from his mother and which he read from

time to time. Turning to political events, he praised the

coalition government of the day. Soon afterwards Prime

Minister Macdonald, a scholarly looking man, arrived, and

I repeated to him my detailed explanations of Adolf Hitler’s

views on foreign affairs; and Mr. Macdonald did not seem to

dislike them either.

Since my mission was unofficial, no binding arrangement

could be made. All I aimed at was to establish mutual con-

fidence as a basis for an Anglo-German agreement. Every-

thing else, including equality and disarmament, would, so I

reasoned, then be settled. I was told that I would be required

again for a talk with the Foreign Secretary. When I took my
leave Mr. Macdonald asked me how long I had been engaged
in diplomacy. I told him how and when I had met Adolf
Hitler. With the courtesy so characteristic of Englishmen,

Mr. Macdonald said jokingly that he would certainly vote

for me if I were a candidate in his constituency.

After a second meeting with these leading statesmen,

which was also attended by the Foreign Secretary, Sir John
Simon, and which again was very cordial, I felt satisfied with
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these first contacts and went on to Paris to continue the work.
On the following day I read in The Times that Mr. Bald-

win, speaking in the House ofCommons, had mentioned that

Germany had been promised equality. This, he declared,

could be achieved by the other countries disarming to the

level of Germany or by Germany rearming to the level of the

other countries. Since agreement on either course was un-
likely, the two sides would have to meet half-way, the one
disarming and the other rearming, until parity was reached.

This seemed to him to be the right course.

This was more than I had hoped for, and Germany’s
prospects seemed satisfactory. The Fiihrer was very pleased

with Mr. Baldwin’s attitude, for now he saw a real possi-

bility of equality materializing.

In Paris, on the other hand, I observed less satisfaction with

Baldwin’s speech, but even so the diplomatic stagnation

appeared a httle less immutable.

The first event in foreign affairs in 1934 was the arrange-

ment with Poland, which was essential for any easing of the

situation, and which General von Blomberg and I had
recommended to the Fiihrer.

In the spring of that year the Fiihrer appointed me am-
bassador-at-large for disarmament questions to enable me
to continue my negotiations, especially in London and Paris,

in an official capacity.

Our aim then as ever was an early agreement on equality

in armaments. Several visits followed. Mr. Eden, the Foreign

Secretary, came to Berlin and I made several journeys to

London and Paris. In the French capital I negotiated with

M. Barthou, who was then Foreign Minister, although at

our first meeting he talked more about his magnificent

collection of books and about Richard Wagner than about

politics. Barthou told priceless anecdotes from his varied

life; it was easy to chat with this gifted man. But he was an
incorrigible enemy of Germany and when politics were dis-

cussed his remarks, though always suave, could be biting

and acid. No one could be in any doubt that he belonged to

the school of Poincare and his era. Apparently M. Barthou

had noticed that I did not appreciate his evasiveness for
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later that day he sent me a beautiful book on the love life of
Richard Wagner with the inscription, ‘en memoire d’une
conversation, dans laquelle Richard Wagner a joue le r61e

de rapprochement’. This was typical, for by telling stories

about the love life of famous men, a subject on which he was
extremely well-informed, he had cleverly circumnavigated the
rock of any commitment on Germany’s armaments parity.

Some time later I met Barthou again at the fine Chateau
d’Orsay which belonged to old M. Buneau-Varilla, the
owner of Le Matin. Ladies were present at the dinner, and
my wife had come with me. Barthou was full of wit and
jollity and the evening was most interesting and pleasant.

Just when I began to fear that Barthou would again avoid a
political talk, he asked me to accompany him into the garden,
where we had a long and serious conversation. M. Barthou
was then about to start on his tour of Eastern Europe to
forge a new circle of alliances round Germany. In vain did
I implore him to visit Berlin before going to Warsaw, Prague,
Bucharest and Belgrade I said it was impossible to nego-
tiate successfully with Hitler’s Germany by stretching out
one hand in friendship while gripping a gun with the other.
But I could not move the French Foreign Minister. He
always replied that before negotiating with us on disarma-
ment his eastern alliances must be concluded.
When I told M. Buneau-Vanlla of my disappointment at

my unsatisfactory talk with Barthou, I received a highly in-
formative reply from this experienced old gentleman: ‘Vous
voulez des revisions. Je comprend cela, mais vous avez tort
de vous adresser a M. Barthou. II n’y a qu’une chose a faire,
adressez-vous a Londres; c’est triste, mais c’est vrai, et c’est
au Foreign Office ou la politique fran?aise a dirigee.’

I mention this because, after Daladier, this was my second
attempt at establishing personal contact between Hitler and
the French Government. I was anxious to induce a French
statesman to talk to the Reich Chancellor so as to create an
atmosphere of confidence, which would have made every-
thing elsemuch easier. I have always regretted that this second
attempt also failed. In view of Hitler’s attitude to France it

was tragic that direct contact between those who mattered
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could notbe established in time. This had the effect ofdeepen-
ing Hitler’s distrust of France.

After his return from the East, where he had renewed the
military alliances against Germany, Barthou was murdered
in Marseilles, together with King Alexander of Yugoslavia
on 9th October, 1934. I had a few more talks with his suc-
cessor at the Foreign Ministry, M. Laval. I then attempted
to create the framework of a negotiated agreement with
Britain and France on rearmament, which Hitler had mean-
while begun unilaterally and which had caused great dis-

quiet in the diplomatic field. Unfortunately these efforts

during the winter months of 1934-5 remained fruitless. We
discovered how extremely difficult it was to achieve a re-

vision of the Versailles armament provisions by negotiation.

As a result, in March, 1935, Hitler ordered conscription and
proclaimed the establishment of the German Wehrmacht.

I have no doubt that the shock which the world then re-

ceived from this unilateral proclamation could have been
avoided if there had been direct contact between Hitler and
the French statesmen, for it was mainly France that was
resisting German rearmament.

As a result of the conscription decree Sir John Simon and
Mr. Eden came to see the Fuhrer in Berlin. I was present at

the talks, which were held in a harmonious atmosphere.

Adolf Hitler explained why conscription had to be intro-

duced: he had taken this step to create at long last a clear

situation. He declared, as he had done before, that he re-

mained willing to reach an understanding on the limitation

of naval and air forces and he emphasized his sincere desire

for a comprehensive agreement with Great Britain. It was
agreed that contact should be maintained with a view to

concluding a naval agreement. Various talks followed in the

course of the next few weeks, and in May, 1935, a pleni-

potentiary was invited to London to negotiate on naval

matters.

The Fuhrer wanted me to conduct these negotiations and

appointed me special ambassador. Accordingly, in June,

1935, 1 went to London in order to negotiate an agreement on
naval armaments with the British Government. I took with
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me only a small staff, being ably assisted during the negotia-

tions by Admiral Schuster and our naval attach^ in London,

Captain Wassner and several others.

Sir John Simon presided over the first meeting. Judging

by earlier experiences of negotiations with British people,

I deemed it wise to demand right from the start that the

ratio of 100 : 35 desired by the Fuhxer should be accepted as

an absolute condition for the British and German navies. I

also considered it necessary to conclude a binding agreement

with Britain immediately, for otherwise I foresaw the most

serious difficulties. Clearly even if Britain was prepared to

accept Germany’s demands, she was bound to encounter

energetic opposition if she consulted Paris in accordance

with her alliance with France. This was the reason why I

made our demands at the very beginning of the negotiations.

Sir John Simon replied that such a demand might perhaps

be conceded at the end of negotiations, but that it was hardly

possible to do so at the very beginning.

Later meetings were conducted in the famous room in the

Admiralty which has the historic wind-dial. This dial dates

from Nelson’s days and was used to show the Commanding
Admiral the prevailing wind so that he might know at any
moment whether the French fleet could leave Boulogne.

After a few difficulties, my demands were accepted, and the

negotiations ended, after a short interruption, with the con-

clusion of the German-British Naval Agreement of 18th

June, 1935. On the British side the talks had been conducted

mainly by Sir 'Robert Craigie, then Under-Secretary in the

Foreign Office and later Ambassador in Tokyo, and Ad-
miral Liddle.

On the day before the agreement was concluded, there

was a serious delay when the Foreign Office surprisingly sent

a draft agreement which, although it spoke of the ratio of

100:35 in principle, made the validity of the agreement

dependent on approval by the Versailles Powers and also

contained a few other retarding clauses. Since this was con-

trary to what had been agreed earlier, I had a serious dis-

cussion with Sir Robert Craigie at the Carlton Hotel; I told

him that I would be very sorry if I were compelled to go
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home because a promise which. I had been given had not
been kept.

The draft was duly amepded, and on this occasion, as

earlier during the talks, the First Lord of the Admiralty,

Lord Monsell, as he became, showed how broad-minded he
could be in the interests of his country.

The agreement was signed by the Foreign Secretary, Sir

Samuel Hoare, and myself. In my final address, I emphasized
that by this voluntary limitation of armaments, the Fiihrer

wanted to end naval rivalry once and for all; in this way he
wanted to lay the foundations for an enduring Anglo-German
friendship. I noticed that Sir Samuel Hoare, who followed
me, spoke in a far cooler vein. The main thing, however,
was that the agreement seemed to create the basis for Anglo-
German co-operation, which we had wanted to achieve, and
that one of the causes of the First World War had been re-

moved.

I was very satisfied with the result of my London mission,

and so was Adolf Hitler, whom I told of the signing on the

telephone. Hitler called this day the happiest day of his life.

It was significant that it meant the repeal of the armament
provisions of the Versailles Treaty, officially agreed to by
Britain. Incomparably more important, however, appeared

to be the understanding which had been reached on naval

matters.

Later, at lunch with Sir Walter Layton at the News
Chronicle office, something of a sensation was created when
I reported the signing of the agreement, and in the afternoon

many of my English friends came to me to express their

pleasure. I have rarely seen so many contented people as

those whom I received at the Carlton Hotel on that and the

following days. Some of these friends and acquaintances

had supported my efforts for many a year. I am thinking in

particular of the late Lord Rothermere, but of many others

as well. I also saw many new faces, and when I expressed

my surprise one ofmy friends said to me: ‘Perhaps you don’t

know what it means to have concluded such an agreement

with the British Navy which means everything to Britain.’

Paris was seriously annoyed, and some newspapers went
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so far as to speak of ‘perfidious Albion’, but I pointed out to

my French friends that Germany’s voluntary limitation of

armaments would in the last report also benefit France.

When on the following day I told the German Newsreel

that I considered the task ofmy life was to achieve an under-

standing between Germany, Britain and France, I intended

this to be taken, not as an empty phrase or ‘double talk’

—

this was later suggested at the Nuremberg trial—but as my
sincerely held conviction. To-day, I am not believed; indeed,

as I said in my final statement at Nuremberg, ‘foreign states-

men are not allowed to believe me’, but I hope that a very

different judgment will one day be passed on my work.

I also called on the Permanent Under-Secretary at the

Foreign Office, Sir Robert Vansittart, but could not dis-

cover bis real opinion. Although he welcomed the agree-

ment in general terms, he seemed to be extraordinarily ner-

vous, and I had the impression that he did not like the course

which events had taken. I knew Sir Robert only shghtly, and
on the few occasions when I had called upon him in the past

I had always found him very reserved. I could not escape the

impression that he cared far less for improved Anglo-German
relations than I did myself, and I wondered whether the

reason was that he was such a pronounced Francophil. He
wrote poems and plays in French, but this could not alto-

gether explain his negative attitude, for after all I too was a

Francophil.

The decisive factor was that from the very beginning Van-
sittart was an advocate of the thesis, originally proclaimed by
Sir Eyre Crowe, the Englishman with the German mother,

that Britain must never make a pact with Germany. Sir

Robert stuck to this policy until Germany was destroyed

—

his great moment of triumph. All the attempts which I and
others made to change his mind failed. In those years he
was undoubtedly the great opponent of all German aspira-

tions and throughout the world ‘Vansittartism’ has become
the symbol of hatred of the Germans, but it is questionable

whether history will pass a favourable judgment on his

policy.

Vansittart clearly showed his uneasiness over the signing
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of the Naval Agreement. His attitude was made plain by
the fact that, after the signing, Mr. (sic) Craigie had taken
me aside and asked me not to call on Sir Robert. Friends
later told me that Vansittart had objected to the Naval
Agreement coming into force immediately and that the
difficulties on the last day before its signature had originated

with him. Whether or not this is so, Vansittart, usually so
self-assured, appeared to be decidedly nervous when I called

on him, and he showed his special courtesy by seeing me
down the steps of the Foreign Office and to my car in
Downing Street, probably a very rare occurrence. I decided
then to do what I could to establish friendly contact with this

important man, but unfortunately I never succeeded.

Even in those days there were forces at work in Britain

which rejected any German proposal, however reasonable.

The position established by this agreement guaranteed Britain,

if she really wanted peace, a 100 : 35 ratio, in other words, a
naval supremacy, which she had not had in the Tirpitz era.

But Vansittart and his circle stuck to Versailles and are

therefore mainly responsible for the subsequent develop-
ments which again drove Germany and Britain apart.

After. the Naval Agreement, I concentrated on building

further on this foundation; I wanted to create even closer

relations and possibly bring about an alliance with Britain.

For this was Hitler’s ardent wish, and also my own. The
Fiihrer had told me that within the framework of such an
alliance he would be ready to guarantee, not only the Naval
Agreement, but also the integrity of the countries situated

between Germany and Britain—-Holland, Belgium and
France—and that to help Britain preserve her Empire he
was prepared to put at her disposal a force of up to twelve

divisions wherever these should be needed.

At that time I was thinking in particular of an air pact,

towards which Hitler was favourably disposed. Britain would
recognize Germany as the strongest continental Power and
would grant certain demands for revision in Central Europe.

About the latter the Fuhrer mentioned no details, saying

only that he would reach a friendly understanding with

Britain when occasion arose. He also wanted one or two
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former German colonies to be returned to him as a source of

raw materials, but this demand was by no means a conditio

sine qua non for an alliance. Imentioned these ideas about

an alliance in London on numerous occasions in the follow-

ing years. Sometimes the reaction was positive, but generally

it was reserved.

All these matters, I thought, could be decisively influenced

by a meeting between the head of the British Government
and the Fiihrer, so that mutual confidence could be increased,

now that rivalry between the two navies had been averted.

Adolf Hitler agreed immediately, but it was difficult to con-

vince Mr. Baldwin. Although all my English friends sup-

ported my efforts to bring about such a meeting, Mr. Bald-

win hesitated. So Hitler proposed a meeting on board a
ship in the North Sea and even declared that he was ready to

fly to Chequers to see the Prime Minister. I was told that

Mr. Baldwin was not unfavourably inclined, but that it was
well-known that he took time before making decisions. Then
I learned that Mr. Baldwin had declared he must first talk

to ‘Van’, that is Vansittart. I was worried because from that

quarter I expected no support. Finally, Mr. Baldwin sent

me a message through his friend, Mr. T. J. Jans, that ‘more
preparations were necessary’ for such a meeting. Although
this did not mean that the plan had been rejected, I was later

told that Mr. Baldwin had said he did not know ‘how to

talk to a dictator’.

I had regarded the Naval Agreement as a very promising
beginning; so Mr. Baldwin’s refusal was disappointing.

Adolf Hitler, who received me in the garden of the Reich
Chancellery, was perhaps even more disappointed than I. For
a long time he said nothing. Then he looked at me seriously

and said that although he had advocated an Anglo-German
understanding time and again, for many years, although he
had solved the naval problem in Britain’s favour, although
he was ready to co-operate with Britain in all matters, it

seemed that nobody wanted to understand his point of view,
which was intended to determine events for generations.

It was clear to me that an important opportunity had
been missed, to the detriment of both Germany and Britain,
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and even more so ofEurope and the world. The question was
whether another opportunity would present itself. It did not.

I was worried; for I knew Adolf Hitler. Daladier had
rejected his overtures to France, and now Britain was taking

the same line despite all the advances made to her. The
question was whether this would not drive Hitler on to a
hostile course, and where this course, once taken, would lead.

After all, who can deny that the Fuhrer’s ideas were per-

fectly reasonable? Adolf Hitler wanted a strong Reich, at

home united through National Socialism against Bolshe-

vism, and armed against all eventualities should a military

power arise in the East. Hitler spoke to me repeatedly about

the danger of the communist ideology and about the resolute

communist leadership which had at its disposal men and
materials, the strength of which was difficult to estimate.

A strong Germany was to be the bulwark against this

threat to Central Europe. Hitler wanted to revise the im-

possible frontiers fixed at Versailles, and to alter the position

of Danzig and the Polish Corridor, so as to restore agricul-

tural areas to Germany and to improve her food situation.

He wanted to find a solution for Austria and the Sudeten-

land. He wanted to be able to sell German products in the

Balkans, and to import grain from there. Hitler wanted
friendship with Italy; he was ready to guarantee the integrity

of the Western countries; and he was anxious, in particular,

to come to an agreement with France by waiving his claims

to Alsace-Lorraine. An alliance with Britain was to prevent

rivalry at sea and in the air, and although he hoped that he

would be given back one or two colonies, so as to improve

the raw material situation, he did not regard this as a de-

cisive factor, given reasonable trade agreements. There is

no doubt that the Fuhrer could have settled the ratio of

land and sea forces with Britain in the same way as a naval

settlement had been reached. As regards territorial revisions

and a gradual solution of the Austrian and Sudetenland

questions, he would have accepted a really long-term pro-

gramme. Such in broad outline were Hitler’s ideas on Foreign

Policy.

I am convinced that if a meeting with the British Prime
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Minister could have been arranged and if Britain had agreed

to the basic ideas of this foreign policy, we should still be

living in complete peace. ,

Russia would have been very wary of indulging her urge

for expansion towards the West. In view of the hopelessness

of such an undertaking, the Soviets would probably have

abandoned their military and ideological plans altogether.

The question arises why these ideas of Adolf Hitler were

not realized and what prevented the further development of

the policy that had been begun with the Anglo-German

Naval Agreement. To-day, in 1946, reviewing my personal

experience and looking at events from a certain distance, I

think that the following reasons were decisive.

In the first place a system had been built upon the Ver-

sailles Treaty that found expression in the League of Nations

and its statutes. Originally the League of Nations was to

have provided an instrument by which terms in the treaty

which had become intolerable could be reasonably revised;

this had probably been in President Wilson’s mind, but

when there was a possibility of this theory being applied in

practice the U.S.A. quickly withdrew. Instead, the League

of Nations became the very reverse, an instrument ‘to make
Versailles permanent’. In other words, the League was used

to keep the vanquished of 1918 down—one reason why it

later disintegrated. Revision remained possible only on
paper, for the victors lacked the will and the machinery to

enforce alterations of the treaty against the egotism of in-

dividual states. However, in the long run, nations do not

tolerate oppression by statutes. They want to live, andif these

statutes cannot guarantee life then nations seize what is their

due despite all the statutes and legal provisions.

Like other German Governments in the past, the Third

Reich was faced with the undisputable fact that it was abso-

lutely impossible to achieve a revision by peaceful negotia-

tions with the members of the League. This was the reason

why Germany had left the League and had chosen the

method of direct negotiations with the Great Powers, especi-

ally Britain and France. Only the Naval Agreement, how-
ever, had led to a friendly revision of Versailles, at any rate
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with one major Power, and unfortunately it remained an ex-

ception. Undoubtedly, this departure from accepted methods
caused British diplomacy many difficulties with the other

signatories of Versailles. I was told over and over again that

British diplomatists, led by Sir Robert Vansittart, were
exercising strong pressure on the British Cabinet with a view

to blocking the road to any further negotiations outside the

Versailles system.

This alone explains why Mr. Baldwin declined to meet
Hitler. I am still convinced of his good intentions. Would
that he had followed his own instinct and not listened so

intently to the advice of the Foreign Office.

Why did British diplomacy and those influential circles

surrounding men like Churchill, Vansittart and Duff Cooper
adopt this negative attitude towards Germany? This leads us

to the second reason why plans for comprehensive Anglo-
German agreements foundered. The answer to this question

also explains the outbreak of the Second World War. The
answer is: The ‘balance of power’ in Europe was in danger.

In those days Britain was politically divided. One side, led

by some important Cabinet Ministers, probably originally

includmg Mr. Baldwin, a number of leading peers and M.P.s,

leaders of the Press, the City and cultural life, favoured un-

derstanding and a comprehensive agreement with Germany.
The other side, led by Vansittart and the Foreign Office,

opposed any kind ofagreement with Germany and advocated

rigid adherence to the system of Versailles. In the eyes of

those who belonged to this group the very existence of a
strong German Reich endangered the balance of power, and
so they believed that Adolf Hitler and Germany had to be
opposed from the very beginning in order to prevent any

further strengthening of the Reich. These circles became
dominant as early as 1935 or 1936; at any rate, it was due to

them that the broad-minded policy ofthose British politicians

who wanted to serve Britishinterests byworking with Germany
could not be applied.

The third reason why attempts at an understanding in the

’thirties failed was, I think, the strong influence exercised by
those circles in Britain who were in principle hostile to the
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National Socialist ideology. These consisted in the first

place of the Freemasons and the Jews, but also included

certain ecclesiastical and trade union circles. The extent of

the role played by these groups, to which must be added

indirect influence from the U.S.A., is strongly disputed. I

myself believe that these influences were of only secondary

importance, compared with the decisive part played by the

purely imperial-British circles.

At all events, these were the opposing parties in Britain on

this question which was decisive for European developments.

If in those days British leaders could have agreed on a pro-

gramme of revisions, to be carried out jointly, and against all

opposition, and on comprehensive political arrangements,

they could have achieved anything with Hitler.

In view of the Fuhrer’s character, it was especially regret-

table that Britain lacked the energy to take a decision. Hitler

admired Britain; he sought her friendship. He regarded the

existence of the British Empire as ofimportance for Germany,

too. But he often told me in later years: ‘There must be two

where there is to be love; a one-sided love is no good in the

long run.’

Even in those years, I repeatedly wrestled with Hitler to

achieve a modification of National Socialist philosophy,

especially in its attitude to the Jewish question, in order to

facilitate the great Anglo-German understanding. Unfor-

tunately the Nuremberg laws came instead.

Events gradually manoeuvred Hitler into opposition to

Britain and from about 1935 or 1936 onwards he regarded

anything coming from there with ever-increasing suspicion.

Hitler was always easily and strongly influenced by the

Press, and even in those years some English newspapers did

not hesitate to attack Germany. Neither then nor later,

when I was Foreign Minister, was I able, despite persistent

efforts, to influence the selection of news submitted to the

Fuhrer. Undoubtedly, the right course would have been for

the Foreign Office to submit extracts from the Press with

proper commentaries. But this did not happen; Hitler

ordered that foreign Press comment should be sent to him
direct through his Press chief, Dr. Dietrich. In this way he
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was often given articles which expressed hatred of Germany,
although, seen against the background ofthe Press as a whole,
they were irrelevant and did not reflect public opinion. Such
articles had an undesirable effect on the Fuhrer, who was
very sensitive to criticism, and it often took me a long time

to correct an impression caused by wrong or at any rate

exaggerated reports. During my long years ofwork I sensed

the effect of such articles time and again when reporting to

the Fuhrer. Certainly articles in the British Press were not

of the kind to pour oil on troubled waters.

Admittedly, this was not decisive, but it was always Britain

that barred Hitler’s way, whether he proposed the essential

revision of Versailles or pleaded other German causes. Right

up to the outbreak of war in 1939, Britain always strongly

resisted German claims for revision of the Danzig and Cor-
ridor situation, although she herself had described this

problem area as the powder keg of Europe. This attitude

had a very unfavourable psychological effect on the Fuhrer,

but even so, true to his principle of not lightly abandoning
a course once decided upon, he retained his desire for

understanding to the day when war broke out; he did what
he could to avoid war with Britain and to arrive at a com-
prehensive Anglo-German settlement, despite all obstacles.

I believed and, for all the British propaganda to the con-

trary, have always told Adolf Hitler, that once she saw no
way out, Britain would undoubtedly go to war and fight

heroically to maintain the balance of power, if we failed to

settle the question of the strength of the Reich. As early as

1935 and 1936 I felt that the advocates of the old balance of

power theory would one day prevail over the advocates of

conciliation.

I knew that career diplomatists called the tune, especially

as most Englishmen are not interested in foreign affairs.

The Foreign Office was irrevocably wedded to the thesis of

Sir Eyre Crowe, never to make any agreement with Ger-

many, and to the balance of power principle, which demands
that British policy should always be conducted not for but

against the strongest European Power.

Adolf Hitler maintained that this attitude was obsolete
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and no longer in Britain’s own interests, because, so he
argued, the East might well become very strong and carry

Bolshevism into Europe and Britain, and thereby into the

whole world; this development was foreshadowed by the

social revolutions of our era. In Hitler’s view, Britain ought

to have welcomed and to have had a special interest in a far

stronger Germany. For Europe, and thus for the British

Empire, the only real bulwark against the East was a strong

Germany, united in National Socialism and immune to

communism. The Fiihrer’s classical description of the situa-

tion was that in the modern world the old balance of power
theory would never again operate in favour of Britain, but

only in favour of Russia.

Hitler greatly desired a British Empire strong at sea and '

allied with Germany, which as the first European Power
could ward off the strong aggressive East. This he visualized

as the basis for a new stabilization ofworld forces and for the

peaceful development of nations.

Our opponents in London, Sir Robert Vansittart and
Mr. Churchill, argued differently and with growing success

that with a moderately strong Germany, on the one hand,
and France with her East European allies on the other,

Britain could throw her weight into the scales at will.

On this issue I had repeated and serious differences of
opinion with Adolf Hitler from 1935-6 up to the war years

of 1943 and 1944. Although I admitted that his grand his-

torical perspective might be correct, this was not decisive.

What mattered was that, rightly or wrongly, the rulers of
Britain held the opinion they did. We could not compel them
to think differently, even though this might be in the best

interests of the British Empire, and we could do no more
than we were doing to achieve the acceptance of our case in

England.

Before the war I told Hitler over and over again that we
would have to reckon with the old balance of power theory
as a political reality, in defence of which Britain would go to
war. On this very material point the Fuhrer and I never saw
eye to eye. Later, in the war years, he said repeatedly:

‘Ribbentrop, have I not been right about the British balance
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I had the impression that in Britain men of understanding

recognized the justification of my arguments, and some very

influential people even agreed rwith me. Not infrequently I

was told: ‘Englishmen would adopt the same attitude if they

stood in Hitler’s shoes.’

Indeed, in those days Hitler was not yet talking of the re-

occupation of the Rhineland. This decision he took very

suddenly when he received news of the ratification of the

Franco-Russian assistance pact and I told him, when he

asked me, that in my opinion he could take this step without

risking a war.

The hours preceding the occupation were anxious ones.

According to one report, a French motorized army 250,000

strong had taken up positions, and we realized that all our

small Wehxmacht could achieve was a token occupation. It

was an anxious time for me, too, for my advice had been that

Britain would in the end acquiesce in Germany re-establishing

her military sovereigntym the Rhineland. At the same time,

wide circles adhered to the system of Versailles and Locarno,

and no one could tell how strong their influence would be.

Hitler’s decision entailed a great risk, although, as I knew,

there was a strong movement in Britain in favour of con-

ciliation and understanding for our point of view.

Of one thing Hitler and I were certain: German military

sovereignty, which Hitler believed had to be restored in view

of the Franco-Russian alliance, would never be conceded

by negotiation. On the contrary, long drawn-out discussions

on this issue might well lead to a deadlock which only an
ultimatum could resolve, and afait accompli entailed far less

danger of crisis and armed conflict. These were the consider-

ations which prompted Hitler when he finally decided on his

move.

When the Rhineland was occupied London asked Ger-

many to explain her point of view to the Council of the

League of Nations. At first the Fiihrer considered the possi-

bility of flying to London himself to address the Council, but

von Neurath, the Foreign Minister, and I advised against

this, and so I was sent to London. We had been told that

Germany would be able to present her case freely, and on the
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day before my departure Hitler and I settled all the details

ofmy brief. His great peace plan was to be the basis for new
co-operation with other nations. The decisive point was to

announce that Germany was prepared to return to the

League.

This decision is linked in my mind with a small personal

recollection. When news of the ratification of the Franco-
Russian pact was received and Hitler decided to occupy the

Rhineland, we were in Munich. In a long talk I had explained

the great peace plan, which was designed to restore co-opera-

tion with other nations on a completely equal basis, once the

Rhineland was occupied. On my return to the Hotel Vier

Jahreszeiten, it occurred to me that it might help a peaceful

outcome if we declared ourselves willing to return to the

League. I made a note and put it on the table. In the morn-
ing the Fuhrer rang me quite unexpectedly: he wanted to

come to see me immediately to discuss something very im-
portant. When he arrived he said: ‘Ribbentrop, it occurred

to me last night how we can occupy the Rhineland without

any friction. We return to the League! Now we shall have a
very different standing there than in the past.’ I took up my
note from the table and showed it to him. It was to the same
effect. Is there not, after all, such a thing as telepathy?

To represent Germany at the League meeting was a
delicate mission, and I had mixed feelings when, accom-
panied by only a small staff, I boarded a plane for London.
For by then we had lost all contacts with the League and
we knew nothing definite about the attitude adopted by the

various members of the Council or about the mood in Paris

and London. Moreover, there were already rumours of

Anglo-French military talks.

In London the atmosphere was decidedly unfriendly.

We were told nothing about the proposed procedure at the

Council meeting, and everything was shrouded in mystery.

The Foreign Office liaison officer to the League, Legation

Councillor, later Minister, von Schmieden, had only vague

information about the meeting of the Council. The main
thing was that the resolution was to be taken on the same
morning, immediately after my speech.
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This would have amounted to conviction without con-

sideration of the German point of view, and I tried to con-

tact the President, Mr. Bruce of Australia, but in vain. So
in the evening I called at the Foreign Office to inquire about

details and to declare that, since Germany was going to

appear before the Council, she had a right to expect that the

German case should be heard before a resolution was taken.

The Foreign Office reply was evasive, and only on the follow-

ing morning, when I called upon the President, was I told

that the procedure would conform to our wishes. I was to

speak in the morning, and the resolution was to be announced

in the afternoon.

When I entered the beautiful St. James’s Palace, which had

been the scene of so many events in English history, most of

the Council members had assembled. I only knew Mr.

Eden, M. Flandin and M. van Zeeland of Belgium. My seat

was at the extreme end ofthe horseshoe table in the great hall,

next to M. Titulescu of Rumania. In the centre were the

seats of the French, British and Russian members. Intro-

ductions had not been planned, but the fact that I neverthe-

less greeted Mr. Eden, M. Flandin and M. van Zeeland

was described by the Press as ‘symptomatic of an easing of

tension’.

The President opened the meeting with a few words, and

then I presented the German case. I argued that with the

Franco-Russian alliance, which could only be directed against

Germany, the conditions which had led to the conclusion of

the Locarno Treaty had disappeared and that this treaty

had therefore lapsed. No nation could be expected to remain

inactive when a system of alliances of this magnitude was

being created against it. It followed that Germany could no

longer be compelled to leave part of her territory, and one of

the most important parts at that, defenceless. I went on to

explain the twenty-five points of the German peace plan,

which, we hoped, would usher in an altogether new era in

international relations; finally I declared expressly that Ger-

many was prepared to return to the League.

My speech was to be followed by a debate, and I noticed

that M. Litvinov of Russia, who had hidden his face osten-
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tatiously behind a big newspaper while I was speaking, rose

to reply. Mr. Eden, however, who had tried from the start

to create a conciliatory atmosphere, walked over and talked

to him earnestly. As a result M. Litvinov again withdrew

behind his newspaper—it was, I think, The Times. A few

Council members, including the Brazilian representative,

spoke in a short debate which dealt with the form rather

than the content of my speech. M. Titulescu unexpectedly

rose to make a strong attack on a speaker who had just

resumed his seat, and this deflected the course of the debate.

I acted with reserve and was not dissatisfied with the way
things were going, for no one had replied in a manner calling

for a sharp German rejoinder. Britain, France and Belgium,

the countries most closely affected, said nothing at all.

Accordingly, the lunch adjournment was reached without

my having to speak again.

After a short interval the Council reassembled and without

any further formalities the resolution was announced, in

the formulation of which we had taken no part. Germany
was found guilty of a breach of the Locarno Treaty. This

resolution was unanimous, but I could see that the Italian

member did not feel very comfortable. Only Brazil ab-

stained.

Clearly, the resolution had been decided upon before I

went to London, and the short debate in the morning had
only been shadow boxing. Nevertheless, Germany had
certainly been right to state her case before the League
Council. It is well known that no one can tell in advance

what will happen at such meetings when arguments and
temperaments compel delegates to speak. I, for one, had
no reason to provoke a debate. My argument, part of which
had been decided upon by the Fuhrer himself, was so well-

balanced and the German case was so convincing that,

whereas one might perhaps have contradicted it on legal

grounds, politically it was unanswerable.

In view of the French policy of alliances, directed in fact

only against the Reich, the Locarno Treaty had become too

unfair a fetter. Undoubtedly, this feeling was shared by the

broad mhsses of the nations represented in the League,
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though not by their political delegates. For this reason, I

made a comparatively brief statement after the verdict,

which we had foreseen. I said that, viewed from a higher

plane, this conviction of Germany was incomprehensible

and could not be sustained before the just forum of history.

This was the end of the League proceedings after the occu-

pation of the Rhineland.

More worrying was the fact that Anglo-French staff talks

had meanwhile begun in London. Accordingly, on the very

day of the Council meeting I made contact with all our avail-

able friends. That afternoon the Carlton Hotel was like a

dovecote. Many of our friends I did not even have to ask;

they came on their own, accompanied by many a well-known

man whom I had not met before. Far into the night I tried to

explain the German case and to create understanding. The
fact that no further complications developed was, I think,

largely due to these men, who were prominent leaders in

politics and business and who powerfully influenced public

opinion. In those critical hours Germany and I, personally,

discovered many a good friend in England.

On the following day I had a long talk with Mr. Eden at

the Foreign Office. Certainly the situation was not easy for

him. We discussed whether Germany would be prepared to

make a kind of token withdrawal of some of her troops,

whether a neutral zone along the French and Belgian fron-

tiers was feasible, and also fortifications and the strength of

garrisons. All these were difficult problems and undoubtedly

France was insisting that, as nothing serious was to be under-

taken—Paris probably no longer contemplated armed inter-

vention—something at least should be done to save face.

Adolf Hitler, whom I telephoned from the Embassy, was
resolved to restore full military sovereignty, including forti-

fications opposite the Maginot Line. Heaven knows, the

situation was not simple!

Happily, Mr. Eden did not make things more difficult for

me. During this, as during two later conversations, he even

displayed a certain understanding for the German point of

view, and he was more amiable than I had expected in the

circumstances. In this delicate situation his attitude was
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helpful, as the English say. Although once or twice we had
rather rough passages because I had instructions to take

Hitler’s uncompromising line, diplomatically, at least,

everything was done to prevent a further deterioration in

Anglo-German relations.

The decisive factor was undoubtedly British public

opinion. Germany’s action had come as a shock, especially

to official England, but the man in the street obviously had
some understanding for Germany’s situation and point of

view. Many Englishmen agreed spontaneously that no
nation, great or small, could be denied the right to defend its

country. In other words, even in those days, public opinion

was not unfriendly to Germany. Lord Rothermere, for

instance, with whom I had a long talk on that momentous
afternoon, took up an altogether positive attitude. The Times

and the Berry Press—I had made the acquaintance of Lord
Camrose and Lord Kemsley—as well as some provincial

papers, also wrote in quite a reasonable vein. Finally, I gave

the Press some further explanations about the German peace

plan.

Before leaving London I was invited to the home of Sir

Robert Vansittart, whom I went to see in company with the

German Ambassador, von Hoesch. Vansittart lived in a
solid old English country house. Its well-kept appearance

was in rare harmony with its choice modem interior, which

was tasteful and had probably been chosen by his American
wife. During our meal we talked little about politics. I

particularlywelcomed this invitation and had gladly accepted,

because I still considered it my most important task to estab-

lish lasting friendship with Britain, and because Sir Robert

Vansittart undoubtedly continued to occupy a key position

vis-a-vis Anglo-German understanding. I had a long talk

about this with Herr von Hoesch as we drove back. He
agreed that Vansittart was an important man who was

sceptical of Germany, difficult to understand, and hard to

win over. Hoesch confirmed Vansittart’s strong influence

on the other (sic) members of the Cabinet. Herr von Hoesch,

who undoubtedly knew London well, had not always been

well disposed towards me, but on this drive we became almost
6
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friendly and agreed to co-operate in the promotion of Anglo-

German relations. We agreed to remain in close touch.

Soon afterwards I flew back to report to Adolf Hitler, who
was staying at the Hotel Dreesen, in Godesberg. There, on

the following day, I received the news that Herr von Hoesch

had died suddenly of heart failure. I sincerely regretted the

death of this able ambassador.

I reported to Hitler that I foresaw no further serious con-

sequences of the Rhineland occupation, and that what mat-

tered now was to give effect to the peace plan and to estabhsh

a new kind of co-operation with other countries. I was un-

able to say how much progress the Anglo-French staff talks

had made.

My wife had come to Godesberg, and with the Fuhrer we
went for a wonderful trip up the Rhine to Bieberich. It was a

perfect spring day and all along the banks people waved to us.

The news of Hitler’s trip had preceded our steamer, and more
and more cheering crowds converged on the banks This was

one of the occasions which showed Hitler’s unimaginable

popularity. Everywhere, men and women left their work
merely to see him and greet him from a distance. The wine

growers waved from the vineyards, and at succeeding jetties

hundreds, and farther up-river thousands, cheered the

Fuhrer. When we passed a big factory the hooters were

sounded and the men and women working there rushed to

the banks of the Rhine. I can still see Hitler standmg on the

bridge and hear him saying to me: ‘This is what makes me
specially proud. I have won the heart of the German
worker.’ On arrival at Bieberich the crowds were so big that

Hitler could hardly reach his car—a thing which I often saw
repeated.

From Bieberich I went with my parents to Blankenburg to

visit the Duke of Brunswick and the Duchess, the Emperor’s

daughter. My grandfather, after retiring from the army as a

major, had livedm a house in the Duke’s park and had been

a well-known character in the town. In those days the Duke
and Duchess, who are related to the Royal Family, helped

me most kindly and did much for the great cause of Anglo-
German understanding.
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In the early summer of 1936 I was on a holiday in Bad
Wildungen with my family, when an invitation from the

Fuhrer to the Wagner Festrial in Bayreuth arrived. I had
never been there and looked forward to some pleasant days.

Unfortunately during this visit we did not confine ourselves

to listening to Wagner’s music, which I loved so much. How
dearly would I have liked to visit Wahnfried quietly with my
wife and revel in its memories of the incomparable master!

Alas, it was not to be, for no sooner had I arrived in Bayreuth

than news arrived ofthe serious turn ofevents in Spain, and of

Adolf Hitler’s intention to support General Franco who had
risen against the leftist government in Madrid. On the fol-

lowing day I reported to the Fuhrer, who was staying in an
annexe of Wahnfried. He was preoccupied and immediately

began to talk about Spain; he told me that Franco had asked

for a number of aircraft to ferry troops from Africa to Spain

for action against the communists. My immediate reaction

was that we would do well to keep out of Spanish affairs. No
laurels were to be won there, and in my view Spain was too

dangerous to touch. I feared fresh complications with Britain,

which undoubtedly would dislike German intervention. But

Hitler persisted in his opinion and explained—again proving

how much his thoughts were influenced by ideology—that

Germany could in no circumstances tolerate a communist

Spain. As a National Socialist his duty was to oppose this

as strongly as he could. He had already ordered that aircraft

be put at Franco’s disposal.

Adolf Hitler rejected my frequent pleas, declaring that

what was, in the last analysis, at issue in the Spanish civil war

was whether the Soviets would be able to establish a firm

grip on a Western country. The Madrid Government was

led by a man from Moscow, and according to reports from

Franco most of Negrin’s armaments were Russian. Musso-

lini was also in favour of Franco. There were the closest

links between the Governments of Negrin and Leon Blum’s

popular front in France. The Fuhrer said: ‘If Spain really

goes communist, France in her present situation will also be

bolshevized in due course, and then Germany is finished.

Wedged between the powerful Soviet bloc in the East and a
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strong communist Franco-Spanish bloc in the West, we could

do hardly anything if Moscow chose to attack us.’

I saw things differently. For France, in particular, I

thought the French bourgeoisie was a strong guarantee

against ultimate bolshevization. I said so, but in view of his

ideological pnnciples, which the Fuhrer said I did not under-

stand, it was very difficult indeed for me to make any head-

way. His reaction was rather nervous and he closed the con-

versation by saying that he had already made his decision. A
great principle had been involved, and my methods of Real-

politik in foreign affairs were not doing it justice. Since the

great social question of our century had arisen, day-to-day

politics had to be subordinated to this fundamental issue.

Otherwise, foreign policy would end in a blind alley. This

showed the recurring divergence between Hitler and myself

inforeignpolicy. This occurredagain in 1943when in amemor-

andum I advised the immediate conclusion of peace with

Stalin. Through Ambassador Hewel (the liaison officer

between the Foreign Office and the Fiihrer’s headquarters)

he sent me this reply: ‘In the battle with communism there

can be no compromise. I cannot approve Ribbentrop’s

business man’s policy. This war will not be decided by diplo-

matic methods
!’

Franco had first approached Goring about aircraft, and

Hitler had agreed to send planes. This caused more diffi-

culties with Britain, which found expression in the discussions

of the so-called non-intervention committee while I was
Ambassador in London, and which were to disturb my
London mission seriously.

Would Spain reallyhave gone communistwithout our help?

Who can say to-day? It was, of course, not impossible, for

Moscow’s arms deliveries to the Reds were undoubtedly

very substantial.

When on one of the following days I was again sum-

moned to the Fuhrer, he told me to my surprise that he had
appointed me Under-Secretary of State in the Foreign Office

and congratulated me on the appointment, adding that von
Neurath, the Foreign Minister, to whom he had just spoken,

had agreed. The Fuhrer said he hoped that von Neurath
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and I would get on together, and I thanked Hitler for his

trust. Then Hitler turned to the London Embassy, which
had been without a head sincg, the death of Herr von Hoesch.

He wanted to know whether I could suggest a successor and
this led to a long discussion of Anglo-German relations.

Asked my views about the chance of an understanding, I

replied that Britain had certainly not used some of the

opportunities that had presented themselves, and a sober

appraisal gave little hope for the time being. At the same
time, from what I had heard, King Edward VIII was not ill-

disposed towards Germany. In the ordinary way, of course,

a British sovereign could do little to influence the policy of

his government, but if the King were to give his support to

the idea of Anglo-German friendship, his great popularity

might well help to bring about an understanding. Hitler

very much doubted whether his original idea of an alliance

had any chance of materializing, and I began to realize the

importance of keeping the Fiihrer, who, for all his doubts,

still desired an understanding, accurately informed about

the situation in Britain and the opportunities this offered.

So I suggested that it might be better to send me to London
rather than make me Under-Secretary. Hitler liked this idea

so well that he agreed then and there, but we arranged to

think the matter over for a day. On the following day we de-

cided in favour of my mission; the Fiihrer sent for Herr von

Neurath and informed him that he wanted to send me to Lon-

don. The Foreign Minister told me he regarded this as a par-

ticularly happy solution; he, too, seemed to consider it very

important that Anglo-German relations should be finally

clarified.1

On that occasion I again told Hitler quite plainly that the

chances of an alliance with Britain were not great, and that

the odds were indeed against it, but I would make another
1 1 clearly remember this momentous day. As usual in Bayreuth, we

had roomsm a pnvate house on the outskirts of the town. My husband

had called on Hitler at Wahnfned, and I had shown my son the Her-

mitage, that beautiful little palace of the Margravine Wilhelmina. On
our way back we met my husband, who welcomed us with the words:

‘I have been appointed Under-Secretary, but have asked the Fuhrer to

send me to London!’—A.v.R.
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great effort. I said I knew the English well enough to be able

to report to him quite soberly and objectively the British

point ofview. At the same tima-, much would depend on what
form German policy was going to take. Even then I said

quite unmistakably that Britain—at any rate according to

my experience—would adhere to her balance of power thesis

and would oppose us if she feared Germany was becoming

too strong.

The days in Bayreuth were thus taken up with politics

more than I would have liked, but now I was going to Lon-

don as Ambassador. Though sceptical, I looked forward to

my mission. Perhaps it was still possible to reach the goal.1

1 ‘Ribbentrop, bring me the English Alliance.’ These were the last

words which Adolf Hitler said to my husband when, in 1936, he sent

him to London as Ambassador, to study once more every possibility

of an agreement with England.—A.v.R.
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London

Meeting with Vansittart— Edward VIII and Anglo-German
relations— Coronation celebrations at the Embassy— signing

ofAnti-Comintern Pact— talks with Eden— reports to Hitler

on England

WE spent another hectic day in Bayreuth, for we had to

send out many invitations to a garden party which I was
giving in Berlin in connection with the Olympic Games,
which were due to begin on 1st August. From London alone

I expected something like a friendly invasion. Lord Monsell,

with whom we had concluded the Naval Agreement, had
accepted, and so had Lord Rothermere and Lord Beaver-

brook, together with other newspapermen; all our personal

friends had been asked, and some of these were coming from
Paris, from Italy, Spain and all the other European countries,

and from America. The sporting events offered a very

favourable opportunity to make contact with politicians and
prominent men in the most diverse camps. I was also glad

that Sir Robert and Lady Vansittart had accepted my
invitation.

Our house in Dahlem was none too big, certainly too small

for all the guests, and so Annehes very ably turned our garden

into a veritable httle fairground. The whole lawn and tennis

court were covered by a marquee, and at night it all looked

like fairyland: the beautiful lawn, of which we had always

been proud, the swimming pool covered with water lilies,

the gorgeous rhododendrons and the festively laid tables.

My wife had surpassed herself. Only once again, in May,
1939, when the alliance with Italy was concluded, and when
we gave a reception for Count Ciano, did we see our house

so festively decorated.

On the night of our reception in honour of the Olympic

Games, six hundred guests dined at our house. Germans

63
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present included Goring and Hess and their wives. The

guests of honour were, in addition to our foreign friends,

the members of the Olympic Qommittee and the diplomatic

corps. There was one small hitch because the President of

the Olympic Committee, Count Baillet-Latour, unexpectedly

brought his wife, so that the seating arrangements for several

hundred guests had to be changed within a matter of minutes.

The Protocol department had mistakenly thought that the

Countess would not be in Berlin on that day. Those who are

acquainted with such problems will know what this rearrange-

ment meant. After dinner there was dancing on the tennis

court, which had been covered with coconut matting, to the

tunes of thepopularHungarian violinist, Barnabas von Geczy.

Serious talk was, of course, impossible on such an occasion;

everyone was too gay. The festivities continued until the

early hours of the morning. The Vansittarts were among
those who stayed longest; they danced a lot and seemed very

happy—was this a good omen? Could it be that Sir Robert

did not find Berlin so repulsive after all? I was seeing

through rose-tinted spectacles that night, and very willingly.

Unfortunately, things were to develop otherwise.

On the morning of the reception my appointment as

Ambassador in London had been announced, and this

naturally gave the evening the character of an Anglo-German
occasion; Sir Robert congratulated me very amiably. When
he took his leave I asked him to lunch with me alone and I

told him that the Fiihrer was anxious to meet him. Sir Robert

accepted. The sun had risen when we parted.

The only person who was gloomy on the following day

was Bohnhaus, our old gardener. I can still see his face as he

walked across the lawn on which he had expended so much
care for over ten years, and which he now regarded as ruined.

He shook his head, saying that it would never completely

recover, but he made it a point of honour to remove all traces

of the night as quickly as possible. I wonder what has

become of this loyal man? He had been with my family for

decades. To think of many a faithful soul makes my heart

heavier these days than many other things.

In the Kaiserhof, where I met Vansittart for lunch, I tried
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my very best to be persuasive. I urged Vansittart to under-
stand that the presence of the Fuhrer, who alone had the sole

sovereign authority to decide, offered a unique opportunity

for a really enduring association between Germany and
Britain, which, built solidly on mutual confidence and com-
mon interests, would redound to the advantage of both. The
Fuhrer was ready for a sincere understanding based on
equality.

It was unfortunate that I had to do most of the talking;

I felt from the start as if I were addressing a wall. Vansittart

listened quietly, but was not forthcoming and evaded all my
openings for a frank exchange of views. I have spoken to

hundreds of Englishmen on this subject, but never was a
conversation so barren, never did I find so little response,

never did my partner say so little about the points which
really mattered. When I asked Sir Robert to express an
opinion on certain points and to criticize frankly what I had
said, or to explain where exactly we differed in matters of

principle or of detail, there was absolutely no reply except

generalities. In the following years I often looked back on
this conversation.

One thing was clear, an Anglo-German understanding with

Vansittart in office was out of the question. Only once again

did I have a similar feeling after a conversation. That was
in 1937, after a talk with Mr. Churchill, when I was Am-
bassador in London, except that while Vansittart had ex-

pressed no opinion whatever, Mr. Churchill was considerably

more frank.

Vansittart, I felt, had completely made up his mind. This

Foreign Office man not only advocated the balance of power
theory, but was also the incarnation of Sir Eyre Crowe’s

principle: ‘No pact with Germany come what may.’ I gained

a firm impression that this man would never even attempt a
rapprochement, and any discussion with him would be in vain.

The Fuhrer said later that Vansittart must also have been in-

fluenced by other reasons, by questions of ideology. I do not

know; I do not think so; but this will never be explained.

Whatever influences he may have been subjected to, the main

thing was his basic attitude: ‘Never with Germany.’
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There are those who contend that Vansittartism and the

hatred of Germany which this word implies were a result of

Hitler’s policy. To this I reply—and I believe with a better

right: Hitler’s policy was a consequence of Vansittart’s policy

in 1936

From the early 1920s Adolf Hitler had proclaimed common
action with Britain as his goal, and he spoke about it again

and again throughout the war, the last time shortly before his

death in 1 945 Surely, a politician who by 1936 had preached

this doctiine for over fifteen years was entitled to expect that

a comprehensive settlement might at least be attempted in

order to test his good will and to discover what was really in

his mind.

In this autumn of 1946, writingm my prison cell one week

before the verdict in the Nuremberg Trial, I most firmly

believe that Adolf Hitler would have respected an alliance

with Britain in all circumstances.

It was London’s growing anti-German attitude and what

he called ‘England’s eternal governess-like behaviour’ which

forced Hitler on to a road along which he did not want to

travel, but which he believed he had to choose for the sake

of the nation. I wonder whether Vansittart ever looks at the

map of Europe and Asia and notices the Soviet star shining

from the Weser across Thuringia to Vienna and the Adriatic,

a compact territory with 350 million inhabitants, and com-

pares this with the ridiculously narrow strip of land where

weak governments hold on by their eyelids. I wonder whether,

seeing this, he sometimes thinks of our talk in Berlinm 1936.

One significant remark appeared in Lord Vansittart’s

affidavit, for which my counsel had asked at Nuremberg in

order to make some points clear. Referring to our conversa-

tion in Berlin, Vansittart said: ‘Naturally, I was reserved.’

But why, in Heaven’s name? Why did he not express his

opinion to me, who had always wooed England’s friendship

and who had spoken so frankly, without any reserve? Great

political matters often call for absolute, often brutal frank-

ness. Why did he not do this? The last sentence in his affi-

davit provides the answer. It shows that Vansittart was alto-

gether anti-German and not merely anti-Hitler. He said: ‘I
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have never advocated an agreement with Germany, since

Germans rarely keep their word.’

I am convinced that, given a settlement with Britain, Adolf
Hitler would have devoted the rest of his life to the peaceful
development of a'sosaal State. How often did he not say
during the war that he could hardly await its end so that he
might turn to internal German affairs? Lord Vansittart’s

cynical statement in his affidavit that he had been reserved

because he distrusted German promises prompts the ques-

tion: What gave him the right to do so? Was it that Germany
did not want to perpetuate Versailles, which was bound to

destroy her eventually? Did not Britain, by concluding the

Naval Agreement with us, herself join us in breaking down
the Versailles regime? Had the Locarno Treaty not been
invalidated by the Franco-Russian alliance^ Except for these

revisions, which Hitler achieved for the sake of Germany,
he did nothing in those years but offer Britain his friendship.

In those critical years 1935 and 1936, as I had discovered at

the time, Germany and England had begun to part company
for good. I saw how difficult my mission m London would
be.

In the autumn of 1936 we packed our cases. Since altera-

tions were planned in the Embassy we had taken a lease of the

small house in Eaton Squarewhich belonged to Mr. Chamber-
lain, the future Prime Minister. On arrival in London we
were welcomed by the German colony and a large number of

London friends.

Soon after my arrival I had an audience with King
Edward VIII in Buckingham Palace, at which I presented

my letters of credence.1

The King wore Admiral’s uniform and was only accom-

1 One of the many untrue stones about my husband was that he gave

the Hitler salute to the King on that occasion. Even its express denial

by the Duke of Wmdsor in A King's Story, p. 322, did not put an end

to it. In fact my husband gave the Hitler salute to King George VI in

the autumn of 1937, after Hitler had issued instructions to this effect.

An incident at a garden party in Buckingham Palace showed how
easily trifles can be used for gossip. King George VI talked to my hus-

band for some time, walking up and down on the lawn. An Embassy

official rushed up to me excitedly and said, full of reproach, that it was
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panied by Mr. Eden, the Foreign Secretary. He was most

affable, inquired after the Fiihrer and repeated clearly that he

desired good Anglo-German relations, as he had done at a

reception during an earlier visit of mine to London. Then no

one imagined that the popular monarch was soon to abdicate.

Although it was said that influential circles had taken excep-

tion to a speech which he made to workers in Wales, and that

his sympathy for Germany was resented, he was generally

considered very popular with the people.

At this stage I ought to say that King Edward VIII had

shown his sympathy for Germany on several occasions. He
had warmly supported a meeting of German and British

leaders of ex-servicemen’s organizations, which I had

arranged. In his address at that meeting he had said that

no one was better fitted to promote good Anglo-German

relations than the men who had faced each other from the

trenches. The speech attracted considerable attention,

because as is well known an English monarch rarely makes a

speech.

The fact that the King had taken an interest resulted in

more mutual visits of front-line veterans and in several

important demonstrations and speeches by British and

German ex-servicemen’s leaders and politicians, including the

speech by Rudolf Hess at Konigsberg. King Edward VIII

granted audiences to German, and Adolf Hitler to British,

delegations. These mutual visits also helped to make more
effective the societies, the German-English Society in Berlin,

which I had founded with its many branches, and the Anglo-

German Fellowship in London whose task it was to cultivate

Anglo-German friendship.

From 1934 to 1938 the so-called Ribbentrop Bureauworked
towards the same ends. Between 1934 and 1936 meetings

were also arranged with French ex-servicemen’s organiza-

tions. French delegations, led by Jean Goy and Henri Pichot,

came to Berlin, and German visits, for instance, were or-

very wrong of my husband to put his hat on while talking to the King.

There was the beginning of a new story, but when I asked my husband
on our way home he said: ‘If the King asks me to wear my hat as a
protection against the sun I naturally do so.’—A.v.R.
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ganized to Paris and Verdun. My colleague Abetz helped to

form the Comite France-Allemagne with a view to cultivating

semi-official and private relations. At my suggestion, many
French writers, politicians, businessmen, financiers and sol-

diers visited Berlin and Abetz also furthered youth contacts.

The Ribbentrop Bureau continued to function while I was in

London and contributed a great deal to a rapprochement of

public opinion in the three countries. For instance, at the

kind suggestion of Lady Cunard, Sir Thomas Beecham,

whom I knew well, conducted a concert in Berlin, which the

Fiihrer attended. The Dresden Opera played in Covent Gar-

den, and artists paid mutual visits to the capitals. In fact,

the Ribbentrop Bureau with its small staff never did any-

thing but promote good will with many countries in various

ways.

In the few weeks between my arrival and the abdication I

could not establish any special contact with Edward VIIL

Neither I nor the King could help this, but events followed

each other in quick succession. I met the King socially on a

few occasions, but usually at fairly big functions which

allowed of only brief talks. A real conversation with the

King, which friends wanted to bring about confidentially,

never materialized; something unforeseen always intervened.

One day I heard from rehable sources that the King had

declared that he could only contemplate a coronation together

with Mrs. Simpson. From the same source I learned that if

the King persisted a crisis was inevitable. I became very

worried, for I knew how obstinate the King could be and I

feared that he was in earnest. Yet he would be resisted most

vigorously by influential circles in England—all my varied

information was to this effect. Where was this to lead?

Beginning in Canada, the Press campaigned against the

King’s marriage plans. The Dominions, it was said, could

not approve such a marriage. When the English Press took

up these reports the crisis quickly approached its climax.

There could be no doubt that Edward VIII’s fate as King was

decided.

Dispirited, I sat in the small study in Mr. Chamberlain’s

house, where we still lived, racking my brains to see whether
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there was anything to be done to influence the course of

events. King Edward VIII had appeared to be a possible

friend of Anglo-German understanding, so that we had the

greatest interest in his remaining King. But what could a

foreign ambassador do? At any rate, I was anxious that the

German Press should not print the sensational reports and

sometimes spiteful commentaries of the English newspapers,

I telephoned the Fuhrer and asked him to issue instructions

to this effect. This was done.

Through a friend I had asked for an audience at Bucking-

ham Palace, but I had been told that the King was not in

residence. Any opportunity to get in touch with him, to be

told something authentic, had vanished. Later it was said

that the Kang was at Fort Belvedere. It seemed that his plans

had been too ambitious and that he had overrated his power.

I do not believe that the King had originally thought of abdi-

cating. He was too self-assured a sovereign to have considered

this contingency, but when his wilfulness led to the interven-

tion of strong political and ecclesiastical forces, he came up
against the limits of British royal power. Soon we were listen-

ing to the King’s tired, resigned voice on the radio, announ-
cing his abdication to the British people and the world.

1

With the abdication the Anglo-German cause had lost one
opportunity. One factor in the British situation which had
contributed to my having been sent to London had dis-

appeared. Later I heard more details about this sad crisis.

When the Duke of Windsor, as he then was, visited the

Fuhrer in Berlin, he told me that Mrs. Simpson had done
what she could to make him desist from the marriage.

Meanwhile, the Spanish non-intervention committee had
started work. This came on top ofmy many calls on members
of the Court, the diplomatic corps and personal friends,

which took up many weeks.

A better name for the committee would have been ‘inter-

1 Surprisingly, Mr. Churchill was one of the few influential English-

men who supported Edward VIII. I remember a remark of his after the
abdication at a small dinner party given by Lord Kemsley: ‘They would
never have been able to depose Edward VUI had Lloyd George not
been abroad. I alone was too weak.’—A.v.R.
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vention committee’, for its members concentrated on defend-

ing or hushing up more or less cleverly their respective

countries’ intervention in Spain. This work was most un-
pleasant, and doubly so for me, because Britain often sided

with the Reds, and this I always had to oppose. The friction

that ensued pushed into the background and disturbed my
real job of strengthening Anglo-German relations. I often

wished this wretched civil war would go to the devil, for it

constantly involved me in disputes with the British Govern-
ment. Since we had committed ourselves in Spain, incidents

were bound to occur, and they did! The bombarding of

Almeria after the raid on the cruiser Deutschland, the torpe-

doing of the Leipzig and other incidents were more serious

setbacks to Anglo-German relations than they were benefits

to Franco.

Nor were relations with France improved, for on the

instructions of her Popular Front government my colleague

M. Corbin, often no doubt against his own wishes, had to

advocate the cause of Red Spain. My main job, together

with my Italian colleague. Signor Grandi, was to oppose

intervention by the U.S.S.R. and her delegate, M. Maisky.

To work with my fascist colleague was not always easy, for

this man, who played an important part in Italy’s defection

from Germany in 1943 and betrayed Mussolini, was an
intriguer if ever there was one. To curry favour with the

British he published articles during the war about our joint

work in London, with freely invented statements which I

was supposed to have made about Britain; but these were

rejected as untrustworthy even by the British Press. Should

Grandi ever see these lines let me tell him that I saw through

him even in London. Mussolini passed a devastating judg-

ment on his duplicity.

In view of the many difficulties I was extremely glad when
Franco—even if slowly—won the upper hand and the

Spanish problem thereby disappeared from the diplomatic

sphere. It had burdened my London mission almost the

whole time.

The alterations to the German Embassy took up the whole

of the winter from 1936 to 1937 and extended into the spring.
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As planned it was reopened with a big reception in honour of

the coronation of King George VI.1

Our first reception was attended by 1,400 guests. I should

have preferred half this number, but so many obligations had
accumulated that it could not be helped. There may be dif-

ferent opinion on such mammoth functions; I, for one, did

not like them. In London, however, this sort of ‘party’ is only

regarded as a success if the crush makes it almost impossible

to move. By these standards the German Embassy’s recep-

tion on the second day of the coronation festivities was
undoubtedly a complete success, for both houses in Carlton

House Terrace were packed. The English guest of honour
was the King’s brother, the Duke of Kent, who lost his life

in an accident during the war, and his beautiful Greek wife.

The various delegates and the diplomatic corps were repre-

sented, and there were our friends and acquaintances in

English Society. Frieda Leider and Bockelmann sang Lieder,

and Barnabas von Geczy again played dance tunes until the

early hours of the morning. If one is to believe General

Gamehn, theFrench chief of staff, thefunctionmusthave been
a success, for I happened to hear him say as he left: ‘This

was too beautiful an evening for me to have enjoyed myself.’

The coronation procession which we watched, together

with many guests, from the Embassy as it passed from
Buckingham Palace along the Mall was a grand spectacle.

1 Herr von Hoesch had already acquired an adjoining house in Carl-

ton House Terrace to enlarge die Embassy. Its situation facing The
Mall, which leads from the Admiralty to Buckingham Palace, could

hardly have been better. Hitler himself had given the order for interior

redecoration. The plans were worked out by Speer who performed his

task with great success. The furniture was made from designs of the

late Professor Troost. It went without saying that to save foreign cur-

rency in favour of the Four-Year Plan, which had just been launched,

all essential equipment was ordered in Germany; even skilled labour

was brought over. My husband was accordingly not a little surprised

when one day during the alterations Goring telephoned him to say that

he should not read a letter which he had sent him by courier, but should
bum it unopened. Goring apologized for having blamed my husband
for unjustifiably heavy expenditure of foreign currency, but he had been
misinformed, and only now heard that in fact every possible economy
had been made by placing orders in Germany.—A.v.R.
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Even more grandiose was the coronation in Westminster
Abbey, where we diplomatists had been allotted seats with

the principal foreign representatives. Everyone was deeply

moved when to the mighty sound of the organ the royal

couple, followed by the beautiful Duchess of Northumber-
land and the two little Princesses, moved towards the altar,

where the Archbishop of Canterbury awaited them. I saw the

tears well up in the eyes of Mr. Eden, who sat opposite me.

In front of the altar stood the paladins of the Empire in their

scarlet and ermine robes and their coronets, which indicated

their rank. This imposing spectacle of power and tradition

contrasted curiously with the usually so sober London.
Another contrast was to be seen at the end of the ceremony,

when a heavy shower came down and the British nobles

suddenly again became simple businessmen who, clad in

ordinary suits and carrying their robes under their arms,

rushed to their cars or even walked home under umbrellas.

The Fiihrer was represented by Field Marshal von Blom-
berg who stayed with us at the Embassy.

1

On the two days following the coronation I gave lunch

parties in honour of von Blomberg. The first was attended

by Mr. Baldwin, whose Cabinet had just resigned, the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, the Foreign Secretary and other

members of the Cabinet. To the second party I had asked

Mr. Neville Chamberlain and a few members of the new
Cabinet. I was anxious that von Blomberg should make
contact with these men, who would determine British policy,

so that he could report to Hitler.

In Dr. Lang the Field Marshal met a man with special

influence in England. I had repeatedly called on the Arch-

bishop at Lambeth Palace, the residence of this highest

English Church dignitary, either for discussions or for lunch

or tea. He was a very clever man, who combined the roles of
1 Spain played an unfortunate part on this occasion, too; for origin-

ally we had expected Foreign Minister von Neurath or Field Marshal

Goring, but in view ofthe Leipzig and Almeria incidents Hitler changed

his mind. He was also said to have been influenced by the fact that the

negotiations for the air agreement were making no progress. He
deputed von Blomberg, who held the same rank as the French dele-

gate, General Gamehn.—A.v.R.
7
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prince of the Church and statesman. My visits to him rein-

forced my impression of the importance of the Church in

England, which quite apart frcpi its spiritual mission, is one

of the political foundations of the British Empire. We fre-

quently discussed relations with German Churches and

—

despite thewell-known differences of the evangelical Churches

—I tried to establish closer contact. With the Bishop of

Chichester, who was specially interested in German problems,

I had got in touch long ago, and even during the war we tried

to maintain contact with these circles via Switzerland.

One event that occurred while I was Ambassador was the

conclusion of the so-called Anti-Comintern Pact with Japan.

In November, 1936, I flew to Berlin to sign on behalf of

Germany; and one year later Italy adhered to it. Informal

relations between the three countries had existed for some
time. Since Hitler regarded the contrast between National

Socialism and communism as one of the decisive factors of

his policy, the question arose which other countries could be

won over to work against communism. This was a question

of Weltanschauung.

Years ago, Hitler had discussed with me how relations with

Japan could be made closer, and since I had certain contacts

there I offered to put out feelers. Talks revealed that the

Japanese Government was just as anti-communist as ours,

and during 1934 and 1935 the idea of embodying these

parallel aims in an agreement gradually crystallized.

Subsequently, Herr von Raumer, who was on my staff,

thought of the ‘Anti-Comintern Pact’ formula, and even

before my appointment to London I reported the plan to

Hitler, who approved it. Since the Fuhrer did not wish the

negotiations to be conducted through official German chan-

nels, because ideology was involved rather more than any-

thing else, he instructed me to negotiate the pact, which was
finally concluded by the Ribbentrop Bureau. This was the

reason why I signed the pact, the purpose of which was joint

defence against communism by counteracting the disinte-

grating influences of the Comintern in various countries.

This follows unambiguously from the preamble to the pact

with Italy, which reads as follows:
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‘Considering that the Communist International con-

tinues constantly to imperil the civilized world in the

Occident and Orient, distufbing and destroying peace and
order; considering that only close collaboration of all those

nations who wish to maintain peace and order can limit and
remove that peril; considering that Italy since the begin-

ning of the Fascist Government has with inflexible deter-

mination combated that peril and thereby decided to align

herself against the Communist International side by side

with Germany and Japan . . . now Italy adheres to the

agreement which was concluded by Germany and Japan

against the Communist International on 25th November,
1936.’

The pact was based on the recognition that in the long run

only a common defence front of all healthy states could stop

the threatened world danger. I therefore expressed the hope
that all civilized states would come to see the need for co-

operation against the work of the Communist International

and would adhere to the agreement. This hope was not alto-

gether disappointed, for shortly afterwards Spain declared

her adherence in view of her experience in the civil war, and

seven more states followed in due course.

At the Nuremberg Trial this loose association of the Anti-

Comintern Pact was misrepresented. By welding the so-

called Axis Powers together I was said to have made plans

and preparations for the Second World War, jointly with

Japan and Italy, for the purpose of securing world domina-

tion for the countries concerned. This statement is as fan-

tastic as it is historically untrue. General Marshall, the

American Chief of Staff, was quite right when he said: ‘The

Axis, as a matter of fact, existed on paper only.’ There never

was a three-Power bloc that was resolved to wage, and

systematically prepared for, war. Germany, at any rate,

neither planned nor acted in this spirit.

Hitler was anxious that the British Empire, too, should

join the anti-Communist front, and it was partly this con-

sideration which prompted him to instruct me, the Am-
bassador in London, with the formation of the anti-Comin-
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tern bloc, this bloc of order. When in November, 1937, I

returned to London from Rome after the signing of the

Pact by Italy, I asked for a discussion of this question with

Mr. Eden. My purpose was to convince him of the im-

portance of this ideological co-operation for the entire civi-

lized world. When the Foreign Secretary declared that the

British Government had misgivings about the fact that the

Anti-Comintern Pact had been signed by the Ambassador in

London, I explained in all frankness the purpose and aim of

the anti-Comintern policy and its significance for the whole

non-communist world, and therefore also for the British

Empire. I pointed out that this pact was directed against no
one other than world communism, and that it was open to

Britain to join. Mr. Eden showed complete lack of compre-

hension, and indeed our suggestion was never again alluded

to by the British Government. Britain did not want to see the

communist threat. That was in 1937. To-day, nine years

later, while I write this in my cell in Nuremberg, my efforts

for the creation of a bloc of order, which was to oppose

Bolshevism, are being construed as a conspiracy to wage
aggressive war aiming at ‘world domination’.

Naturally, the Anti-Comintern Pact was partly political,

and directed against Russia, since Moscow was the driving

force ofthe Comintern conception. Adolf Hitler and I hoped
that the Anti-Comintern Pact would create a certain counter-

weight to balance Russia, for politically, too, the Soviet

Union was then opposed to Germany.
We had no choice; even our attitude to Britain had to be

governed by the anti-Comintern policy. Only by becoming as

strong a potential partner as possible could we hope to

strengthen the hands of those Englishmen who saw the future

of their country best secured by working with Germany. In

this way they might gain decisive influence over British

policy. As loose a form as possible was chosen for the Anti-

Comintem Pact, and prominence was given to ideology so as

to remain diplomatically free should an alliance with Britain

be possible.

The aim ofGerman Foreign Policy was to convince Britain

that if a choice had to be made between a general alliance
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against Britain and an Anglo-German alliance, Germany
would prefer the latter.

A word about my reports chi England to the Fuhrer. After

I had been in London for several months I made a detailed

report on my impressions. I expressed my conviction that

Britain was strong, her ruling class heroic and the basis of
her foreign policy the doctrine ofbalance ofpower in Europe.

These facts formed the basis of all the later reports I made to

Adolf Hitler during my mission in London. My memoran-
dum of 2nd January, 1938, which the prosecution in Nurem-
berg produced, confirms this. It is, of course, the duty of an
ambassador in such an important post as London, whom the

head of his state has asked for a report on the future attitude

of England, to take all contingencies into account; it was for

the Fuhrer to draw the conclusions.

I mention this because of the propaganda directed’against

me during and since the war, both at home and abroad; it is

being said that I misinformed the Fuhrer about Britain’s

strength and intentions. I have been told that the former

Reich Finance Minister, Count Schwerin von Krosigk, said

in a memorandum that I had failed to report to the Fuhrer

on Britain truthfully, accurately and comprehensively. The
contrary is true, and I am the more surprised at Count

Schwenn’s statement in that I also told him that I was con-

vinced England would fight and that I had reported to the

Fuhrer from London to this effect.

Such statements, made out of cheap opportunism, have

been disproved by the Nuremberg Trial itself.

Except for the following statement on Germany's Russian

policy, this ends the memoirs proper, which Ribbentrop wrote

between 25th August and 23rd September, 1946. The verdict

prevented the completion of the memoirs. The papers which he

left, however, are so numerous, including as they do notesfor

his memoirs and statements for members of hisfamily and his

counsel, that it has been found possible to continue Ribben-

trop's report in his own words, although some gaps are un-

avoidable.
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Reich Foreign Minister

Appointment as Foreign Minister— Hitler's distrust of
Foreign Office— conflicts with Himmler— the Anschluss—
the Sudeten problem— Hitler-Chamberlain talks and Munich
agreement— Poland and Danzig— British and U.S. to blame

for Polish intransigence.

My appointment to the post of Reich Foreign Minister

came as a complete surprise. On 30th January, 1938,

I was in Berlin to attend the ceremony commemorating the

anniversary of the National Socialist accession to power.

This was also the week of the so-called Blomberg crisis.

Hitler asked me not to return to London for a few days, and

on 4th February he summoned me and announced that in

the course of a reshuffle of several senior posts he intended to

change his Foreign Minister. The present holder of this

office, von Neurath, would become President of the Secret

Cabinet Council, and I was to succeed him as Foreign

Minister.

On talking over the new appointment Hitler briefly ex-

plained to me the general political situation. By establishing

the Wehrmacht, he said, and by occupying the Rhineland,

Germany had created a new position for herself. She had

re-entered the circle of equal nations, and this was the time

to bring certain problems nearer a solution. This depended

on a strong Wehrmacht, the mere existence of which would
be sufficient; there should be no need to send it into action.

‘A country without military strength/ he said, ‘can conduct

no foreign policy.’ This we knew only too well from the past

few years. Our aim now was to establish a clear relationship

with our neighbours. The four problems which Hitler men-
tioned were Austria, the Sudetenland, Memel, and Danzig

and the Corridor. I was to assist in their solution by dip-

lomatic means.

78
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From the beginning I was confronted by great difficulties

in my new office, for as Reich Chancellor and head of

government Adolf Hitler todk independently foreign policy

decisions which were close to his heart. Sometimes he even

went into minute details. I could express my opinions openly,

and did so in reports and memoranda; from time to

time the Fiihrer asked for my advice before taking a decision.

On important issues, however, especially in times of crisis,

Hitler sometimes even determined the wording of notes to

foreign states and conducted important talks direct with

foreign diplomatists.

He alone could consider both political and military aspects,

and he alone had an overall view of affairs. I was instructed

to proceed in the diplomatic field, and his military advisers

were told to make military preparations, but usually neither

knew of the instructions to the other. In a crisis Hitler wanted

freedom to choose between two alternative courses.

In the first few years I was often able to carry the day, but

later this became more difficult. It was not easy to force

one’s opinion on such a strong personality, and my experi-

ence was probably shared by all who worked with Hitler.

Once the Fuhrer had discussed and decided an important

matter, no one, not even Goring who was then still pre-

dominant, could induce him to change his mind. It would

have been easier to shift Mont Blanc than to get the Fuhrer

to reverse a decision.

Whenever our opinions diverged on a matter of principle

I gave Hitler the opportunity to part company with me.

Three times I offered my resignation in writing. In the end I

had to give my word of honour that I would not do so again.

Even so, I asked four times to be allowed to join up, but this

too he refused.

Hitler distrusted the Foreign Office and its staff. To me
many of the officials were unknown at first, but I had no pre-

judices and took great trouble to improve relations between

the Office and the Fuhrer.

As soon as I became Minister I had great difficulties, some

of them serious, with many government and party offices

which wanted to conduct their own foreign policy. I held
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that, since the head of state had to decide in foreign affairs,

only the Foreign Office should advise him and furnish com-

prehensive and complete reports.

Most difficulties arose with the Propaganda Ministry,

which wanted to be in charge of propaganda at home and

abroad. My struggle with Dr. Goebbels lasted for years, for

when war broke out Hitler decreed that I was responsible for

foreign propaganda, but that I should make use of Pro-

paganda Ministry facilities for this purpose. Very often the

Fiihrer sided with this department. Indeed, the Government

Press Office, which belonged to the Foreign Office, had to be

transferred to the Propaganda Ministry in 1933, an arrange-

ment which I regarded as a political and organizational

mistake. Surely the Press is one ofthe most important foreign

policy media and to exert influence it should belong to the

sphere of the Foreign Ministry.

There was also serious friction for years with Bormann
and his Party Chancellery, especially over matters concerning

the Church and the Organization of Germans Abroad. On
the Church question Reichsleiter Bormann adopted a wholly

uncompromising attitude, and this led to the strongest tension

with the Vatican and also mobilized ecclesiastical circles in

Protestant countries against us. This significant and detri-

mental development of our Foreign Policy was exacerbated

more and more during the war, but all representations to the

Party Chancellery and to Hitler personally were of no avail.

Especially during my early years as Foreign Minister, the

activities of the National Socialist Organization of Germans
Abroad caused me acute embarrassment, in South America

for instance. There, as elsewhere, such things as processions,

uniforms and rallies created the impression that National

Socialism was to be exported. Indeed, however wrongly, the

Organization was described as a ‘fifth column’, and furnished

President Roosevelt with the grotesque propaganda argument
that Germany was trying to establish a foothold in South

America, which it would use as a base for action against the

U.S.A. In view of these and similar difficulties in many other

countries, I often pointed out that while the Organization’s

aim of keeping Germans abroad together was certainly right,
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the manner in which this was done entailed disproportionate

disadvantages. However, the Organization of Germans
Abroad was the pet child of Rudolf Hess, and a shadow was
cast over our original friendship by this difference of opinion,

and also by the fact that it was not easy to work with Bohle,

the head of the Organization. On one or two occasions our

foreign policy was unnecessarily handicapped because I was
compelled to make a serious demarche in a foreign country

in support of the action ofsome member of the Organization.
With the Reich Fiihrer-S.S. conflict was unavoidable over

questions of ideology, such as those relating to the Church
and especially to the Jews. Serious disputes also developed

over intelligence services, the appearance of the Security

Service, the so-called S.D., in foreign countries, and in due

course over policy questions in the occupied countries. In the

first place my relations with Himmler had been good because

I agreed with his ideas about the selection of leaders, but

gradually a very serious latent enmity between us devel-

oped owing to the growing inroads made by his office into the

field of foreign policy. I often tried conciliation, because the

interests of the Reich demanded my co-operation with him.

His rising power led to an ever-growing influence on foreign

policy and far from being conciliated, he became more hostile

to me.
1

At this stage it is convenient to summarize my difficulties

with Himmler, although some of the points to be mentioned

anticipate events. Himmler’s uncompromising attitude to

Freemasons and the Churches, and especially his treatment

of the Jews, which he had arrogated to himself for the whole

of Europe, hampered Germany’s foreign relations as much as

a great hostile Power could have done. Hitler, and even more

so Himmler, rejected any suggestions of a change. During

the war fresh friction arose in the occupied countries, in

1A breach occurred when, in the winter of 1941 to 1942, Himmler

tried to enlist my husband in his personal intrigues. This led my hus-

band to make the remark: ‘Himmler, I will not play this game; I remain

loyal to the Fuhrer.’ My husband considered it impossible from the

pomt of view of foreign relations that Himmler should succeed Hitler.

—A.V.R.
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France and Denmark, and later in Hungary. In all these

countries Himmler had appointed a supreme police officer,

and the Wehrmacht usually had a military commander. The
Foreign Office representative on the spot, who was anxious

to find a settlement for political questions, often encountered

great difficulties from those authorities who regarded a police

or military solution as appropriate. Since all authorities

reported via their chiefs to Hitler and received instructions

direct from him, unending disputes arose, and most of the

decisions went against the Foreign Office representative.

Antagonism was even more disastrous in the field of
intelligence. Some of the S.D. personnel without sufficient

experience in intelligence work kept our ambassadors under
secret surveillance, and this made our missions’ work harder.

On one occasion, for instance, secret S.D. reports direct to the

Fuhxer led to the sudden order that I should recall three

heads of missions—those in Spain, Portugal and Sweden.
Under pressure from Bormann, corresponding changes had
to be made in Rumania, Greece and Bulgaria. On the other

hand. Hitler liked to send to foreign stations men of his

entourage in whom he had lost confidence and whom he no
longer wanted around him; this applied, for instance, to

Wiedemann, his former adjutant, who was made Consul-
General in the U.S.A. Himmler also submitted to Hitler

direct reports on foreign affairs which his own intelligence

service had collected, and Hitler, without informing me,
would take immediate decisions based on false information.

Kaltenbrunner later tried to remove these difficulties, but it

was then too late for our agreement to have any practical

effect.

The grotesque results of Himmler’s influence on foreign
affairs during the war are illustrated by the fact that in

Rumania, when Hitler had already decided in favour of
Marshal Antonescu, Himmler still supported Horia Sima;
and similar instances of Himmler’s high-handedness occurred
elsewhere. His Germanic Leitstelle, in particular, tried to
establish itself according to ‘Germanic’ principles without as
much as inquiring at the Foreign Office. S.S. General Wolf,
Himmler’s principal aide-de-camp, frequently tried to remove
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such, divergencies; at first he had some success, but confusion

returned when Wolf was transferred to Italy.

In addition, it gradually became a veritable mania for

prominent men to take a hand in foreign affairs, and this

created senseless and intolerable overwork for the Foreign

Office and for myself.

Further differences arose through the activity of the foreign

department of Reichsleiter Rosenberg in Scandinavia and the

Eastern territories. After 1941 the Foreign Office was ex-

cluded altogether from the East; Russia was thus treated as if

she had ceased to be a problem in foreign affairs. Serious

controversies also arose over interventions by Rosenberg’s

emissaries in Finland, the Balkans and Turkey.

I thought it right to remain silent about these matters dur-

ing the Nuremberg Trial. Here, however, they deserved to be

mentioned.

My mistake, when taking over the Ministry in February,

1938, was undoubtedly my failure to ask for clear authority

for the Foreign Office to have the last word on foreign affairs,

and for a definition of its necessary jurisdiction. However,

in view of Hitler’s working habits, I would probably have got

nowhere even if I had insisted on this, for a formal clarifica-

tion of this kind would not have stopped him from acting

according to his old Austrian ‘divide and rule’ principle.

Besides, driven by his distrust of Foreign Office officials, he

would have continued to receive information about foreign

countries through various official and innumerable un-

official channels, which provided him with many a wrong

report that could not be checked.

A few days after I had taken over as Foreign Minister the

first of the four problems which the Fiihrer had mentioned

as calling for a solution became acute.

As Ambassador in London I had, of course, concerned

myself little with the Austrian question. As the power of the

Reich increased Austrian desires for stronger links with

Germany—always present, but hitherto vetoed by the victors

of Versailles—came to the surface. The Fiihrer, moreover,

had always had Austria close to his heart, and he accordingly
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handled Germany’s Austrian policy himself, often itWhout

consulting the Foreign Office. The German Mpenister in

Austria, Herr von Papen, repdrted to Hitler direart.

Shortly before 12th February, 1938, the Fuller informed

me of his forthcoming meeting with Federal Cbhancellor von

Schuschnigg on the Obersalzberg, adding /'that in the first

place support must be given to Austrian Nftational Socialists.

Many of these were in prison or in eso-called detention

camps, and this state of affairs had created a serious situation

between the two countries for years./ The Fuhrer asked me
to be available for the conference ati'the Berghof. Neither on

this nor on any other occasion di*?d say, as was alleged at

the Nuremberg Trial, that he waited to secure at all costs the

right of self-determination fo/ the six milhon Germans in

Austna that year or within an?’y definite period.

It will be understood that/! was able to take only a small

part in the conference on/ the Obersalzberg, for I was new in

office and Hitler regard*^ the subject under discussion as his

very own. Hitler first/met the Austrian Chancellor alone, and

then I had a long t-alk with him—our first meeting. Our talk

was on very gen/^tal lines and very friendly. I spoke of the

need for closer contact between Austria and the Reich, argu-

ing—in substa,-nce—that we were all German and that Ger-

mans could,- not be separated from Germans. Schuschnigg

showed ar-i open mind and declared: ‘By fate both States

belong together.’

The 'Anschluss topic was not mentioned. My idea of a solu-

tion was a treaty embodying a currency and customs union

scj as to remove in the first place economic differences to our
.mutual advantage. I also had in mind a remark made by
jLord Halifax, then Foreign Secretary, in 1937. Dealing with
/closer contact between Germany and Austria, as planned in
the agreement of 1 1th July, 1936, he had said that the British

people would never consent to go to war because two
German countries wanted to merge.
An atmosphere of trust pervaded the talks at the Berghof,

and the agreements with Schuschnigg were made freely with-
out pressure. German military men were not present at our
lunch, as was later alleged.
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Barely four weeks later, on 8th March, 1936, 1 went to Lon-
don to take leave of my former post. Before my departure

Hitler discussed mainly British
5

topics with me, but also men-
tioned that the Berchtesgaden agreement was a good start to

the Austrian question. So much more surprised was I to hear

aftermy arrival in London—on 9th March—of Schuschnigg’s
speech at a rally in Innsbruck, which had been broadcast,

for its general tone and content were undoubtedly contrary

to what had been agreed on the Obersalzberg. Clearly, some-
one else had induced Schuschnigg to change his mind, and
there could be no doubt that we had to act if we wanted to

avert a political catastrophe. It was to this subject that my
long talk with Lord Halifax on the following day was
devoted; he, too, had received news from Austria. I said that

some solution of the Austrian problem would have to be
found now, and that a friendly compact would also be best

for the sake of Anglo-German relations. I reminded Lord
Halifax of his remark in 1937, and he accepted the situation

calmly and with composure, adding that I would of course

have an opportunity to discuss this matter with the Prime

Minister.

At the farewell lunch in our honour, Mr. Chamberlain

declared his firm desire for good relations with Germany, and
I said in reply that I was very happy to report this understand-

ing attitude to the Fiihrer.

Shortly after we had spoken together, and while we were

still at lunch, Mr. Chamberlain was handed a telegram from
the British Consul in Vienna, alleging a German ultimatum,

and soon a second telegram arrived which reported German
troop movements. After lunch, which had been at Downing
Street, Mr. Chamberlain and Lord Halifax asked me round

to their office to discuss the telegrams.1

1 1 remember this lunch well. Suddenly there was a general com-
motion and Sir Alexander Cadogan, the Under-Secretary, was called

away. In this political household this did not really stake me as odd.

After lunch Mrs. Chamberlain was a charming hostess, and arranged

that every one of the guests could chat with us for a few minutes, which

was the purpose of this farewell party. All of a sudden Mr. Chamber-
lain approached us. He looked troubled and said: ‘I infinitely regret

having to detain Herr von Ribbentrop, but very serious events have
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Subsequently in Mr. Chamberlain’s office. Lord Halifax

described the news as intolerable, but the Prime Minister

spoke calmly and inquired whether I had any information

about Austria. I had to reply in the negative and tried to

explain that unfortunately I could say nothing until I had
communicated with my Government, which I intended to do
forthwith. I invited Lord Halifax to call on me at the

Embassy in the afternoon, but even then I could not supply

him with any details, for I had been unable to contact Hitler.

All I could tell Lord Halifax was that events in Austria had
taken a turn very different from what had been envisaged

during the Obersalzberg talks with Schuschnigg. Our con-

ference was quite friendly. I found an opening to invite

Lord Halifax to Germany, and he accepted.

Not until 13th March did I have a long telephone talk with

Goring (which was of course monitored in London) in which

he gave me a detailed account. This I could no longer discuss

with British statesmen, for I had made my farewell calls.

A few hours later I left London, flying first to see Goring at

Karinhall and from there to Vienna to see Adolf Hitler. He
told me that the idea of the immediate Anschluss had come to

him only during his drive through Austria and especially at

the demonstration in Linz.

Another question which called for a solution was that of

the Sudeten Germans, but this problem arose spontaneously,

and was opened neither by Hitler nor by the Foreign Office.

At Nuremberg the American counsel for the prosecution

concluded his speech by saying that the collapse of Czecho-

slovakia had closed one of the saddest chapters in the history

of nations; the Czechoslovak nation had been raped and
destroyed.

Yet this remark reveals a misconception which had earlier

had a disastrous influence on the negotiations at Versailles.

For there was never a Czechoslovak nation, neither before

happened which call imperatively for discussion.’ Very courteously

the Prime Minister saw me to the car, and I left without my husband,
feeling somewhat uncomfortable and wondering what could have
happened.—A.v.R.
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nor after 1918. What existed was a state of several nationali-

ties and the most varied ethnic groups. There were not only
Czechs and Germans, but al3o Hungarians, Poles, Ruthe-
nians, Caropatho-Ukrainians and Slovaks. Since its creation

in 1919, Czechoslovakia, this artificial structure embodying
such heterogeneous elements, displayed centrifugal ten-

dencies and would only be kept together by strong Czech
pressure.

As usual, this pressure created counter-pressure, and this

grew as Germany became more powerful and increasingly

attracted the adjoining German ethnic groups. I know from
my days as Ambassador in London that Britain understood
the Sudeten question very well and was prepared to support
certain interests and demands made by Konrad Henlein, the
Sudeten German leader.

Adolf Hitler did not invent the oppression of the German
minorities in Czechoslovakia, for it had begun in 1918. After

his accession to power in 1933 it undoubtedly became worse,

with an increasing curtailment of German cultural life in

Czechoslovakia.

Minorities in all states which were contractually bound to

protect them were entrusted to a section of the League
Secretariat in Geneva. Annual reports were published and
kept in the League Library. I was refused access to these docu-

ments, when I asked for them in order to defend German
foreign policy at Nuremberg.
The prosecution contended that I had caused unrest and

breaches of the peace in Czechoslovakia by illegal means and
had thus knowingly contributed to the Sudeten crisis. In

reality there was no such German action. Not until Czecho-

slovak authorities began arbitrary arrests of Germans did

we take counter-measures. In any case, we never directed

Sudeten German aims in a manner that was bound to create

a serious problem.

Of course the Sudeten German Party aimed at increasing

independence, and some of its leaders wanted complete

autonomy, and even an Anschluss with the Reich, but I for

one repeatedly asked Konrad Henlein not to promote his

demands m Prague in a way likely to create a dilemma from
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German foreign policy. Adolf Hitlerhad said that the Sudeten

German question was one of those which I should help him
to settle by diplomacy. Thd question of adjoining ethnic

groups was a problem which the Foreign Office could not

control as much as would have been desirable in the interest

of German foreign policy generally; it used to be called the

‘gloomy problem’.

The Fuhrer, speaking on 20th February, 1938, protested

against the outlawing of fellow Germans outside the frontiers

of the Reich. He declared it to be intolerable for a self-

respecting world power to know that suffering was being in-

flicted on fellow Germans merely because they were sympa-

thetically disposed to their people. Prompted by this speech

and by the subsequent Austrian Anschluss,
Konrad Henlein

appealed to the German splinter parties to dissolve and to

merge in the so-called Sudeten German Party, which, led by
Henlein, became the decisive political organization of Sudeten

Germans.

The Sudeten German question developed into a crisis

because the Sudeten Germans pressed their demands in

Prague more and more openly and stubbornly and because

the Czechs remained adamant. This caused disturbances and
arrests. I spoke several times to the Czech Minister about

Sudeten demands for autonomy and advised far-reaching

concessions, but the attitude of the Prague Government and
of the Sudeten Germans only became more rigid.

In May and June there were local government elections in

Czechoslovakia, and the Prague Government tried to influ-

ence these by demonstrating its power in the German regions.

It proclaimed a military state ofemergency, and to justify this

before the world, Prague engineered the so-called ‘week-end

crisis’ by announcing that Germany had mobilized and that

a German invasion was imminent. When we in Berlin

announced the truth, namely that Germany had taken no
military action, the Czech President ordered this to be inter-

preted as a ‘retreat’ by Hitler. It was as a result of this Czech
announcement, as became known only at Nuremberg, that

Hitler, on 28th May, ordered military preparations against

Czechoslovakia. Prague’s action was denied the desired
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result of the meeting the Prime Minister promised to inform

his Cabinet; he would later continue the exchange of views.

Even so, no real progress was made. The situation in the

Sudetenland grew worse from day to day and the German-

Czech crisis threatened to become a serious European crisis.

Then, on Mr. Chamberlain’s initiative, he paid a second

visit on 22nd and 23rd September, this time to Godesberg.

At this meeting Hitler declared that the problem must be

solved at all costs and also as soon as possible. Mr. Chamber-

lain expressed doubt whether he would be able to convince

Prague of the need for a solution at such short notice, and
this led to a hitch in the conference. Hitler himself dictated

a memorandum which I handed to Mr. Chamberlain. Subse-

quently Sir Horace Wilson called on me; he was a friend of

the Prime Minister’s who had worked hard to bridge the gap.

I was able to arrange another meetmg between the Fiihrer

and the Prime Minister.

This conference started in a cool atmosphere, which be-

came frosty when news arrived that Czechoslovakia had
mobilized. Everything was in the balance, and both Hitler

and Mr. Chamberlain wanted to break off negotiations. At
this stage the interpreter was just preparing to read out

Hitler’s proposals for a solution of the Sudeten German
problem, when by engaging Hitler in conversation on another

subject, and also by talking to Chamberlain, I was able to

overcome the impasse and eventually the two statesmen

resumed their conference. This went on for several hours,

at the end of which Mr. Chamberlain agreed that he would
submit the German memorandum to his Cabinet and advise

his colleagues to recommend its acceptanceto thePrague Gov-
ernment. The proposals were to the effect that the Sudeten

German region should be incorporated in the Reich, and that

m view of the extremely tense situation this should be carried

out in ten days or a fortnight, at any rate by 1st October.

Mr. Chamberlain left, and the situation became more and
more untenable day after day. Finally, first the French
and then the British Ambassador asked me to receive them;
both indicated that they were bringing favourable news
about the Sudeten German question. Simultaneously Italy
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intervened, Mussolini offering through Goring to mediate.

He declared that Italy had made her choice and that the
Western Powers were face to’face ‘not with two countries,

but with one hloc\

In the preliminary negotiations opinions differed at first

on the size of the territory that should go to Germany.
The British and French Ambassadors emphasized their

Governments’ serious intention to work for a solution of the
problem, and this led to the Munich conference.

At Munich Mussolini gave his approval to the ideas of the

Fiihrer. The British Prime Minister made a few reservations,

arguing that it would be better first to have another word
with the Czechs, but Daladier thought it right that the four

great Powers—now they had concerned themselves with these

problems—should come to a decision there and then.

This view prevailed, and this led to the Munich agreement,

which provided that the Sudetenland should be incorporated

in the Reich.

On the day after the agreement Mr. Chamberlain called on
Hitler at his flat and in a tete-a-tete asked him to sign a

supplementary protocol to the Munich agreement that he had
drafted and had with him. Hitler immediately agreed and
signed the document.

This supplementary protocol between Britain and Germany
provided that the Naval Agreement should be valid indefi-

nitely, and should be symbolic of the desire of our two
peoples never to go to war with one another again. Both

countries would in future consult each other on all important

matters.

This agreement undoubtedly led to an easing of tension

between Britain and Germany and encouraged the hope that

after all a comprehensive agreement might be possible.

Briefly, this was the course of events. The solution made
the Fiihrer and me exceedingly happy, for the Munich solu-

tion was indeed an extraordinary political event. Dr. Hjalmar

Schacht, my co-defendant at Nuremberg, a strong opponent

of National Socialism, said repeatedly during the trial that

Britain ‘made Germany a present’ of Czechoslovakia at

Munich.
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During an interrogation after my arrest Mr. Kirkpatrick

asked me whether ‘the Fuhrer had been very sorry’ that

Munich had led to a settlement because he had ‘not got his

war’; for Hitler had said in Munich that the next time, he

wanted to ‘throw Mr. Chamberlain and his umbrella down
the stairs’. It can only be said that this is completely untrue.

The Fuhrer was very satisfied with Munich; I never heard

as much as a hint to the contrary. He telephoned me imme-

diately after the Prime Minister’s departure, to tell me with

joy of Mr. Chamberlain’s call and the signing of the supple-

mentary protocol. I congratulated Hitler because this had
clarified relations with England. On the same afternoon at

the station Hitler again expressed his pleasure and satis-

faction with the Munich Agreement.

Any other version of the opinions held by Hitler or myself

at the time is complete fiction.

When only three days later Mr. Chamberlain told the

House of Commons that rearmament would proceed at all

costs our disappointment was great. On 7th December, 1938,

the Colonial Secretary even saw fit to invalidate the Munich
document through an unmotivated ‘no’ on the question of

colonies and mandates, making it impossible for the Reich

Government to negotiate on these subjects.

Simultaneously the British Government drew even closer

to France, and the U.S.A. was asked in unmistakable terms

to join the anti-German coahtion. This new British policy

obviously aimed at Germany’s encirclement. Even before the

incorporation of the Czech rump state Britain had created a

war psychosis, and systematically scanned the European
horizon for potential anti-German allies. What Mr. Churchill
had prophesied during our conversation in 1937 had hap-

pened; Germany had become stronger than England hked
and was again to be broken.

In France, on the other hand, a step towards an under-

standing with Germany seemed to have been made at the end
of the year. In December 1938 I went to Paris to sign, to-

gether with M. Bonnet, the Franco-German non-aggression

declaration, which depended on France dissociating herself

from her Eastern pacts. I regarded this settlement as the
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climax of the many years which I had devoted to Franco-
German understanding.

The situation in Czechosl<9vakia was by no means easy,

even after the cession of the Sudetenland; indeed, it became
more difficult, since now the other nationalities were also

working for autonomy and independence.

As early as 6th October, 1938, Dr. Tiso had formed an
autonomous Slovak Government m Bratislava; under the

impact of the Munich four-Power agreement, the central

government in Prague had recognized it. Soon an autono-

mous Ruthenian Government followed, and this too was
recognized by Prague.

One of the terms of the Munich agreement was that rump
Czechoslovakia should be guaranteed, once the question of

the Pohsh and Hungarian minorities had been settled. Poland

had presented an ultimatum to the Prague Government im-

mediately after Munich and thus compelled it to cede the

territory demanded forthwith, but Budapest and Prague

could not agree. This delayed the guarantee to Czecho-

slovakia, and it was in fact not given, even after the Vienna

award had declared that those territories which had been

taken from Hungary under the Treaty of Trianon should be

returned to her

Rump Czechoslovakia got into further difficulties because

she had lost economically essential regions and because there

was a strong Slovak move to sever political links with Prague

altogether. In February, 1939, Professor Tuka, without any

German prompting, asked to be received by Hitler and told

him that it was economically and morally impossible for

Slovaks and Czechs to continue to live side by side. Tuka

said: T place the fate ofmy peoplem your hands, my Fuhrer;

my people expects from you its complete liberation.’

In the following weeks Prague and Bratislava negotiated

without results, and on 11th March, at the instigation of

Prague, a new Cabinet under Sidor was appointed, but this

was opposed by nationalist Slovaks most of whom belonged

to the Hlinka Guard. The Czech authorities sent troops and

Moravian police against Slovaks demonstrating for their

autonomy Violence and arrests ensued. Meanwhile, Tiso,
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hitherto the Premier and the most prominent Slovak leader,

had approached the Reich Government. On 13th March,
Hitler received him at Berlin irfmy presence. I told Tiso that

the Slovaks would have to decide within hours rather than

days, because during the conference news ofHungarian troop

movements opposite the Slovak border had been received.

My remark referred to the Hungarian march into Ruthenia

which appeared to be imminent and indeed happened on the

following day. We wanted to avoid armed conflict between

the Czechs or Slovaks and Hungary. On the morning of

14th March, after Tiso had returned to Bratislava, the Slovak

Diet proclaimed the independence of Slovakia, and on the

following day, 15th March, Tiso begged the Fiihrer to take

the Slovak State under his protection. On 23rd March, the

treaty of protection was ratified.

Since Munich I had made repeated attempts to create

friendly relations with the Prague Government. I had several

talks with Foreign Minister Chwalkowski. In the new situa-

tion created by the Hungarian entry into Ruthenia, and the

Slovak proclamation of independence, Chwalkowski asked
me through our charge d’affaires in Prague whether the

Fiihrer would receive President Hacha for a personal talk.

Hitler agreed and declared that he wanted to handle this

matter himself. I exchanged telegrams with our legation in

Prague and instructed them to keep in the background.
President Hacha was told that the Fiihrer would receive him.

Up to then neither the Foreign Office nor I knew of
German military preparations. When, shortly before Presi-

dent Hacha’s arrival, I inquired whether I should have a
treaty drafted, Hitler replied that he wanted to do something
‘considerably more far-reaching’.

I immediately called on Hacha in Berlin. He told me that

in his view the Fiihrer held the fate of Czechoslovakia in his

hands and he believed she was well protected there. At night

Hacha was received at the Reich Chancellery, where Hitler

announced his intention to occupy Bohemia, and Moravia.
I had a long talk with Chwalkowski, who in the light of
developments accepted our point of view. Before signing the

agreement Hacha had telephoned Prague to obtain his
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Government’s approval. There was no Czech protest, and
Hacha gave the order to give the German troops a friendly

welcome. The entry and occupation then passed off without

incidents.

On the following day I accompanied Hitler to Prague where
on his behalf I read a proclamation which had been given to

me, declaring Bohemia and Moravia a Reich protectorate.

After the ceremony Hitler engaged mem a long and serious

talk at the castle. I pointed out that the occupation of

Bohemia and Moravia would inevitably lead to serious

repercussions in the British-French camp. Ever since then I

expressed my opinion that Britain, who was pressing forward

with her armaments and alliances, would accept no further

territorial changes without war. Right down to the day of the

outbreak ofwar the Fuhrer differed with me on this point.

Hitler explained that it was principally strategic considera-

tions which had called for the occupation of Bohemia and
Moravia. Pierre Cot, the former French Air Minister, had,

he said, described Czechoslovakia as an ‘aircraft carrier’

against Germany, and indeed intelligence reports showed that

Russian airmen had landed on Czech airfields. The Fuhrer

said that he could not tolerate this hostile thorn in Germany’s

flesh. It was possible to get on well with the Czechs, but

Germany must be responsible for the protection of these

territories. When I objected that Britain might react strongly,

Hitler replied that for her the Czech question was wholly

unimportant, but for Germany it was vital. He saw no reason

why this occupation should disturb the desired Anglo-

German collaboration. England herself had hundreds of

Dominions, protectorates and colonies, and would have to

understand that Germany could not leave such vital problems

unsolved. Even when I argued that Britain would only judge

the occupation of Bohemia and Moravia from the point of

view of Germany’s newly acquired strength, and that this

would make things difficult for Chamberlain, Hitler persisted

in his point of view.

Britain’s first reaction seemed to prove him right. Germany

could be well satisfied, for Mr. Chamberlain said quite accur-

ately in the House of Commons on 15th March that Ger-
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many’s action constituted no breach of the Munich agree-

ment. The British Government was no longer bound by its

obligations to Czechoslovakia! because an end was put ‘by

internal disruption to the State whose frontiers we had pro-

posed to guarantee’. This attitude of Chamberlain’s was

satisfactory, but Lord Halifax, the Foreign Secretary, depre-

cated the German action when von Dirksen, the German
Ambassador, notified him of the Prague agreement.

Two days after his Commons statement, Mr. Chamber-

lain, influenced by the Opposition, completely abandoned his

original calm and waiting attitude. His entirely new attitude

was clearly expressed in his well known Birmingham speech.

On 18th March, the British and French Governments

protested against the ‘illegal German action’, although only

three days earlier the Prime Minister had declared in Parlia-

ment that the Munich agreement had not been broken. The
Reich Government rejected the protest. Britain and France

recalled their Ambassadors ‘to report’, and Germany took

corresponding action.

What I had feared and warned the Fiihrer about concern-

ing our relationship with the Western Powers and especially

England, had happened on 14th March. The British and
French protests opened a new phase in European affairs.

Simultaneously, German-Polish negotiations were pro-

ceeding. Since 1919, the minorities had caused disputes and
friction between the two countries. Even the victors at

Versailles had had their doubts about the German-Polish

frontier which they had decided upon. Lloyd George had
prepared a memorandum on 25th March, 1919, warning the

Peace Conference against withdrawing more Germans than

was absolutely necessary from Germany’s control. Even
Clemenceau pointed out to Paderewski, the Polish Premier,

that the arbitrary frontier drawn at Versailles meant an
ethnical mortgage for Poland. The principal Versailles

Powers had agreed to the cession of German territories to

Poland only on condition that a minorities treaty should be
concluded and observed. Poland had accepted this treaty on
28th June, 1919, but subsequently infringed it by systematic
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de-Germanization measures. Danzig, too, was under con-
stant Polish pressure.

Nothing had changed even is a result of the German-Polish
treaty of 1934. Over and over again Pilsudski was proved
right. He had said that ‘the anti-German attitude, which the

Polish people had adopted one thousand years ago, would
make it very difficult to give effect to the desired policy of

conciliation’. It should also be recalled that during the pre-

liminary talks which led to the German-Polish declaration of
January, 1934, Germany made the express reservation that

the intended agreement must not be construed as implying

German recognition of the frontier; rather was the agreement

intended as a basis for the solution of all problems, including

those relating to territory.

German hopes, pinned on the agreement of 26th January,

1934, were disappointed. Important Polish circles regarded

the agreement only as a means of pressing forward more
energetically with their de-Germamzation measures. In

September, 1934, Poland gave notice to the League ofNations

that she would no longer co-operate in the execution of the

agreement for the protection of minorities, and Britain and

France, the guarantors of the agreement, made only formal

protests Not until 1937, after long-drawn-out negotiations

which the Poles had frequently sabotaged, was agreement

possible on a German-Polish declaration on the protection of

minorities. But the expectations connected with this were not

fulfilled either.

Yet Adolf Hitler wanted to reach a formal settlement with

Poland, and he instructed me in October, 1938, to negotiate

with the Polish Ambassador with a view to settling all

pending questions.

Thereupon I invited the Ambassador to Berchtesgaden,

and on 24th October we had our first discussion on Danzig

and the complex corridor problem.

Lipski first expressed some wishes of his Government

concerning Ruthenia which I promised to examine.1 I then

1 The following report on Herr von Ribbentrop’s talk with Ambas-

sador Lipski is made on the basis of records dictated by the Foreign

Minister to Hewel, then a Legation Counsellor in the Ministry.—A v.R.
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passed on to the big and general problems, to discuss which

I had invited him to Berchtesgaden. I said that at this stage

I wanted to touch upon these problems quite confidentially,

and that the content of our talks was only intended for

Foreign Minister Beck, himself and myself; I asked that he

should report to Herr Beck orally since otherwise there might

be leakages to the Press. Lipski promised this.

I then said that the time had come to eliminate all points

of friction between Germany and Poland, and thus to crown

the efforts at conciliation begun by Marshal Pilsudski and

the Fiihrer. I referred by way of example to our relations

with Italy. There the Fiihrer had waived all claims to South

Tyrol once and for all because he was deeply convinced of

the need for a complete settlement. A similar agreement was

also aimed at with Poland and was in line with our policy of

establishing good relations with our neighbours. I men-

tioned the possibility of clear arrangements with France

beyond the German waiver of claims to Alsace-Lorraine.

(At that time we were working on the Franco-German non-

aggression pact, which was signed in December in Paris, see

above.) I then outlined my picture of a solution:

(1) The Free City of Danzig should return to Germany.

Danzig was German, had always been and would remain

German; (2) An extra-territorial Autobahn and multi-track

railway should be built through the corridor; (3) Poland

should also receive an extra-temtorial road or Autobahn and
railway and a free port in the Danzig territory; (4) Poland

should be guaranteed a market for her goods in the Danzig

territory; (5) Both nations should recognize their common
frontiers; territorial guarantees might be considered; (6) The
German-Polish agreement was to be extended to 25 years;

(7) A consultation clause should be added to the agreement.

Lipski was very reserved and replied that he would first

have to report to M. Beck, but he did say that Danzig could

not, like the Saarland, be regarded as a product of Versailles.

To see things in the right perspective Danzig’s history had to

be studied.

I asked him not to give me any answers then and there, but

to report to Beck as soon as possible. I pointed out that the
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Fiihrer, too, would not find it easy to explain his final

renunciation of the Corrido^ to the German people. One
had to think in terms of centuries. Danzig, of course, hap-
pened to be, and would remain, German. In the course of
the conversation I invited Beck to come to Germany, the
date to be determined in due course.

After Lipski had returned from Warsaw we had a second
talk on 17th November. He had reported to Beck and was
now in a position to give the Mimster’s reactions. Lipski then
produced a piece of paper from which he read part of his in-

structions. The Minister considered that the earlier German-
Polish agreement had on the whole passed its test. The
Czech crisis had shown that the German-Polish agreement
was built on lasting foundations; Polish policy had helped
Germany to gain the Sudetenland, and had contributed sub-

stantially to a smooth solution of the problem. During the

critical days the Polish Government had turned a deaf ear to

the siren songs from certain quarters. (This was true, for

Poland had territorial claims on Czechoslovakia. Apart from
this the Polish reserve was caused by the British attempt to

induce Russia to take part in the Munich negotiations.)

I replied that I, too, regarded the German-Polish agreement

as crisis-proof. The Fiihrer’s action had given Poland the

opportunity to acquire the Olsa territory and to obtain other

desired frontier rectifications. I agreed that the Polish

attitude had made things easier for Germany.
Lipski then put up a wordy argument to prove the import-

ance to Poland of Danzig as a Free City. Domestic politics,

too, made it difficult for Foreign Minister Beck to consent to

the incorporation of Danzig in the Reich. The Minister had

now given thought to the question how to remove any

possible future friction over Danzig. His idea was to replace

the League of Nations statute by a German-Polish agreement

that would cover all questions pertaining to Danzig. As its

basis Danzig should be recognized as a German city, with all

the rights following from this, but simultaneously the Polish

minority should also be guaranteed all economic rights;

Danzig should remain a Free City and the customs union

with Poland should continue.
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I expressed regret at this point of view. While Danzig’s

incorporation in Germany might well create political diffi-

culties for Minister Beck, it could not be overlooked that the

Fiihrer would likewise not find it easy to defend to his people

the guaranteeing of the Polish Corridor. My proposal had

aimed at a permanent solution of the German-Polish rela-

tions, and to this end at the removal of all possible causes of

fnction. It had not been my intention to engage in diplomatic

small talk. As Lipski could see from his speeches, the

Fiihrer always took a broad view of the German-Polish

question. I myself had recently told the foreign Press in his

presence that good relations with Poland were part of the

foundations of German foreign policy.

Lipski thanked me for what I had said and returned to the

proposed bilateral agreement on Danzig. I told him that I

could not say anything final on this, but that the proposal

did not appear to be one that could be easily put into effect.

For my part, I asked what Beck had thought of my proposal

of an extra-territorial Autobahn and dual-track railway

through the Corridor. Lipski was unable to give an official

reply. Personally, he thought that this idea might bear fruit

and lead to a possible solution in one direction or another.

I then referred briefly to a recent issue of Polish postage

stamps, which were intended for traffic with Danzig and, as

it were, described the city as Polish. I then declared finally

that it was worth while to give serious thought to the German
proposals, and to judge them in the light of the complex

German-Polish relations in general. Both sides were surely

anxious to create something permanent and bring about

stability. Clearly this could not be done from one day to the

next. If Beck thought over our suggestions quietly he might

yet see them in a more positive light.

The negotiations were continued early in January, 1939,

when, following my invitation, Beck paid a visit to Germany.

He had a long talk with Adolf Hitler in Berchtesgaden on
5th January, and this was followed by one between the Polish

Foreign Mimster and myself in Munich. The results were not

particularly encouraging, although Beck’s attitude was not

altogether negative. He told me that this was a very difficult
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problem, but that he would advise his colleagues in the

Government to seek a solution. The thread had thus not

been cut, and I was invited to Warsaw. I went there a few
weeks later, on 25th January. There, too, the negotiations

made no real progress: Beck confined himself to the descrip-

tion of his own difficulties. I again indicated the impossible

situation of the German ethnical groupm Poland and pointed

out that the Corridor affronted German dignity. Beck
promised to meet us on the nationality question and to

examine the other problems further.1

At the end of our talks in Warsaw I invited the Polish

Foreign Minister to pay an official visit to Berlin, and on
21st March I repeated this invitation to Ambassador Lipski,

giving him again to understand that the Fuhrer was prepared

to guarantee Poland’s frontiers once the questions of Danzig
and the Autobahn had been settled. I emphasized that no
previous German Government would have been in a position

to offer such a guarantee. But Beck did not come to Berlin;

he went to London.
On 21st March, the British Government proposed in War-

saw, Paris and Moscow that the four governments should

make a ‘formal declaration’, announcing the immediate

opening of negotiations about joint measures to resist any

1 1 accompanied my husband to Warsaw. Foreign Minister Beck
gave my husband a very friendly welcome, and immediately after our

arrival they exchanged speeches for the next day. which emphasized the

good-neighbourly relations between our two countnes During those

days, however, weighty opposing influences appeared to have gained the

upper hand. My husband believed that the scales were weighted by the

pro-French general staff and the Polish President. In this connection it

was interesting that soon after our arrival my husband's Press officer

sent news that the French Government had decided to abandon its

dissociation from the East, after an intervention byAmbassador Bullitt,

the friend of President Roosevelt.

On the second day of our State visit Beck surprisingly expressed

regret that ‘because of a cold’ he would only be able to make a brief

speech. The State banquet passed in a polite, if cool, atmosphere, and

my husband’s visit became a failure On our way home he remarked

to his staff for the first time. ‘Now only one way is left open to us We
must come to an agreement with Russia, unless we want to see ourselves

completely encircled.’—A.v.R.
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threat to the independence of any European State. Imme-

diately after making the declaration, the signatories were

‘to begin the examination of afiy particular situation requir-

ing such examination and to determine what steps should be

taken’.

In Poland this British proposal met with opposition. The
proposed consultations in no way satisfied the Warsaw
Government, which demanded a firm British commitment.

Accordingly, Mr. Chamberlain declared in the House of

Commons on 23rd March: ‘I am not yet in a position to make

a statement on the consultations which have been held with

other Governments as a result of recent developments.’

Meanwhile, Beck had instructed the Polish Ambassador in

London to propose to the British Government an Anglo-

Polish alliance. This proposal was made to the British

Foreign Secretary on 24th March. There can be no doubt

that Lord Halifax gave the Polish Ambassador a promise of

British support there and then. Even if that promise was not

yet clothed in the form of an express British guarantee to

Poland, it nevertheless prompted Beck to instruct Lipski in

Berlin to reject formally the German proposals which had

been the subject of negotiation for months.

Mr. Chamberlain’s later statement in the Commons that

the guarantee to Poland had only been given on 31st March,

after the Warsaw Government had rejected the German
demands on 26th March, was conclusively disproved by
documents discovered after the occupation of Warsaw in the

autumn of 1939. These included a report of 29th March by
Raczynski, the Polish Ambassador in London, to the Polish

Foreign Minister. From this it emerged beyond doubt that

he had been given the British promise of support on
24th March, at any rate by word of mouth.

When, on 26th March, Lipski handed me a memorandum
from his Government—significantly not admitted at Nurem-
berg—its contents came as a complete surprise. In it the

German proposals regarding the return of Danzig and the

extra-territorial traffic routes through the Corridor were

brusquely rejected, and Lipski exacerbated the situation by

his reply to a renewed attempt to explain to him the necessity
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of the restoration of Danzig to the Reich. He stated: ‘To

pursue the German plans, i^ particular that for the return

of Danzig to the Reich, any further, means war with

Poland.’

When I reported this statement, or rather this threat,

which stood in sharp conflict with the 1934 agreement, to the

Fiihrer, he received this news very calmly, but he instructed

me to inform the Polish Ambassador that it was of course

impossible to find a solution if there was talk of war.

On 6th April Beck was in London, and there he concluded

a preliminary mutual assistance agreement with Britain and
France; the communique announcing this said that it was
later to be replaced by a permanent agreement.

Germany’s reply to this British-Polish action came on
28th April, 1939. On that day I handed to Lipski a memo-
randum terminating the German-Polish agreement of 1934.

This memorandum stated that, by concluding the agreement

with Britain, Poland had accepted political obligations to-

wards a third Power, and that she had rejected the settlement

of the question of Danzig and the good-neighbourly relations

as proposed by Germany. The Anglo-Polish agreement was

a flagrant breach of the German-Polish declaration of

26th January, 1934, which Poland herself had thus invali-

dated. The Anglo-Polish mutual assistance pact constituted

not only a breach of the German-Polish non-aggression and

friendship pact of 1934, which excluded force from any dis-

pute between Poland and Germany, but Poland had now
even committed herself to an attack on Germany in the event

of a quarrel between Germany and Britain.

It was even more significant, that the Anglo-Polish pact was

in sharp conflict with the supplementary protocol to the

Munich agreement, which Mr. Chamberlain had himself

drafted. This had expressly laid down that Germany and

Britain would in no circumstances incur political obligations

without prior consultation whatever might happen.

This British pohcy was assisted by the message which

President Roosevelt addressed to Hitler and Mussolini on

14th April, 1939. This demanded from Germany and Italy,

but not from the Western Powers, the assurance that their
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armed forces would not attack the territory or possessions of
any one of over thirty named,European and non-European
States.

Despite the cruel disappointment of the hopes which the

German people had placed in Wilson’s 14 points, relations

between Germany and the U.S.A. had soon become satis-

factory again. In particular, President Hoover’s personal

sympathy for the hungry masses in Germany immediately

after the First World War had not been forgotten by us.

Soon after Mr. Roosevelt had become President in Janu-

ary, 1933, a change occurred. America’s close support of the
French view on disarmament, which Germany could not
accept, and the appointment as Ambassador to Berlin of
Mr. William Dodd, whose hostility to Germany was pro-

nounced, were the first signs. During the first few years of
his term of office the President was preoccupied with home
affairs, but in 1937 he began to take a keen interest in foreign

affairs, in order to distract the American people’s attention

from domestic difficulties.

His well-known ‘quarantine’ speech in Chicago on
5th October, 1937, was in the first place directed against

Japan; he described Italy as an aggressor in Abyssinia, and
he also made groundless accusations against Germany. He
significantly failed to mention Russia, likewise an authori-

tarian State.

At the beginning of 1938, President Roosevelt sent a huge
rearmament programme to Congress, and even before this

the American Press had launched sharp ideological cam-
paigns against Germany. So I found a tense situation be-

tween the two countries when I became Foreign Minister,
but despite all the difficulties, I tried to establish good
relations with America.

After the Anschluss and Munich the President’s tone
became more acrimonious towards Germany. Inmid-Novem-
ber, 1938, he recalled the American Ambassador from Berlin

and declared that the U.S.A. would not resume normal dip-

lomatic relations with Germany for the time being.

The warmongering activities ofthe American Ambassadors
in Paris and London, both ofwhom enjoyed Mr. Roosevelt’s
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special confidence, were revealed in documents discovered

first in Warsaw and later in fiance.

This American influence possibly explains the ambiguous
attitude of the British Government in this momentous
period. Strong and powerful forces which had long pressed

for war against Germany were at work in the U.S.A.

Drastic and revealing details have been disclosed by Count
Jer2y Potocki, the Polish Ambassador in Washington, surely

a witness whose evidence is not suspect. His reports show
clearly that by the spring of 1939 President Roosevelt’s

preparations for the future U.S. participation m the war had
made great progress. They also throw light on Roosevelt’s

resolve ‘not to take part in the coming war from the begin-

ning but to bring it to an end’. When Count Potocki saw
Ambassador Bullitt in Washington before the latter’s depar-

ture for France and asked him whether the U.S.A. would

take part in a war against Germany, Mr. Bullitt replied:

‘Undoubtedly, yes, but France and England must strike

first.’ It is significant that at that time Count Potocki did not

consider this development likely because ‘Germany would
presumably not attack England and France first’. In a

second telegram which we discovered Potocki reported

‘trunks full of instructions’, which Bullitt took to Paris to

influence the Quai d’Orsay Potocki said, among other

things, that these ‘directives’ contained Roosevelt’s opinion

that ‘France and England must stop their policy of com-

promises with the totalitarian states’. To this should be

added a report by Lukasiewicz, the Polish Ambassador in

Paris in February, 1939, that ‘the United States have various

and formidable means of bringing pressure to bear on Eng-

land’, and that this pressure should be apphed ‘to weaken

those in England who might tend towards a compromise’.

Bullitt told Lukasiewicz ‘categorically’ that ‘Washington’s

conduct was solely determined by realism, not by ideological

problems’.

The reports by Count Potocki and Lukasiewicz were not

allowed by the Nuremberg court to be used in my defence

against the indictment accusing me of the ‘crime against

peace’.
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The documents discovered in Warsaw also confirm that

late in March, 1939, Britain had proposed that Poland

should take partin a conference at which certain precautions

against an aggressor should be discussed and applied, but

that Poland did not consider this proposal was sufficient

security. The Polish Government foresaw quite accurately

that any help from such a club of allies would come too late,

if Poland were to be the object of such an attack. As already

mentioned, she therefore proposed a bilateral agreement.

Until then Britain had always shown lack of interest in East

European affairs, but in his Commons speech on 3rd April,

1939, Mr. Chamberlain made quite clear the change of British

foreign policy, which began with the definite promise to

Poland. He said:

‘It does really constitute a new point—I would say a new
epoch—in the course of our foreign policy. ... To have

departed so far from our traditional ideas in this respect . .

.

constitutes a portent in British policy so momentous that I

think it is safe to say it will have a chapter to itself when
history books come to be written.’

For the British Government to depart so emphatically

from its past policy and to decide to run the risk of giving

a blank guarantee to Poland it must have received very

special security. I contend—and the Potocki files are not the

only proof of this—that this security was Roosevelt’s promise

of American participation in the coming war, provided

Britain and France struck first.

Yet Britain could not start a war against Germany without

a reason that the British people would understand A reason

which would make a declaration of war against Germany
appear justified was undoubtedly the fulfilment of a binding

promise to come to the aid of Poland should she be attacked.

In this event Great Britain’s good name and honour would
be at stake.

Since British policy had undergone such a striking volte

face, Poland could not be allowed to remain undecided.

Accordingly, the British Government had undoubtedly been

willing to conclude the alliance desired by Poland only after

the Polish Foreign Minister had made a binding declaration
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that she would put up armed resistance to the German
demands. ^

This Polish declaration was the condition of Britain’s

guarantee, and Britain in turn relied on the U.S.A.; the result

of Britain’s blank cheque to Poland was the latter’s ‘No’ to

Germany.
These connections show clearly that the Polish ‘No’ was

in the last analysis prompted by President Roosevelt, who
thereby caused the European conflict.

It is of special interest to state that Article I of the British-

Polish pact did not apply to the Russian entry into Poland

on 18th September, 1939. Mr. R. A. Butler, the Foreign

Under-Secretary, explained this on 19th October, 1939, in

this way. ‘During the negotiations which led up to the

signature of the agreement it was understood between the

Polish Government and His Majesty’s Government that the

agreement should only cover the case of aggression by
Germany.’ This significant fact shows that the protection

of Poland was not the real purpose of the British guarantee.

Britain had concluded a military alliance with Poland

against Germany to preserve the status quo, although promi-

nent international lawyers and British statesmen had declared

that the revision of the Danzig and Corridor clauses of the

Versailles Treaty was imperative; for the severance of these

territories from Germany conflicted with the right of

nations to self-determination, as proclaimed m Wilson’s

14 points, and was, therefore, illegal. The British Govern-

ment did this, although Mr. Chamberlain and Adolf Hitler

had bound themselves in their Munich declaration that there

should never again be a war between Germany and Britain,

and although it knew that the German and Polish Govern-

ments had for months been conducting negotiations on a

solution of the Danzig and Corridor problems which were

reasonable and extraordinarily favourable to Poland.

There can be no doubt that Danzig and the Corridor

represented interests vital to Germany but by no means vital

to England. Just imagine the following parallel. Suppose

England had a dispute with Ireland over communications and

the British Government made a generous proposal for a
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solution. Ireland then approached Germany and concluded

with her an alliance directejl against England. Would
Germany not rightly be accused of meddling and war-

mongering? No different was the situation relating to the

Polish question. What gave Britain the right to act as she did

in Eastern Europe? She could not even plead a right estab-

lished by custom, for never in her history had England given

an automatically operative guarantee to a state in Eastern

Europe. As a result, Poland was not only no longer prepared

to reach an understanding with Germany; she even returned

to a stronger line against the German minorities. The early

summer of 1939 was thus characterized by increasing tension

in Europe, and even in May, 1939, influential Polish poli-

ticians spoke of an imminent march on Berlin. In her efforts

to persuade as many countries as possible to join in the

guarantee and to strengthen the ring round Germany,

Britain went even farther afield. France joined Britain, and

this anti-German coalition was supplemented in mid-April

by a British-French guarantee to Rumania and Greece, and

in May byan agreement between Britain, France and Turkey.

Negotiations were opened with Moscow in order to persuade

the Soviet Union, too, to conclude a military alliance against

Germany. This British policy of encirclement filled me with

growing anxiety, and this cauchemar des coalitions, as Bis-

marck called it, also gave me many sleepless nights.

In view of these developments we concluded a pact of

friendship and alliance with Italy on 22nd May. Moreover,

after the failure of my visit to Warsaw I had already advised

the Fiihrer to prepare the way for negotiations with Russia

to prevent the final encirclement of Germany.
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Moscow

Flight to Moscow— meeting with Stalin and Molotov— im-
pressions ofStalin — signing of German-Soviet Pact.

To seek a settlement with Russia was my very own idea

which I urged on the Fiihrer because I sought to create

a counter-weight to the West and because I wanted to

ensure Russian neutrality in the event of a German-Polish

conflict.

In March, 1939, I thought I could read into a speech by

Stalin a desire for improved Soviet-German relations. Stalin

had said that Russia did not intend to ‘pull the chestnuts

out of the fire’ to please certain capitalist Powers.

r showed this speech to the Fiihrer and urged him to

authorize me to find out whether it had really expressed

Stalin’s earnest desire. Hitler first wanted to wait and hesi-

tated, but when the negotiations for a German-Soviet trade

agreement progressed after a period of stagnation, I put out

feelers in Moscow to discover whether it was possible to

bridge the political divergencies and to settle outstanding

questions between Berlin and Moscow. The negotiations for

the trade agreement, very ably conducted by Minister

Schnurre, made progress after a comparatively short time.

Mutual diplomatic talks became more and more concrete,

and finally I prepared through diplomatic channels the con-

clusion of a non-aggression pact between Germany and

Russia. In reply to a telegram from Hitler, Stalin invited a

plenipotentiary to Moscow.
Originally I had suggested sending to Moscow someone

other than myself—I had thought of Goring, for my work as

Ambassador in Britain, my connections with Japan and,

indeed, my entire foreign policy so far, had, I felt, given me
too much of an anti-communist stamp for a mission to

109
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Moscow. But the Fuhrer insisted on my going, because he
thought I ‘could do this better’.

When I left Berlin I knew nothing of the Fuhrer’s alleged

intention to attack Poland, and I do not believe that he had
made up his mind finally at that stage. Of course, the tension

with Poland had become acute, and at the beginning of

August Hitler had told Count Ciano that he was resolved to

solve the Danzig-Corridor problem at all costs.

Yet when I went to Moscow no military measures were
being discussed, and I was of the opinion that Hitler, while

bringing strong pressure to bear on Poland, nevertheless

wanted to solve the problem by diplomatic means. What I

hoped was that, once the conclusion of the German-Russian
non-aggression pact was announced, Britain would be in-

clined to withdraw and thus make Poland more amenable to

resume negotiations with us.

Together with Gaus, I sketched a draft for the envisaged

non-aggression pact while we flew to Moscow, and this

turned out to be useful at the conference in the Kremlin
, as

the Russians had not prepared a text of their own.

This was my first visit to Moscow and I went with mixed
feelings, for we had been hostile to the Soviet Union for years

and fought each other to the limit ideologically. Besides, no
one at home was reliably informed about Russia and her

leaders. Diplomatic reports from Moscow had been colour-

less, and, above all, Stalin had assumed in our eyes a kind of
mystical character.

I was conscious of my special responsibility on this

mission, for it was I who had suggested to the Fuhrer that

an attempt should be made to reach an understanding with

Stalin. It was an open question whether common interests

could be reconciled at all. Besides, British and French
military missions were still in Moscow negotiating a military

pact. However, all that I could do to reach agreement would
be done. Such were my feelings as our aircraft approached
Moscow.
The Fuhrer’s aircraft touched down at Moscow airport

between four and five on the afternoon of 23rd August. Side

by side the German and Soviet flags fluttered in the wind.
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and we were received by Count von der Schulenburg, our

Ambassador, and by Ambassador Potemkin. After review-

ing a guard ofhonour ofthe Soviet Air Force, whose appear-

ance undoubtedly made a good impression, a Russian colonel

took us to the building of the former Austrian Embassy,

where I stayed while I was in Moscow.
During my first talk with Count Schulenburg in the Ger-

man Embassy, I was informed that I was expected in the

Kremlin at 6 p.m., but it was impossible to say who would
negotiate with me; would it be Molotov or Stalin himself?

‘Odd Moscow customs,’ I thought to myself. Shortly before

the appointed time we were again met by the broad-shoul-

dered colonel—I was told he was the commander of Stalin’s

bodyguard—and soon afterwards we drove into the Kremlin.

On our way Count Schulenburg had pointed out some his-

toric buildings to me, and then we stopped at a small door

behind which a short flight of steps seemed to lead to a

tower. At the top an official took us to a long room. At the

other end stood Stalin, awaiting us, and next to him Molotov.

Count Schulenburg could not suppress a cry of surprise, for,

although he had been in Moscow for years, he had never yet

spokenTto Stalin.

After a short ceremonial welcome the four of us sat down
at a table: Stalin, Molotov, Count Schulenburg and myself.

Others present were our interpreter, Embassy Counsellor

Hilger, a great expert on Russian affairs, and the young fair-

haired Russian interpreter, Pavlov, who seemed to enjoy

Stalin’s special trust.

At the beginning of our conversation I expressed Ger-

many’s desire to see German-Soviet relations based on a new

footing and to achieve an all-round settlement, valid for the

longest possible time. I referred to Stalin’s speech last

February, into which we had read similar ideas. Stalin asked

Molotov whether he wanted to reply first, but Molotov

asked Stalin to reply, since he alone was entitled to do so.

Then Stalin spoke—briefly, precisely, without many

words; but what he said was clear and unambiguous and

showed that he, too, wished to reach a settlement and under-

standing with Germany. Stalin used the significant phrase
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that although we had ‘poured buckets of filth’ over each other

for years there was no reason why we should not make up
our quarrel. He said that whet making his speech last Feb-

ruary he had indeed intended to convey his desire to come to

an understanding with Germany. It seemed that we had
understood what he had had in mind. Stalin’s reply was so

positive that the first discussion of principles, which had
shown mutual readiness to conclude a non-aggression

pact, could be followed up immediately with questions of

substance—the delimitation of our respective interests in

general, and the German-Polish crisis in particular. Although

the Russians are known as tough negotiators, the atmosphere

was favourable. The spheres of influence in the countries

between Germany and Russia were defined, Fmland, to-

getherwith the greater part of the Baltic States and Bessarabia,

being allotted to the Russian sphere. In the event of an
armed conflict between Germany and Poland a ‘line of de-

marcation’ was agreed upon.

Stalin had already stated during the first stage of our talks

that he wanted certain spheres of influence, a term which, of

course, means that the interested state alone negotiates with

the Governments of the countries in which it is interested on
questions which are solely its business, and that the other

contracting state expressly dissociates itself from this sphere.

In staking this claim Stalin promised not to tamper with the

domestic structure of the states in his sphere. When Stalin

demanded spheres of influence I mentioned Poland. The
Poles, I said, were becoming more and more aggressive, and
if they allowed war to break out it would be a good thing if a

line were agreed to exclude any German and Russian in-

terests coming into conflict with each other. The.line.13f de-

marcation agreed upon ran along the Vistula, the San and
the Bug. At the same time, I pointed out that as far as

Germany was concerned every effort would be made to

settle the dispute peaceably, by diplomatic means.

It is, of course, usual for agreements concerning other

countries not to be included in the formal treaties which are

to be published, but to be recorded in secret agreements.

In this case, there was an additional reason for secrecy, for
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the German-Russian agreement infringed an agreement

between Russia and Poland^ and also the Franco-Russian

agreement of 1936, which provided for consultation in the

event of agreements with third states.

How hard Soviet diplomacy could be appeared in con-

nection with the Baltic question, and more particularly over

the port of Liepaja (Libau), which the Russians claimed for

their sphere. Although I had full powers to conclude an
agreement the importance of the Russian demand made its

reference to Adolf Hitler necessary. The talks were therefore

adjourned and resumed at 10 p.m., after I had secured the

Fuhrer’s consent. From then on no more difficulties cropped

up, and the non-aggression pact, together with the secret

supplementary protocol, were initialled; both were signed

before midnight.

Subsequently, a simple supper for the four of us was

served in the same room, which was the room where Molotov

worked. Right at the beginning there was a great surprise

when Stalin rose and made a short speech. He described the

Fiihxer as a man whom he had always greatly admired. In

emphatically friendly words Stalin expressed the hope that

the agreements just concluded would usher in a new phase in

German-Russian relations. Molotov then spoke on similar

lines. I replied with a speech also couched in friendly

terms. Thus only a few hours after my arrival in Moscow a

unanimity had been reached which I had not thought pos-

sible on leavmg Berlin. It filled me with the highest hopes for

the future development of the German-Soviet relations.

From the moment of meeting Stalin had impressed me as

a man of unusual stature. His sober, almost dry and yet so

apt way of expressing himself, the hardness and yet generosity

of his bargaining, showed that he bore his name not without

good reason. The course which our discussion and conver-

sation took gave me a clear idea of the strength and power of

this man, whose very movement of a finger was law in the

remotest village of this vast country of Russia, of this man
who had succeeded in welding together the 200 million in-

habitants of his empire more firmly than the Czar had ever

been able to do.
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It would seem worth while mentioning a small significant

incident that occurred at the ^nd of the evening. I asked

Stalin whether he would allow the Fiihrer’s photographer,

who had accompanied me, to take a few photographs. Stalin

agreed, probably the first time that he had granted such a

request to a foreigner in the Kremlin. When, however, Stalin

and his guests were being photographed, holding glasses

filled with sparkling Crimean wine, Stalin waved the photo-

grapher away; this was not the kind of publicity he wanted.

At my request the photographer thereupon removed the

film from the camera and presented it to Stalin, who, how-
ever returned the little spool with the remark that he trusted

that this photograph would not be published. Certainly an
unimportant episode, and yet it revealed the generosity of

our hosts and the atmosphere in which my first visit to Mos-
cow ended.

When, next morning, I looked across the road from my
apartment, my colleagues drew my attention to some people

who were looking across to us from the house opposite,

which was the British or French Embassy. They were the

members of the British and French military missions, who
had been negotiating a military alliance with Russia for some
time.

I had, of course, asked Stalin about these missions and he

had replied that they would be told politely to go home.
This was what actually happened, but I nevertheless believe

that contacts between Western military representatives and
Moscow never quite ceased, even after their departure. An-
other question I asked Stalin was how our pact squared with

the Franco-Russian treaty of 1936. Stalin rephed briefly:

‘Russian interests come before everything.’

On 24th August I and the entire delegation flew back to

Germany, convinced that Stalin’s and Molotov’s desire for a

permanent understanding with Germany was then sincere.

Hitler too, I thought, when I reported on the Moscow talks

to him, was in earnest in approving the settlement with

Russia.

We regarded the agreement as a permanent settlement.

The pact with Russia was undoubtedly an extraordinary
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success, not only from the point of view of Realpolitik, but
also because it was sure to gajn the approval of the German
people. In spite of the years of ideological struggle between
National Socialism and Bolshevism, the German people had
not forgotten the importance to Germany of a friendly

Russia. The abandonment of Bismarck’s Russian policy

had been the beginning of Germany’s encirclement, which
led to the First World War. In the situation prevailing in

1939, the return to the old tradition constituted, from the

realist point of view, a security factor of the first magnitude.

I, who had suggested this settlement to the Fiihrer, hoped:

(1) That one of the most dangerous sources of conflict which
could threaten European peace would be gradually removed
by the bridging in the field of foreign affairs of the ideological

divergencies between National Socialism and communism;

(2) That really friendly German-Russian relations would
create a basis for German foreign policy in the spirit of

Bismarck; (3) That in the special situation prevailing in

August 1939, this pact would help solve by diplomatic means
the problems of Danzig and the Corridor on the basis of

Adolf Hitler’s proposals.

On 24thAugustI and our delegation flew back to Germany.
The plan was to fly from Moscow direct to Berchtesgaden to

report to Hitler at the Berghof. I thought of proposing to

him a European conference for the settlement of the Polish

question.

It came as a surprise when our aircraft received instructions

by radio to make for Berlin, where Hitler had flown the

same day. For reasons of safety we had to make a wide

detour over the Baltic Sea.
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The Outbreak of War

Last German attempts to avoid war— negotiations with

Henderson— British responsibilityfor failure of last German
approach to Poland.

The situation on my return was a great deal more tense

than it had been on my departure. Not only had Polish

pressure on Danzig and the German-inhabited regions in

the Corridor been further increased, but frontier incidents

had also occurred. The first climax of the crisis was reached

on the day after my return to Berlin. Only then did I hear

that during my absence Hitler, who was on the Obersalzberg,

had had a very serious talk with the British Ambassador,

who had handed him a letter from the Prime Minister. This

had explained that armed conflict between Germany and

Poland would bring Britain into the ring. Hitler told Sir

Nevile Henderson, and reaffirmed in a letter to Mr. Cham-
berlain on 23rd August, that he was determined to solve the

Danzig-Corridor problem and that he would no longer

tolerate Polish provocations. He would have to regard any

British military measures as a threat to the Reich, and if they

were taken he would have to mobilize the Wehrmacht imme-
diately. The situation had reached a complete impasse and

the Fuhrer had gone to Berlin.

On the morning after my return from Moscow, on that

dramatic morning of 25th August, I discussed with the

Fuhrer Mr. Chamberlain’s letter and suggested that another

approach to Britain should be made. Shortly after our talk

I was told that we were making military preparations. At
this stage Hitler, I think, did not believe Britain would start a

war over Poland. In the early afternoon a Foreign Office

official informed me that the British-Polish agreement, which

had been concluded quite informally on 6th April, had been

ratified. I hurried with this report to the Reich Chancellery
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in order to impress on the Fiihrer the need to revoke his

military dispositions. I sard that the ratification of the

British guarantee to Poland meant ‘war with England’ if he
struck against Poland and that it was imperative ‘to stop

immediately the order to march’.

The Fiihrer received my excited communication without

contradicting me. He, too, was taken aback, and after brief

deliberation he told me that the Italian Ambassador had in-

formed him that morning that Italy would not consider her

alliance with Germany applicable to a war between Germany
and Poland.

Hitler was convinced that Rome had informed London
of this Italian attitude, and that this had led to the ratifica-

tion of the Anglo-Polish pact. Hitler immediately sum-

moned Colonel Schmundt, his military aide-de-camp, but

Schmundt could not be found. In his place Colonel-General

Keitel appeared after a short interval and the Fiihrer asked

him whether the military movements could still be halted.

When Keitel replied in the affirmative the Fuhrer gave the

requisite order, explaining that I had just called on him to

tell him of the ratification of the Anglo-Polish agreement and

that he required ‘time to negotiate’.

Undoubtedly Hitler thought that by this decision he had

lost face with his army and he seemed to hold me respon-

sible for this, for he showed me clearly that he was annoyed.

This psychological situation seemed to explain why I was

not called in to discuss events durmg the next few days and

why Hitler handled the Polish question entirely himself. Not
until 28th August was I asked to attend the talks with Sir

Nevile Henderson.

As late as 25th August Hitler had told the British Ambas-

sador that once he had got the Polish problem out of the way
he would be prepared to conclude an assistance pact with

Britain, a proposal which even in Henderson’s opinion

‘could not be ignored’ (Failure ofa Mission, p. 259). There-

upon Hitler’s aircraft took Sir Nevile to London for

consultations with his Government, and from 26th to 28th

August the British Cabinet discussed the Fuhrer’s verbal

declaration.
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At 5 p.m. on 28th August, Henderson flew back to Berlin,

carrying with him a memorandum from his Government.

The final phase of the crisis had opened. Only three hours

before his departure for Berlin at 2 p.m. on 28th August, the

British Government had sent a telegram to Warsaw, in-

quiring whether the Polish Government would authorize it

to inform the German Government of Poland’s readiness to

enter into direct discussions with Germany.

The memorandum presented to Hitler contained this

statement: ‘His Majesty’s Government have already received

a definite assurance from the Polish Government that they

are prepared to enter into discussions on this basis.’ This

sentence was preceded by a statement pointing out that

Poland’s essential interests must be safeguarded and that a

German-Polish agreement to this effect would require an

international guarantee.

The reader of the Blue Book published by the British

Government after the outbreak of war is struck by the fact

that it does not contain this Polish assurance. It must have

been received in London between 2 p.m., when the British

Government dispatched its inquiry, and 5 p.m. when Hen-
derson left for Berlin. Yet the text of this Polish reply, which

is still being kept secret, is relevant to the appreciation of

subsequent events.

Mr. Chamberlain solemnly declared on 1st September

that ‘all relevant documents are being made public’, but this

important document is missing. The only explanation of this

striking fact is that the Polish Government did not reply

with an unqualified ‘yes’, that it did not in fact agree to

negotiations there and then, but that Poland’s reply con-

tained the notorious ‘diplomatic yes’ which really means
‘no’. Poland’s conduct on 30th and 31st August justifies the

conclusion that, contrary to the British memorandum of

28th August, she had not declared in favour of the immed-
iate resumption of direct negotiations.

My counsel at Nuremberg asked for Poland’s reply of 28th

August to be produced by the British Government, but the

court rejected this application.

At 10.30 p.m. on the night of 28th August the British Am-
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bassador handed his Government’s memorandum to Adolf
Hitler. Surprisingly, the offer of a mutual Anglo-German
assistance pact was only touched upon in passing. On the

other hand, it was significant that the British Government
agreed with Hitler that one of our principal dangers in the

German-Polish situation arose from reports concerning the

treatment of minorities. The third paragraph of the British

memorandum pointed out that everything turned upon the

nature of the settlement and the method by which it was to

be reached.

The British Government emphasized that it was essential

for the success of the discussions which were to precede the

agreement that it should be understood beforehand that any
settlement arrived at would be guaranteed by other Powers.

The British Government declared that in its view the next

step should be the initiation of direct discussions between

the German and Polish Governments on a basis which would
include the principles set out earlier. The hope was ex-

pressed that the German Government, for its part, would
also be willing to agree to this course.

During Hitler’s talk with Henderson, at which the latter

presented the memorandum, I recalled that Mr. Chamber-

lain had once told me that it was his ‘most ardent desire’ to

conciliate Germany. This remark made the tense atmos-

phere easier, and the Fiihrer finally declared that he would

examine the Note.

At 6.45 p.m. on the following day (29th August) Hender-

son was asked to call at the Reich Chancellery. During this

conversation the British Ambassador expressed himself in

very violent terms and let himself go to such an extent that

he banged the table with his fist, whereupon the Fiihrer, as

he later told Hess, would have broken off the conversation,

had my intervention not succeeded in calming them and

preventing a breakdown. In the end Adolf Hitler gave Hen-

derson a written reply. According to this, the Reich Govern-

ment:

(1) Accepted the British proposal of direct negotiations

with the Polish Government although it was sceptical about

their outcome; (2) Accepted the good offices of the British
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Government, which had offered to bring about the dispatch

to Berlin ofa Polish envoy with full powers to negotiate, and
expected this envoy to arrive on Wednesday, 30th August;

(3) Declared that its proposals had never been intended to

threaten Poland’s vital interests or to prejudice the continua-

tion of Poland as an independent state; and (4) Stated that it

would immediately draft an acceptable settlement, and if

possible, have it ready in time to send this draft to the British

Government before the arrival of the Polish negotiator.

This meant the unambiguous acceptance by Hitler of the

British proposal for immediate, direct and equal negotiations

with Poland. To judge the further course of events the fateful

question arises: When and in what form did the British

Government perform its duty, voluntarily accepted, of sub-

mitting this proposal to the Polish Government?

On the same evening of 27th August Henderson tele-

graphed the German reply to his Government and, accord-

ing to the British Blue Book, it arrived in London at quarter-

past midnight on 30th August. The first British reaction was
a telegram to Berlin declaring it ‘unreasonable’ to demand
that a Polish envoy should start negotiations within twenty-

four hours. On that same 30th August Henderson tele-

graphed to Lord Halifax, reporting that he had passed on
this message. In doing so he quoted Hitler’s remark that the

flight from Warsaw to Berlin only took one and a half hours,

and he added his personal recommendation that the ‘Polish

Government should swallow this eleventh-hour effort to

establish direct contact with Herr Hitler, even if it be only

to convince the world that they were prepared to make their

own sacrifice for the preservation of peace . .

The British Government did not follow this suggestion of

its Ambassador m Berlin that Hitler’s proposal should not

be rejected out of hand. It did not immediately convey the

German reply to Poland and thereby deliberately delayed

the German invitation to negotiate. While the British

Government did forthwith inform its Ambassador in War-
saw, it also instructed him not to convey Hitler’s reply to the

Polish Government until the receipt of further instructions

from London.
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These further instructions are not contained in the British

Blue Book, and their terms asp still unknown. In connection
with this, too, my counsel at Nuremberg filed an unsuccessful

application for the production of the missing document by
the British Government.

Of the greatest historical interest is the connection between
the instructions of the British Government to its Ambassador
in Warsaw and the Polish mobilization, which was ordered, if

not made public, on that same 30th August. For anyone
wishing to arrive at a true appreciation of the crisis, the timing

of this mobilization, which was confidentially reported to us

the same day, is of the greatest importance, for it glaringly

conflicts with Poland’s alleged assurance that she was pre-

pared for direct negotiations with Germany.
History, to which the British Prime Minister so solemnly

appealed when he spoke in the House of Commons on 1st

September, 1939, will have to decide whether or not it was the

British Government which was guilty of a flagrant breach of

its international obligations in a most critical hour; for the

British Government adopted a negative attitude to the

German offer to negotiate and delayed information of the

German proposal in Warsaw, although it had undertaken

to use its good offices. Obviously, the British Government
considered how best to take cover in the undergrowth of

delaying tactics. This becomes specially clear from a tele-

gram addressed to Sir Nevile Henderson by Lord Halifax at

6.50 p.m. on 30th August, which is published in the British

Blue Book.

This telegram instructed Henderson to suggest that the

German Government should invite Warsaw, through the

Polish Embassy, to make ‘suggestions as to the conduct of

negotiations’, although on 28th August the Reich Govern-

ment had already received a British-Polish assurance of readi-

ness to negotiate immediately and had replied to this assur-

ance by proposing a definite date.

The British Government seems to have completed its Note

to the German Government in the late afternoon of 30th

August. Its text was communicated to the British Ambas-

sador in Warsaw, who was only then instructed to inform
10
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the Polish Government of the text of the German Note. The
telegram to this effect also sh^ws how the British Govern-

ment persisted in its delaying tactics, for it advised the

Polish Government ‘to be prepared for direct negotiations

without delay’ on certain conditions. This advice was not

designed to bring about an early settlement of the crisis, for

the Poles were told that such action would be opportune

‘from the point of view of the internal situation in Germany
and of world opinion’, as it is instructively called. If one

bears in mind the evidence of Gisevius during the Nuremberg
Trial, the words ‘internal situation in Germany’ can only have

referred to the great conspiracy of those who, jointly with

Britain, wanted to overthrow the German Government.

The British Note containing the reply to Hitler’s statement

of29th August reached the British Embassy in Berlin between

8 and 1
1 p.m. on 30th August. Sir Nevile Henderson had

made an appointment with me for eleven o’clock, but be-

cause the Note arrived so late we were not able to meet until

midnight. In the memorandum which Henderson handed
to me Britain abandoned its point of view expressed two

days earlier, on 28th August. The British Government had
then said that it ‘followed that the next logical step’ should be

immediate direct negotiations, but now, while the British

Cabinet still thought that German-Polish negotiations should

be brought about ‘with all urgency’, it considered it ‘im-

practicable to establish contact as early as to-day’. Appar-

ently, London no longer wanted Germany and Poland to

discuss the dispute as such, but only the ‘method of contact

and arrangements for discussion’.

When presenting the British Note Henderson, in accord-

ance with his instructions, informed me that the British

Government was not in a position to advise the Polish

Government to adopt the procedure proposed by the Ger-

man Government. What it advised was the initiation of

negotiations through normal diplomatic channels: the Ger-

man proposals would be handed to the Polish Ambassador,
so as to enable him to make arrangements with his Govern-
ment for direct German-Polish negotiations. If the German
Government also sent its proposals to the British Govern-
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merit, and if the latter saw in them a reasonable basis for a

settlement, Britain could bexxmnted upon to do its best in

Warsaw to facilitate a solution.

I told Henderson that we had been confidentially informed

of a general mobilization in Poland in the course of the day,

and I also drew his attention to the fact that Germany had
waited in vain for a Polish negotiator, so that the question

of possible proposals could no longer be regarded as topical.

However, in a final effort for a settlement I read the Am-
bassador the proposals which Hitler had dictated all by him-

self and which he had given me with precise instructions;

these proposals I explained in detail.

Mr. Chamberlain told the House of Commons on 1st Sep-

tember, 1939, that I had read these proposals ‘at top speed’.

The opposite is true, and his statement is even more remark-

able in that it appeared from Henderson’s subsequent record

of this conversation in the British Blue Book that he had cor-

rectly understood all the main points of the German pro-

posals andhad passed them on to his government. Moreover,

in his Failure of a Mission (p. 273), Henderson relates how
after our conversation at 2 am. he had told Lipski, the

Polish Ambassador, about the principal German proposals

—

the incorporation of Danzig in the Reich and the plebiscite in

the Corridor. Henderson added that he had described them

as not unduly unfair and had recommended to Lipski that

his Government should immediately propose a meeting of

Marshals Smigly-Rydz and Goring.

By my detailed communication of the German proposals

to Henderson I had transgressed my mandate not incon-

siderably. Since Henderson had made an appointment with

me at an hour when the German time-limit for the arrival

of a Polish negotiator had expired, my instructions had been

to receive whatever communication the British Ambassador

had to make and to ‘summarize’ the proposals which were

intended for the Polish negotiator, but not to hand them to

Henderson.

Hitler gave no reason for this instruction, but I had the

impression that his only hope of England’s giving in lay in

the fact that London was convinced of his determination to
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take military action if necessary, and understood that he was
in deadly earnest. Hitler wanted to let the English know this

beyond a shadow of doubt. Henderson conducted his con-

versation with me with discourtesy; and I, for my part, with

coolness.

As soon as Henderson left I went to the Reich Chancellery,

where I reported to the Fiihrer. Henderson, I said, had been

very serious, and my conviction that the British guarantee to

Poland would be honoured had been strengthened. I sug-

gested that Henderson should be given the German proposals

in writing. Hitler refused this, but on the following morning

he did have the text sent to the British Ambassador via

Goring and Dahlerus. On that 31st August Hitler again

waited for a British demarche or the arrival of a Polish nego-

tiator; finally, in the evening of 31st August, he gave the order

that the German radio should broadcast the German pro-

posals. Warsaw radio’s immediate reply constituted a clear

provocation.

According to the British Blue Book, Henderson’s report

was available to the British Government at 9.30 a.m. on
31st August. Since Henderson had informed Lipski at 2 a.m.

it is unlikely that he informed his own Government as late

as this about our talk. Moreover, the Daily Telegraph of

31st August reported that the Cabinet had met that night to

consider the German proposals. This edition of this great

London newspaper was significantly withdrawn and replaced

by another edition, which did not carry this report. In any

event, it is a fact that the German proposals were known in

London and also in Warsaw on the morning of 31st August
and that on this critical day the British Government made no
serious attempt to overcome the crisis, although a British

demarche on 31st August could easily have done so. Any-
way, Warsaw could have authorized Lipski to receive the

German proposals, but not even this was done.

The evidence of the Swedish witness, Dahlerus, at Nurem-
berg confirmed that the London Government on 31st August

was no longer prepared to make a serious effort, although it

knew that the alternative meant war. Hitler told me at the

time that he was using the Dahlerus negotiations as a channel
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through, which to keep in touch with Britain in case any new
possibility emerged. It is kkown that Hitler liked to have
several irons in the fire, and this explains why, at this momen-
tous juncture, he tried to find out unofficially whether con-

ciliation was possible after all. At the same time, Hitler had
no real confidence in Dahlerus, whom Goring had introduced

to him, and unfortunately the Dahlerus negotiations were

fruitless. I should have been only too happy if they had suc-

ceeded. It seems clear that if Britain had really wanted a

compromise Henderson or Dahlerus, more probably the

former, could have been told, and then there would have been

an agreement.

Some people deduce from this episode that Goring might

have opposed me, but this view of the position of the Fuhrer

and of the political situation at the time is so mistaken as to

be grotesque for anyone in the know. Undoubtedly, Goring

wanted a peaceful settlement, but Dahlerus’s action showed

that the English were not ready to compromise even with him.

At 6.30 p.m. on 31st August Lipski called on me to de-

clare that his Government was ‘in favour of the proposal of

the British Government’ and that the German Government

would receive a formal reply ‘soon’. But Lipski emphasized

expressly that he was not authorized to receive German pro-

posals, let alone to negotiate on or even to discuss these. On
the same day the Polish Foreign Minister assured the British

Ambassador, Sir H. Kennard, orally that his Ambassador

in Berlin would not be authorized to accept German pro-

posals (British Blue Book, document No. 96).

More than three days earlier, the British Government had

alleged that Poland had given a firm assurance that she

would enter into immediate negotiations with Germany.

Beck’s statement to Sir H. Kennard showed in what spirit this

assurance had been given.

Mr. Chamberlain, speaking in Parliament on 1st Septem-

ber, made the untrue statement that on the previous evening

Lipski had again called and told me that the Polish Govern-

ment was willing to negotiate with Germany. The German

reply had been that ‘without another word’ German troops

had crossed the Polish frontier that morning at dawn. In
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reality, between these two events, Germany’s sixteen points

had been officially broadcast by all German radio stations

at 9.15 p.m. on 31st August.

By thus disclosing the proposals, the German Government
had given Poland yet another opening to agree to negotia-

tions which she had promised. Even then events might have

taken a different course if the Polish Government had taken

the chance which it had been given, and had broadcast a
statement revealing a positive attitude. In fact, Warsaw
radio did reply at 11 p.m. on 31st August, but this broadcast,

which was not published in the British Blue Book, only spoke

of an ‘insolent proposal’ and indignantly rejected negotia-

tions. Germany, it was cynically stated, had waited in vain

for a Polish negotiator. The reply of the Warsaw Govern-

ment would be to give orders to its army.

Poland’s conduct can only be explained by two facts which

were first partially revealed only at the Nuremberg Trial.

(l)Not only had the British Government taken no concrete

action in Warsaw to settle the German-Polish problem, but it

had even described a possible visit by Beck to Berlin as ‘un-

desirable’. It was obviously feared that in a talk with Hitler

Beck would after all agree to a peaceful settlement. (2) Ob-
viously informed about the plans of the German opposition,

Lipski beheved that ‘the outbreak of war would be the signal

for a military putsch in Germany’, which would ‘remove

Adolf Hitler’, and that the Polish Army would be in Berlin in

six weeks at the latest.

Lipski’s views are understandable now that it is known
from the evidence of Gisevius at Nuremberg that the German
conspirators, who included Ministers, a Chief of the General

Staff, Generals and high civil servants, had implored Britain

in those days not to make any concessions to German wishes.

Britain was asked to ‘remain firm’, and then there would be

a war in which the Army would refuse obedience to Hitler

so that England and the conspirators could combine to over-

throw Hitler and the National Socialist regime.

On 2nd September Mussolini made a last effort to solve

the crisis by proposing an international conference, to meet

on 5th September for the purpose of ‘revising the Versailles
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ruthlessly against the Germans inside her borders. The
British policy of encirclement coupled with Polish chau-
vinism, charged the question of Danzig and the Corridor

with dynamite so that an explosion in Europe was only a
matter of time.

To-day there can be no doubt that a British hint in War-
saw, in those last two days of August, would have resolved

the crisis and averted the danger of war. The fact that

Britain knowingly desisted shows that she was resolved to

fight.

We, of course, did not then know that Britain was banking
on the group of conspiring soldiers and politicians and thus

hoped to win an easy victory over Germany. For this reason

the conspirators bear a substantial part of the blame for the

outbreak of war. They thwarted all our efforts for a peaceful

settlement in those last days of August and probably tipped

the scales when Britain’s decision for war or peace was in the

balance.

It is the tragedy of Europe that war between Britain and
Germany broke out over the problem of Danzig and the

Corridor. I am sure that Hitler regarded a settlement of this

dispute in our favour as in the last analysis calculated to

redound to the benefit of Britain too. He always feared that

the awakened East would one day develop enormous power,

and he worked for a German-Polish settlement not least in

order to be placed in a better strategic position for defence.



VIII

Foreign Policy during the War

Second visit to Russia— meeting with Stalin — Germany
forced to anticipate British occupation ofNorway— Alliedplan

to invade Low Countries— Foreign Office policy in occupied

France— Japanese alliance— Yugoslavia and Greece.

at the end, of September, 1939, during the last days of the

/\Poksh campaign, I again flew to Moscow to settle ques-

tions which had arisen through Soviet action m Poland.

Stalin and Molotov gave me a decidedly friendly, almost

cordial welcome. We fixed the general course of the frontier

which was to divide what was to become the Government-

General and the U.S.S.R. We also discussed a far-reaching

trade agreement and signed a friendship agreement.

It again became apparent what tough bargainers the

Russians were in obtaining their diplomatic aims, for Stalin

and Molotov, while waiving claims to the Lublin region of

Poland, made a new claim which conflicted with our agree-

ment of the preceding August; now they also wanted to in-

clude Lithuania in their sphere of influence. As the Russians

stubbornly insisted on this I telephoned the Fiihrer from the

Kremlin. He rang me back a little later to say, with some

misgivings, I sensed, that he agreed to Russia including

Lithuania in her sphere of influence. He added: ‘I want to

establish quite firm and close relations.’ When I reported

these words to Stalin he said laconically: ‘Hitler knows his

business.’

Hitler explained his concession on my return. He wanted

to prove to the Russians ‘his intention of settling questions

with his Eastern neighbour for good and of estabhshing real

confidence from the very start’. Even now I have no doubt

that Hitler’s remark was sincere and that he really thought

at that time that understanding with Russia would be per-

manent. Although Russia’s interest m Lithuania caused

129
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surprise. Hitler believed that Russia intended to stand by her

agreements with Germany, ar*i when I reported to him on
my Moscow talks I confirmed this opinion.

At the same time, I had been struck by two of Stalin’s

remarks—as during my first visit, he had done nearly all the

talking for the Soviet side and had left Molotov little to say.

After the signing of the friendship agreement, when I said

to Stalin that now Russians and Germans must never again

be allowed to fight each other, Stalin pondered for a while

and finally replied: ‘This ought to be the case.’ I asked Em-
bassy Counsellor Hilger, the interpreter, to repeat this re-

mark, the phrasing of which seemed to me unusual.

I also remember another reply of Stalin’s during my second

visit to Russia. When I tried to discover whether he might

be inclined to go beyond the friendship agreement and to

conclude an alliance for the coming battles with the Western

Powers, Stalin replied: ‘I shall never allow Germany to

become weak.’

I often thought of those two remarks and wondered what
they meant. Sharp critics of the Soviet Union, including Sir

Nevile Henderson, contend that Stalin made the pact with

Germany solely to induce the Fiihrer to invade Poland, well

knowing that Britain and France would then go to war.

Once Germany had beaten Poland, which he expected,

Russia would be able to recapture important territories

which she had lost after the First World War, and to watch

calmly while Germany exhausted herself in her war with the

Western Powers, waiting for the right moment to use the Red
Army for the further advancement of Bolshevism into Europe.

I do not know whether this judgment of Stalin’s intentions

at that time is correct. His two remarks are open to various

interpretations. The first remark showed that he was de-

cidedly cooler than I, when I expressed my sincere convic-

tion: No more war between Germans and Russians. The
question is whether he was thinking, as he had done in the

past, of carrying the bolshevist revolution into Germany and
Europe and thus, after all, of the possibility that Germans
and Russians might fight each other; or whether this great

man considered himself too great to reply on such an occa-
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sion with, hackneyed diplordktic words. The Fiihrer later

interpreted Stalin’s words as* meaning that the chasm be-

tween the two philosophies was too wide to be bridged so

that a dispute was hound to arise sooner or later.

Stalin’s second remark received an added significance

when read in connection with the first, for it clearly reflected

his knowledge of the Soviet Union’s military strength, and
the intention to intervene should the war take a course that

was unfavourable to Germany. I clearly remember Stalin

uttering these words so spontaneously that they must cer-

.

tainly have expressed his conviction at the time. I was sur-

prised at the great confidence in the Red Army which they

appeared to express.

My personal view is that Stalin rightly regarded the under-

standing with Germany as very good business which in fact

it was. He may also have thought that Russia had nothing

to lose in a war fought by Germany against the Western

Powers. Perhaps he also visualized years of trench warfare in

the West, as had happened in 1914-18. After a long war
Germany’s position would be weaker and would depend so

much the more on Russian economic support. A vanquished

Germany would present the Red Army with a great oppor-

tunity of marching into Central Europe, and a stalemate

would leave both sides weakened—certainly no disadvantage

to Russia. Whaf was really in Stalin’s mind may never be

known, but this was probably roughly how his mind worked.

He must surely have been surprised by Germany’s quick

victory in the West, for even during our advance in France

we could feel that Russia’s German policy was changing;

this started the tragic development which led to the outbreak

of the German-Russian war in June, 1941.

My second visit to Moscow was marked by several festive

functions. We received glittering invitations. Tchaikovsky’s

Swan Lake was performed in honour of the German dele-

gates; we sat in the large central box of the Opera House

and admired the excellent musical performance and unique

beauty of the Russian ballet. I had often been told that the

modem Russian opera was in no way inferior to that of the

Czars. The prima ballerina, who had come from Leningrad,
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danced enchantingly. My mMd went back a quarter of a

century to when, before the Fust World War, I had met the

unforgettable Anna Pavlova in the house of friends in New
York; I admired that rare woman. In Moscow I wanted to

express our gratitude to the ballerina, but Count Schulenburg

told me this sort of thing was frowned upon. I did, however,

send flowers to the ballerina, and I hope the men in the

Kremlin did not let her feel their displeasure.

Stalin gave us a banquet to which all members of the Polit-

buro were invited. As my colleagues and I ascended the

stairs of the former Czarist palace in which the banquet took

place we were confronted to our surprise by a large painting,

showing Czar Alexander II among his peasants after the

abolition of serfdom. This, like much else, seemed to indicate

an evolution in the course of which world revolutionary

principles were giving way to a more conservative ten-

dency. The film Peter the Great, which had its first night in

Moscow at the same time, seemed to point in the same
direction.

The members of the Pohtburo who were awaiting us, and
ofwhom I had heard so many legends, were really a pleasant

surprise to me; at any rate, my colleagues and I spent a con-

genial evening in their midst. The Gauleiter of Danzig, who
had accompanied me, told me on our return flight that at

times he had almost imagined himself ‘among old Party

comrades’.

In accordance with Russian custom there were innumer-

able speeches during the banquet and everyone present, in-

cluding the secretaries, were toasted. Molotov spoke most,

and Stalin, whom I sat next to, urged him on to ever new
speeches. The dishes were delicious, and with them a

specially strong brown vodka was served. This was so potent

that it almost took your breath away, but it seemed to have

no effect on Stahn. When I expressed to him my admiration

for Russian throats compared with those of us Germans,

Stahn laughed and disclosed with a wink that he was only

having Crimean wine which was of the same colour as the

devilish vodka.

In the course of the evening I had several friendly chats
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with the Politburo members who came up to me to clinV

glasses. I remember in particular Marshal Voroshilov and
Kaganovich, the Minister of Transport. In Germany
Kaganovich and his Jewish kin were frequently mentioned,
for they were regarded as belonging to the circle of very im-
portant wire-pullers of international Jewry. Although I

spoke to Kaganovich only briefly my conviction was con-

firmed from all I observed that evening and generally during

my two visits to Moscow, that there was no such thing as an
intrigue concocted by international Jewry between Moscow,
Paris, London and New York. No other Jews served on the

Politburo, the absolutely dominant body in Moscow, and I

found few other Jews among the top-ranking officials. My
own observations in Paris, London and Moscow, and in-

quiries which I had made into this question, showed clearly

that there were no connections between Jewish circles in

Moscow and the Western capitals. Links may have existed

between these cities and countries through the central office

of the Comintern, but the statement that an international

Jewish central office was systematically promoting the bol-

shevization of the world is in my opinion untenable.

I frequently discussed this with Hitler when I returned to

Germany and, at any rate in 1939 and 1940, he seemed to

come nearer to my views. Of course, he oscillated a great

deal in his expressions of opinion, and I cannot tell to what

extent tactical considerations played a part when he was

talking to me. At that time I certainly entertained strong

hopes that the political understanding with Russia would help

me to induce him to modify his Weltanschamg, thus bringing

about a change in his attitude to Jewry. I was convinced

that one could not conduct foreign policy from an ideological

angle. Later in the war, however, the Fiihrer’s conception of

an international Jewish conspiracy again became more and

more pronounced. Of this I shall have more to say later.

As Ribbentrop was unable to complete his memoirs, he wrote

no comprehensive account of German foreign policy in the

first years of the war. The following pages contain such of

his notes on individual questions as were preserved.
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Before the war German iolicy regarding the neutral

countries was governed by the?following considerations.

In 1926 Germany and Denmark had concluded a concilia-

tion and arbitration agreement, but when Denmark was
occupied on 9th April, 1940, there was no question of settling

a dispute; the occupation was but a military action which

strategic considerations had made urgent and imperative

because of the obvious intentions of the British war leaders.

Germany merely anticipated a British attack on Norway
which threatened to extend to Denmark. A parallel to

Germany’s action was the British occupation of Iceland and
the U.S. occupation of Greenland in 1940 and 1941. The
declared intention in each case was to anticipate the alleged

danger of Iceland and Greenland being occupied by other

powers. It should, however, be borne in mind that Germany
did not threaten Iceland or Greenland at that time, whereas

a British threat did exist in respect ofNorway and Denmark.
It is a fact that neither Britain nor the U.S.A. made an
agreement with Denmark on the occupation of Iceland and
Greenland, let alone brought these cases before an interna-

tional Court of Justice. We, however, did reach an agree-

ment with the Stauning Government immediately after the

presentation of the memorandum of 9th April, 1940. The
Reich Government gave an assurance that it would leave

Denmark’s territorial integrity and political independence

intact. Thereupon the Danish troops did not resist. This

German assurance was kept to the last day of the war.

The Norwegian situation was this. When war broke out

Germany had promised Norway on 2nd September, 1939,

that she would respect her integrity and sovereignty, but

with the express reservation that Norway must observe

strict neutrality, which must not be violated by any third

Power. This reservation was all the more important in view

of the fact that the Norwegian Government had just declined

our offer of a non-aggression pact. Even before 9th April,

1940, Norway had violated her obligation to remain neutral

by secret agreements with Britain.

I was informed of the imminent occupation of Norway by
a letter from the High Command of the Wehrmacht which
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was dated 3rd April, but whici reached me only on 7th April;

this letter also explained that ’the action had been prepared
for some time.1

Adolf Hitler informed me that he had reliable reports of an
intended British occupation of Norway in the near future.

To anticipate the English he had decided to send German
troops to Denmark and Norway on 9th April. My instruc-

tions were to explain the necessity of this military action in

memoranda which were to be handed to the Danish and
Norwegian Governments in the early hours of 9th April I

was to say that Germany’s anticipatory action alone could

prevent Britain from turning Scandinavia into a theatre of
war. I was given only thirty-six hours to draft the memo-
randa, for which the Fiihrer supplied me with more evidence,

and to transmit them to Copenhagen and Oslo.

The documents which Hitler showed to me on that

1 This letter read as follows:

—

To the Reich Minister for Foreign Affairs:

Dear Herr von Ribbentrop,

By order of the Fuhrer the O.K.W. has for some time made prepara-

tions for the military occupation of Norway and Denmark. The
O.K.W. has therefore had ample time to deal with questions which
had to be settled before this occupation can be carried out. The
time which you have for political preparations is much shorter. I

therefore believe that you will not mind my expressing the wishes of

the Wehrmacht which the Governments in Oslo, Copenhagen and
Stockholm should comply with for purely military reasons, and also

several wishes which, although they affect the Wehrmacht only

indirectly, are nevertheless of the greatest importance if it is to

perform its allotted task.

In the mterest of co-ordinated action I would request that the

German representatives m Oslo and Copenhagen should contact the

military commanders as soon as possible. Overall military command
is in the hands of General of the Infantry von Falkenhorst, G.O.C.

Group XXI. The occupation of Denmark will be led by the Higher

Special Command XXXI, commander, Luftwaffe General Kaupisch.

In accordance with the Fuhrer’s express instructions I would

further request that the number of those who are to take part m the

preparations should be kept to a minimum. With the exception of

the Foreign Office and the O.K.W. no government departments or

other offices have been informed. The other government depart-

ments will be informed by the O.K.W. on the day of the occupation.

Heil Hitler, Yours veiy truly, (Signed) Keitel.—A.v.R.
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occasion, and further evidence that fell into the hands of

German troops during the occupation, proved conclusively

that Hitler was right and that Britain had in fact planned a
coup agamst Norway at this time.

The procedure before the march into the Netherlands,

Belgium and Luxemburg was the same. The Foreign Office

was instructed to transmit memoranda to the respective

Governments and was handed relevant material only just

before the military operations were due to begin.

I informed the Belgian and Dutch governments that a
Franco-British attack across their territories was imminent,

and that Belgium and the Netherlands had failed to observe

the conditions under which Germany had undertaken to

respect their neutral status on the outbreak of war. In fact,

the general staffs of these countries had, for some time before

the German entry, made military arrangements m agree-

ment with Britain and France.

Luxemburg I had to inform that the Franco-British offen-

sive, which had been planned in agreement with Belgium and
the Netherlands, was also intended to involve Luxemburg
territory, so that the Reich Government felt compelled to ex-

tend its defensive operations to Luxemburg. I pointed out that

negotiations which the countries concerned had conducted

in the summer of 1939 with a view to an agreement on the

neutralization of Luxemburg had suddenly been broken off

by France. I pointed out that that surprising action had now
been explained.

Adolf Hitler and the O.K.W. put at my disposal evidence

known at the time, and I used this in summary form in the

memoranda. During the French campaign and immediately

following it, secret files of the French General Staff were

captured at the railway station of La Charite and elsewhere.

They contamed documents of the very Powers which have

indicted me at Nuremberg, confirming all the points which

I made in my memoranda of 10th May, 1940, and thus

bringing to light the last secrets of Franco-British politics.

The most important documents in these files were subse-

quently published. They and the remainder of the files con-
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firmed that the plan of a Jranco-British offensive across

Belgium and the Netherlands against the Ruhr was an
essential factor in the strategy of the Western Powers, and
that military preparations had proceeded on the spot since

the beginning of the war. After the failure of the Franco-
British action in Scandinavia the execution of the other plan
had been begun. We found not only agreements between the

General Staffs of France and Britain, on the one hand, and
of Belgium and the Netherlands, on the other, but also

orders drafted on the basis of these agreements and handed
to the troops for information. One order, in particular, was
characteristic of the planned deployment of the armies of

Belgium, France and Britain. This stated that certain roads

and lanes must not be used for evacuation, but were reserved

‘for the British Army’. This showed that the assembly area of

the British Army had been agreed by the general staffs m
every detail, and that the local Belgian authorities had been

informed so that organization could proceed. There cannot

be the slightest doubt that Belgium and Holland had them-

selves violated their neutrality before German troops entered

their territories.

Soon after the victory in the West I strongly urged the

Fuhrer to make a settlement with France: Hitler agreed, and
for this purpose he met Marshal Petain at Montoire in the

autumn. At this historic conference Hitler left the French

Marshal in no doubt about his desire for a final understand-

ing and for co-operation with France. Hitler assured me that

France would get a favourable peace if she co-operated with

us sincerely. Unfortunately, the Marshal referred the matter

to his Council of Ministers and clearly did not respond to our

overtures, with the result that the conference ended sooner

than I had wished.

This German peace offer at Montoire and its sincerity

were of special importance, not least because the envisaged

understanding with France had created difficulties with

Spain. Spain had her eye on certain French colonies, but

Hitler did not accede to these wishes because he hoped for

a generous and final settlement with France. This had far-
II
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reaching political consequences, for it affected German-
Spanish relations and the entire course of the war.

The honourable manner in which the vanquished Marshal
Petain was treated at Montoire contrasted sharply with the

treatment of the finally vanquished German Government by
the Nuremberg court, on which France was one of the

countries represented.

In this connection I should like to mention Hitler’s con-

ciliatory gesture, which he made at my suggestion, to the

genius of Napoleon and thus to the fortitude of vanquished

France. Early in December, 1940, the remains of the Duke
of Reichsstadt, Napoleon’s dearly beloved son, were taken

to Paris and interred in the HStel des Invalides by the side of

the great Emperor. The ceremony was conducted with

military honours, and the German Ambassador attended.

In this way Hitler demonstrated his respect for France.

Marshal Petain announced at the last minute that he

would not attend. My colleagues, especially Ambassador
Abetz, had made great efforts, and I was pleased that Hitler

had readily accepted my proposal, although Montoire had
somewhat disappointed him. The Marshal did not attend

because he was persuaded that the Fiihrer had invited him
to Pans only to arrest him the moment he crossed into

occupied France. Hitler was rightly indignant at this false

insinuation.

It was equally unfortunate that, in the same letter in which

Marshal Petain expressed his thanks for the tribute paid to

the French soldiers, he also announced the dismissal of the

French Government, which was collaborating with the occu-

pation Power. For all this, I made repeated efforts in the

following years to achieve a settlement with France, and to

this end I sent Minister von Renthe-Fink to Vichy, but all my
efforts failed in face of the attitude of the French Govern-

ment.

Throughout the war years the Foreign Office and the

Germany Embassy in Paris principally advocated a policy of

conciliation and a lenient occupation. The files now in

French possession contain innumerable examples of this.

Indeed, these efforts were such that Hitler could hardly
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hear anyone mention the naAie of Ambassador Abetz, who
was known as a Francophile* and who enjoyed the support
of his French wife, without giving vent to his annoyance at
Abetz’s pro-French conduct. I even had to recall Abetz
from Paris for a few months when the attacks on him in Ger-
many had become too strong. Abetz was only in charge of
diplomatic relations with the Vichy Government; he had
nothing to do with the military or civil administration of
occupied France and was in no way responsible for action in

these fields. When I had originally appointed Abetz, his in-

structions had covered a great deal of ground, but Hitler

limited his authority, leaving intact only diplomatic functions

and also a certain voice in matters concerning the Press, pro-

paganda, culture and economics. It was due to me that

Abetz was left in Paris, despite his French wife, although

according to regulations then in force no senior official in the

Foreign Office was allowed to remain at his post abroad
when he married a foreigner.

The fact that the northern departements of France came
under the military commander in Belgium created a special

problem, for the French regarded this as a political measure.

I frequently urged, once in a memorandum, that even the

appearance of German claims to these northern departe-

ments should be avoided, in view of the eventual peace and
settlement with Britain. However, they remained adminis-

tratively with Belgium, even when a Reich Commissariat was
set up in 1944.

When France was threatened by inflation in 1943 I sent

Minister Hemmen to France to prevent this. It was hard to

obtain the Fiihrer’s permission, because he thought the

French were far better off than the Germans. Hemmen’s
instructions were to bring about certain financial reforms for

the protection of the French economy. What was necessary,

above all, was to put an end to the muddle created by the

many German authorities, each of which was trying to ex-

tract from France as much as possible for the German war

effort. To end this state of affairs was as much in the interest

of the French economy, which had to remain intact, as of

the German war effort. Minister Hemmen went about his
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difficult job with great energy! His letters to the armistice

commission and to the German authorities left nothing un-

said. Only thus could he get his way.

Within the framework of the Comite France-Allemagne

mentioned above repeated efforts were made during the war
years to create understanding. For instance, the French

Ambassador Scapini, the President of the League of the

War Blind, was established in Germany with his own or-

ganization and given diplomatic status, in order to deal

with the question of French prisoners-of-war.

France’s attitude to Genpany was characteristically ex-

pressed by Ambassador de Brinon, who said to me on the

day of the Montoire conference: ‘We have not lost the war.

What happened was that we 'did not want to fight; a settle-

ment of the kind you envisage is very difficult.’ All so-called

‘collaborators’ spoke in a similar vein. Those circles, for

instance, sent me a memorandum which described the reten-

tion by France ofAlsace-Lorraine as a condition ofa Franco-

German settlement. This happened in the days of Germany’s

great triumphs.

When Laval had again become Premier I repeatedly had
to intervene on his behalf in Berlin, for Himmler alleged that

he had strong evidence against him and wanted to overthrow

him.

Throughout the war I tried, as far as lay in my power, to

conduct Germany’s French policy according to the prin-

ciple in which I believed: No self-respecting Frenchman
should be asked to do what a self-respecting German could

not be expected to do.

The military collapse of France and the Netherlands in

the summer of 1940 and Britain’s preoccupation with Europe
had shaken the position of these countries in East Asia.

Accordingly Japan soon acted.

As early as 26th June, 1940, Arita, the Japanese Foreign

Minister, proclaimed Japan’s task of establishing a new
order in Asia. He spoke of the close geographical, historical,

racial and economic links between the countries of East Asia

and the territories in the South Seas, adding that it would
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only be natural if all these -countries and territories were
united in a single sphere under the leadership of Japan.
Prince Konoye’s Cabinet adopted this conception of the

‘Greater Asian Region’, the main supports of which were
Japan, Manchuria and China, and which was to incorporate

the South Sea territories, French Indo-China, and the Dutch
East Indies.

Meanwhile, Adolf Hitler had followed up his defeat of
France with a new peace offer to Britain, now in military

isolation. Churchill’s rejection of this offer was to be ex-

plained not least by statements communicated to London by
the American President. This and other actions by Roosevelt

compelled Hitler to conclude that the U.S. Government in-

tended to enter the war at a suitable moment. Simultaneously,

it became clear that Britain and certain French circles in-

tended to carry the war into ever-new theatres in order to

disperse the German forces. This enemy determination not

to end the war with a compromise marked out, as it were, our
policy not only towards Italy, but also towards Japan.

Even if we had wholly foreseen the full extent of Italy’s

military and political weakness and of Japan’s independent

actions, we would have had no choice; we had to march with

Rome and Tokyo if we wanted to avoid a repetition of the

events of the First World War, when Italy and Japan joined

the enemy camp.

On 22nd June, 1940, just when Hitler was making his vain

peace offer to Britain, Matsuoka became Japan’s Foreign

Minister. He was an advocate of close collaboration with

the Axis Powers, and it was thanks to him that, after some
difficulties, the Berlin-Rome-Tokyo combination of the anti-

Comintern treaty was strengthened by the Three-Power Pact,

which was signed in Berlin on 27th September, 1940.

The contracting Powers recognized and agreed that Japan

would respect the leadership of Germany and Italy and the

establishment of a new order in Europe, and that Germany
and Italy would respect the leadership of Japan in the estab-

lishment of a new order in the Greater Asian region. The
pact was also a defensive alliance, for the contracting Powers
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bound themselves to come to the aid of any one of them that

was attacked by a Power at present not involved in the

European war or in the Sino-Japanese conflict. The pact

left unaffected ‘the political status which exists at present as

between each of the three contracting Parties and Soviet

Russia’. The defensive character of this alliance was beyond

doubt, although, compared with the Anti-Comintern Pact,

this was a decidedly political, military and economic alliance.

Our main purpose in concluding this pact was to keep

Roosevelt’s U.S.A., which was becoming more and more
hostile, out of the war. Our connections with Tokyo were

and remained quite loose. At no time did they extend to

military collaboration, and General Marshall, the American

Chief of Staff, is unfortunately only too right in saying that

later in the war Japan ‘acted unilaterally and not in accord-

ance with a unified strategic plan’.

From the moment of signature, strong forces in Italy and

Japan began to undermine the machinery of this treaty.

After Mussolini’s undesirable attack on Greece, which

Hitler was unable to prevent, Yugoslavia’s attitude became of

vital importance to us.

Our Yugoslav policy had for years been based on friend-

ship and collaboration, and this had not been without success

during the four years when Stoyadinovic was Premier and

Foreign Minister. But in 1939 he was overthrown and suc-

ceeded by Cvetkovic, a Minister in the retiring Cabinet,whom
the French Minister in Belgrade described as ‘one of the best

friends of France in the late Government’. Even so, the

friendly relations between Germany and Yugoslavia seemed

to continue, and this friendship found expression, for in-

stance, in the visit to Berlin in the early summer of 1939 of

the Regent, Prince Paul. Soon, however, strong opposition

forces, recruited chiefly from among pro-Western military

circles in Serbia, began to gam influence. These advocated a

return to Yugoslavia’s former anti-German policy and were

thus in line with Anglo-French plans for a Balkan front

against Germany, with Yugoslavia as an important corner-

stone. The first Franco-Yugoslav exchanges had occurred
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before the war, and staff Aiks and political negotiations
continued.

We were fairly well informed about this, and German
policy was dictated by the desire to prevent complications
in the Balkans at all costs. I therefore tried to draw Yugo-
slavia towards the three-Power Pact and the Axis policy.

But our moves to start negotiations were counteracted by
Britain, which enjoyed U.S. support. In the winter of 1940-41,

Colonel Donovan, a special representative of President

Roosevelt, arrived in Belgrade to influence the Yugoslav
Government against Germany.

Despite all these attempts at meddling, I succeeded after

long-drawn-out negotiations in prevailing upon Yugoslavia
to adhere to the Three-Power Pact. In return, Germany and
Italy made far-reaching concessions. The official ceremony
took place in Vienna on 24th March, 1941. Commenting on
the demeanour of the Yugoslav Ministers on that occasion,

the Fuhrer said to me that the ceremony had reminded him
of a funeral.

Cvetkovic and Markovic, his Foreign Minister, returned

from Vienna only to be arrested. The Government was over-

thrown, Prince Paul was deposed and his powers were trans-

ferred to King Peter II. The young King asked General

Simovic, the head of the conspiracy, to form a Government,
and Yugoslavia’s armed forces were ordered to remain in the

highest state of readiness.

News of this putsch, staged by Britain and supported by
Moscow, arrived in Berlin together with intelligence reports

that Britain was about to intervene in Greece. The captured

files of the French General Staff had already contained in-

formation that this move was intended.

In order to prevent a Balkan front, which had played such

an important part in the First World War, the Fuhrer decided

to occupy Greece and Yugoslavia, and on 27th March, 1941,

gave the order that the necessary military preparations should

be made immediately.

The Nuremberg indictment accused me of having sent to

Yugoslavia a Note concerning frontiers at a time when the

German attack had been decided upon and was indeed in
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progress. This is not true. Thi German promise to respect

Yugoslavia’s frontiers had been given to the Cvetkovic

Government, following Yugoslavia’s adherence to the Three-

Power Pact, and was perfectly sincere. It goes without saying

that I never gave any sort ofguarantee to the Simovic Govern-

ment, which had overthrown a government that had just

concluded an alliance with Germany—an act akin to a

declaration of war on Germany.
Moscow’s attitude to the events in Belgrade was already a

sign of her break with Germany, which was to give the war
a new turn.



IX

Break with Russia

Deteriorating relations with Russia— Molotov's visit to
Berlin— Hitler's reasons for attacking Russia— Japan and
Russia— Pearl Harbour— exclusion of Foreign Office from
Russian affairs— Ribbentrop's quarrel with Hitler—failure
ofattempts to persuade Hitler to negotiate peace with Russia.

I
N the autumn of 1939, the Soviet Government had imme-
diately proceeded to occupy the Baltic States. Just when

I arrived at the Kremlin for my second visit, the Baltic

envoys emerged with ashen faces, for Stalin had just an-
nounced that his troops would occupy their countries.

On the day of the signing of the German-Soviet frontier

and friendship agreement the Soviet Union concluded a
military assistance pact with Estonia, and corresponding
pacts followed with Latvia on 5th and with Lithuania on
10th October, 1939. Under these pacts Russia was granted
the right to establish bases in these countries for her navy
and coastal artillery, airfields for her air force and garrisons

for army and air force personnel.

Not many weeks later, the winter war in Finland brought
Russia further territorial gains. In this conflict many
Germans, including Hitler, sympathized with the Finns.

This was humanly understandable, and, remembering the

comradeship in arms in the First World War, I too did not

withhold my sympathy with the Finns in this war, but I

realized that these sentiments were bound to create many
difficulties in our relations with the Soviet Union.

In mid-June, 1940, without previous warning to the Reich

Government, the Soviet Union occupied the whole of

Lithuania, including that part which belonged to the German
sphere of influence. The occupation of Latvia and Estonia

followed soon afterwards, and on 3rd, 5th and 6th August,

1940, respectively, the Supreme Soviet resolved to incorporate

145
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the three countries in the Soviet Union as federal republics.

The Soviet Government unilaterally denounced Germany’s
economic agreements with these three states, although it had
been arranged in Moscow that these should not be interfered

with. The three states were bolshevized and the existing

regimes rigorously destroyed.

On 23rd June, 1940, when the French campaign was draw-

ing to its close, our Moscow Ambassador telegraphed that

Russia intended to occupy the Rumanian province of

Bessarabia in the next few days and wished to inform us of

this projected move. Simultaneously, the King of Rumania
asked for Hitler’s advice in view of the Russian ultimatum.

Hitler was taken aback by Russia’s quick action without

prior consultation with us, but in view of our obligations

towards Russia he advised the King not to resist. There-

upon the Rumanian Government accepted the Soviet

demand, but begged to be given reasonable time to evacuate

this large territory. The reply to this was a second ultima1»m

from the U.S.S.R., and before its time-limit had expired the

occupation of the Bukovina had begun and was extended to

the whole of Bessarabia up to the Danube. Hitler was par-

ticularly surprised that the occupation included, again with-

out prior consultation, the North Bukovina which was mainly

inhabited by Germans and had been part of the Austrian

Empire. This action he interpreted as a sign of Stalin’s

pressure towards the West.

In the early autumn of 1940 the Fuhrer received intelligence

reports of increasing Soviet troop concentrations along the

frontier of East Prussia, in Poland and Bessarabia. As many
as twenty-two Soviet divisions were said to be stationed

opposite East Prussia. Strong concentrations were reported

from Eastern Poland, and the XXX Russian Corps was

said to have moved into Bessarabia. After the end of the

French campaign Hitler told me for the first time of these

symptoms of deployment of power, which were at any rate

unusual towards a friendly nation. I tried to reassure him,

and he went no further into the question at that stage, except

that he asked me to watch the situation closely.

At the end of August, 1940, I was visited at Fuschl by
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Field Marshal Keitel, who asked me about Russia, for the
Fiihrer had mentioned the potential threat to him, too. I

promised Keitel, who was dubious about a military conflict

with Russia, that I would strongly advise the Fiihrer to do
everything possible to maintain good relations with the
U.S.S.R.

Some time after this I met Hitler at the new Fiihrer build-

ing in Munich. He was very excited, for he had received fresh

reports about Russian troop movements and intentions in

the Balkans. At home, moreover, the police had reported
that communist agents had become more active in German
factones. For the first time Hitler used very strong language
about the presumed intentions of the Soviet Union. He
thought it possible that Stalin had concluded his pact with us

solely because he foresaw a long war in the West, so that he
could impose upon us first an economic and later a political

Diktat.

I believe that certain circles, including Party members,
had been trying for some time to persuade Hitler that the

policy of German-Russian friendship might entail dis-

advantages and dangers for Germany. It also looked as

though the military had adduced anti-Russian arguments,

especially in connection with the Finnish war; military and
strategic considerations, it was said, forbade Germany to let

Finland go. Indeed, in his own circle, Hitler had referred

almost demonstratively to the ‘gallant Finns’, and, since

Russian action in Finland was in line with our agreement,

this attitude of the Fiihrer was distinctly inconvenient from
the point of view of foreign affairs. On the other hand,

Russia was undoubtedly not entitled to bring pressure to

bear on Rumania, which also had unpleasant repercussions

on the question of the Danube Commission.

The strong Russian troop concentrations in Bessarabia

also caused the Fiihrer serious anxiety because of the further

conduct of the war against England, for the Rumanian oil

was vital to us. If Russia struck there we would have to

depend on Stalin’s good will to carry on the war. It was only

natural that such considerations made Hitler suspicious of

Russia’s intentions, and he told me during that meeting in
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Munich that he, too, would now have to consider military dis-

positions, since he did not intend to allow the East to spring

a surprise on him. I thereupon emphasized that in my view

Stalin would not attack us, and I warned against any pre-

ventive attack; I recalled that Bismarck had said of pre-

ventive war that ‘God does not allow anyone to have a peep

at his cards.’ The Fiihrer replied that he suspected Stalin of

being subject to Jewish influence in Moscow. In spite ofmy
objection he was determined to take at least precautionary

military action. He was visibly worried and very excited. I

had to promise not to mention our talk to anyone.

I now devoted all my efforts to achieving a friendly clari-

fication and strengthening of our relations with Russia. First

Iwanted to bring about a Stalin-Hitler meeting, but this came
to nothing because Hitler said that Stalin could not leave

Russia and he could not leave Germany. Then I wrote a long

letter to Stalin, in which I explained our views of the overall

situation now that the French campaign had ended, and

invited Molotov to Berlin.

Stalin replied briefly, accepting the invitation on behalf of

Molotov. I expected a great deal of this visit and intended to

propose that Russia should adhere to the Three-Power Pact

which had meanwhile been concluded. In this way I hoped to

restore and deepen German-Russian confidence, which had
been somewhat shaken. Unhappily things developed

differently.

Molotov’s visit to Berlin did not take place under as lucky

a star as I had hoped for. He made the very strong demand
for a free hand in Finland. Hitler had not briefed me on his

attitude to the Finnish question, in which right was un-

doubtedly on Molotov’s side. But the Fuhrer did not want to

give up Finland and probably also believed that he could not

do without Finnish nickel. Our discussion became fairly

stubborn, and Hitler finally asked Molotov to make a con-

cession on this question.

Thereupon Molotov no longer insisted, but, turning to the

Balkans, expressed Russian displeasure at the guarantee

which Germany had given to Rumama. He asked whether it

was directed against Russia. Hitler replied: Since the Soviet
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Union surely did not intend to attack Rumania, the German
guarantee could not possibly be directed against her. (After
the Vienna award and our guarantee to Rumania I had sent a
long telegram to Moscow, explaining that this had been
necessary to prevent a war between Hungary and Rumania,
and emphasizing that in the nature of things this guarantee
in no way prejudiced German-Soviet friendship.) Molotov
then asked whether we would agree to Russia giving a cor-

responding guarantee to Bulgaria, but when Hitler asked
whether Bulgaria had asked Russia for such a guarantee,

as Rumania had asked Germany, Molotov gave an evasive

answer. Hitler did not want to commit himself and declared

that he would first have to discuss the Bulgarian question

with his ally, Mussolini. In this way the exchanges passed
back and forth not very satisfactorily, and the conference

finally ended without any decisions being taken. It had given

the Fuhrer the firm impression that Russia was exerting a

serious westward pressure.

Despite the course which our talks had taken I obtained

permission to continue negotiations with Molotov on the

possibility of Russia’s joining the Three-Power Pact. Hitler

assured me that he would examine any demands Russia

might make in the course of such negotiations. That evening

there was a dinner at the Soviet Embassy. It was interrupted

by one of the first British air raids on Berlin, and I took this

opportunity to conduct Molotov to my air raid shelter in the

Wilhelmstrasse, where we stayed for a long time. But again

this conversation yielded little because Molotov was dis-

satisfied with his talks with the Fuhrer. The fact that

Molotov mentioned Russia’s interest in having an exit from
the Baltic to the North Sea illustrated the pressure towards

the West which Hitler had sensed.

In the end Molotov promised to talk to Stalin about the

Three-Power Pact, and in return I promised to review with

the Fuhrer all the questions affecting German-Russian rela-

tions in order to find a way out ofour difficulties.

There was no further opportunity for talks because

Molotov had to return on the following day. Relations had

cooled as a result ofthe visit, and Hitler did not again express
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his opinion to me. His reticence regarding Russia became
striking, and there was many a sign that strong forces were at

work urging him to take a decision against Russia.

Following Molotov’s departure the German Embassy in

Moscow opened diplomatic talks about Russia’s possible

adherence to the Three-Power Pact. The Soviet Government
let it be known that this was not quite impossible, but

demanded not only a free hand in Finland but also pre-

dominance in Bulgaria, i.e. a guarantee to, and certain

military rights in, that country; Russia also expressed her

desire for military bases in the Dardanelles.

I discussed these demands and wishes in detail with Hitler

in December, 1940, and most strongly urged concessions to

the U.S.S.R. I advised a settlement roughly as Stalin had
proposed. The Balkan questions should be further clarified

—

jointly with Italy—and an attempt made to convert the

Three-Power Pact into a Four-Power Pact including Russia.

If we succeeded in this our position would be favourable, for

such a combination would neutralize the U.S.A., isolate

Britain and threaten her position in the Near East. Such a

strong system of alliances might make it possible to end the

war with Britain quickly by diplomatic means; without it

this was impossible. The proposed alliance would still leave

us free to make another peace offer to Britain, with better

prospects than it had had after Dunkirk. Clearly, of course,

something would have to be sacrificed to Russia.

I had the impression that Hitler was possibly more con-

ciliatory on the Finnish question, but the Russian demand
concerning Bulgaria he considered impossible, not least be-

cause King Boris would never hear of it. Hitler said that

once Soviet military influence was established in Bulgaria, the

whole of the Balkans, especially Rumania with her oilfields,

would automatically become a Soviet domain. The Russian

demand for bases in the Dardanelles he considered impossible

to fulfil because Mussolini was hardly likely to agree to this.

My insistent representations, however, had at least one result:

he did not absolutely reject the demands. Indeed, before we
parted after our long conversation, which took place in the

air raid shelter in the Reich Chancellery, Hitler said some-
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thing that gave me hope of an eventual compromise with
Russia. He said: ‘Ribbentrop, we have achieved many things
together; perhaps we shall also pull this one off together.’

I thereupon sounded the Italians concerning the Dar-
danelles, but, as was to be expected, met with a completely
negative reply. With regard to Bulgaria the Fiihrer was
undoubtedly right. King Boris was quite unyielding when the

question ofa ‘Russian guarantee’ was broached to him during
a visit of mine. Thus time passed and no progress was made,
for Count Schulenburg frequently reported that Russia
would certainly not adhere to the Three-Power Pact unless

she received corresponding concessions.

When, during the winter and spring of 1941, 1 reported on
Russia, Hitler became more and more negative. He was also

irritated by Moscow’s stubborn economic demands, and it

was only after difficulties and grave discussions that he
agreed in January, 1941, to the signing of the German-Soviet
trade agreement. Others had advised him strongly against it,

and even then I felt that in my attitude to Russia I stood
alone.

Throughout these months I reminded Hitler of Bismarck’s
Russian pohcy. I left no stone unturned to achieve a German-
Russian alliance after all. Perhaps I would have succeeded

in the end had there not been that resistance on ideological

grounds which always made the conduct of a foreign policy

impossible. It was these ideological considerations, coupled
with Russia’s political actions, her military preparations, and
lastly her demands, which painted in Hitler’s mind a picture

of a monstrous danger threatening Germany. In view of this

my arguments counted less and less.

Hitler was also disquieted by reports of British-Soviet talks.

Sir Stafford Cripps’ visit to Moscow and his talks m the

Kremlin. These indications of an Anglo-Russian rapproche-

ment heralded unpleasant developments for Germany.
Nevertheless, I do not believe that at that stage Hitler was

resolved to march against Russia. Marshal Antonescu’s

statement, that when he visited him in the winter and the

spring Hitler was firmly resolved to attack Russia, is certainly

incorrect. I was present at these conferences and heard
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nothing said which might bear out the statement. The
minutes of these conferences should still exist and be in the

hands of the allies. The Fiihrer did mention precautionary

measures, but never his intention to attack. Not until Anto-

nescu’s third visit in June, 1941, did Hitler mention such a

plan.

I was never informed about military questions and I

learned of the various orders concerning military action

against the Soviet Union only during the trial at Nuremberg.

I did not realize that Hitler wanted to attack Russia until

after the Yugoslav campaign, which began on 6th April, 1941.

I happened to be in Vienna, when the Fiihrer asked me by
telephone to come to his special train, which was stopping

somewhere nearby. There he told me that he had decided

to attack the Soviet Union. All available military intelli-

gence, he said, confirmed large-scale Russian preparations

along the whole front from the Baltic to the Black Sea. He
was not willing to be taken by surprise once he had recog-

nized a danger. By its pact with the Simovic Government,

which had seized power by a putsch, Moscow had affronted

Germany and clearly departed from the German-Russian

friendship agreement. I suggested that Hitler should see

Count Schulenburg, and he in fact saw him in Vienna on
28th April. I myself at any rate wanted to try one more
diplomatic approach to Moscow, but Hitler refused to allow

any further demarche, and forbade me to talk to anyone

about it; no diplomacy, he said, would make him change his

mind about Russia’s attitude, which was quite clear to him,

and it might well deprive him of the weapon of tactical sur-

prise for an attack. Hitler asked me to support his attitude

unambiguously, as far as the rest of the world was concerned.

He added that the day would come when the West would
understand why he had rejected the Soviet demands and

marched against the East.

From what Hitler told me then and on later occasions the

political considerations which made him decide on an attack

on Russia can be summarized thus.

Since about 1938, Hitler was, of course, convinced that

Britain and America would go to war against us, once they
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were sufficiently armed. His fear was an alliance of these two
Powers and Russia so that Germany would again be exposed
to simultaneous attacks from East and West, as had happened
in 1914. During 1940, this early anxiety returned. In view
of the resumed negotiations between Britain and Russia,
Hitler thought it possible that a Russian attack would be
timed to coincide with an Anglo-American offensive, and he
regarded simultaneousemployment ofthecombinedAmerican
and Russian war potential as a terrible danger to Germany.
The Fuhrer’s great anxiety was that as the war proceeded
Germany would find herself gripped by pincers from East
and West, and would thus be drawn into a gigantic two-front
war, which would cause great destruction of life and pro-

perty. What he hoped was that by the time the Anglo-
American war effort could be brought to bear in the West,
he would have gained sufficient respite for manoeuvres in the

East.

This was Hitler’s most important argument, which he ex-

plained to me after the outbreak of the Russian war in 1941.

He decided to attack, hoping to dispose of the Soviet threat

in a few months. His mistaken view of Russia’s potential and
America’s aid was disastrous, although he was not quite sure

himself as he explained to me at the time. He said to me: ‘We
don’t know what strength we shall find once we have really

had to push open the door to the East.’

Except for Spain, which had rejected our offers, and the

few neutrals, such as Switzerland and Sweden, the whole of

Europe was dominated by the Axis in that winter of 1940-41.

Britain was not ready for peace despite her defeat on the

Continent. The only theatre in which she could be fought in

1941 was North Africa, and even there only with changing

fortunes, because of the uncertain communications and also

because Italy proved to be a very weak ally.

Although, when the Russian war started, Japan was bound
to us by the defensive alliance of the Three-Power Pact, she

was in no way a safe ally. All reports from Japan went to

show that influential circles were trying to undermine the

triple alliance and to make the question whether or not it

should operate an object of bargaining with the U.S.A. Be-
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(2) The Fiihrer repeatedly told Minister President Molotov

during his visit to Berlin in November, 1940, that Germany
would prevent any British attempt to gain a foothold in

Greece with all military means at her disposal.

It is the unalterable will of the Reich Government to allow

in no circumstances the establishment of a bridgehead by

British forces on Greek territory, since this would threaten

vital German interests in the Balkans. For this reason

Germany is at present concentrating troops in the Balkans;

these have the exclusive task of preventing a British bridge-

head on Greek soil.

(3) Germany does not intend to occupy the straits. She

will respect Turkish sovereignty, unless Turkey takes hostile

action against German troops. On the other hand, if military

operations are undertaken against Greece, the German army

will march through Bulgaria. At the same time, the Reich

Government has, of course, no intention of interfering with

Soviet Russian security, which would not, indeed, be threat-

ened by a German march through Bulgaria.

(4) For the action which may have to be taken against

Britain in Greece Germany is concentrating as many troops

in the Balkans as are required to nip in the bud any British

attempt to establish a front in this area.

(5) As was explained to Minister President Molotov during

his visit to Berlin, the Reich Government appreciates the

Soviet interest in the straits and is prepared, when the time

comes, to advocate a revision of the Montreux Convention.

Germany has no political interest in the question of the

straits, and she will withdraw her troops from there as soon

as her operations in the Balkans have been completed.

When, early in March, German troops were moved to

Bulgaria because of the situation that had developed in

Greece Molotov sent a communication, which described our

action as ‘regrettable’ and as a ‘violation of the security

interests ofthe U.S.S.R.’ Germany, this statement continued,

‘cannot count on Soviet support for her action in Bulgaria’.

A statement in similarly strong terms was addressed to

Bulgaria and published. All this was done, although I had
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already sent a message to Moscow on 27th February explain-

ing that the disappearance of the British threat to Greece

would automatically lead to the withdrawal of the German
troops.

This was followed on 5th April, 1941, by a ‘friendship

agreement’ between the Soviet Union and the putsch govern-

ment of Simovic. This was a specially unfriendly act to-

wards Germany, because only a few days earlier Simovic had
overthrown and replaced a government that had been

friendly to us.

All this conflicted with the German-Soviet declaration of

28th September, 1939, under which Russia was to give

Germany moral support ifmutual peace efforts failed. All the

territories involved were outside the Soviet sphere of interests.

The close contacts which Moscow established through

Sir Stafford Cripps with London in the summer of 1940 con-

stituted a breach of our agreements. Churchill was reported

as saying at that time that Russia would turn against Ger-

many in one to one and a half years at the outside.

Russia also moved closer to the U.S.A., with the result that

President Roosevelt was able to hint, ‘on the basis of the

latest information,’ that Russia would soon enter the war

against Germany.
There can only be two explanations for the hostile Soviet

attitude demonstrated by these political developments. Either

the re-orientation was brought about by U.S. and British

concessions, or Stalin had never originally intended to ob-

serve the terms of his agreement with us. Hitler believed m
the second explanation, while I myself was, and still am, of

the opinion that the first was correct and that concessions on
our part might well have avoided the conflict with Russia.

History will have to decide which was the right course—that

of Hitler, who could point to Russia’s enormous strength,

or the course of compromise which I proposed.

Later, I let the Kremlin know through an intermediary in

Stockholm that in view of the evidence of Soviet aggressive

intentions the Fiihrer was very sceptical concerning further

agreements with Moscow. The Russian reply was that the

question of where the blame was to be sought was really
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immaterial; disquisitions on ‘which came first, the chicken or

the egg’ were ‘typically German’.

The outbreak of war on 22nd June, 1941, meant the end of

the policy which had been pursued at my suggestion since

1939; the aim of this policy was to have been a lasting settle-

ment between the two empires.

Once the German-Russian war had broken out it seemed

to me important to make every effort to defeat the great

enemy in the field of foreign affairs too. I had in mind

especially Japan. True, the Soviet-Japanese non-aggression

pact of 13th April, 1941, which Matsuoka had concluded

when returning from Berlin, presented an obstacle to a

Japanese attack on Russia. Matsuoka had told me before

his departure from Berlin that he had proposed a non-

aggression pact and that Molotov had made a counter-offer

of a neutrality agreement. Matsuoka had said that he would

have to raise the matter of the non-aggression pact when he

went back to Moscow, and he asked me whether I thought he

should go into details or whether it would be better to deal

with the question superficially. I replied that a merely formal

approach would be more suitable than a discussion of details,

and I informed Matsuoka that while our relations with

Russia were correct they were not very friendly. I also men-
tioned the demands which Molotov had presented and told

him that the Fiihrer had not met them, since he thought Ger-

many would be unable to approve this Russian policy in the

long run.

Hitler told Matsuoka that Britain must be hoping for

American and also for Russian help in the war against us,

and on the following day I again told Matsuoka that Ger-

many was keeping a close watch on the Soviet Union;
Matsuoka must fully realize that Germany was prepared for

any eventuality. Before Matsuoka’s stay in Berlin ended, I

again mentioned his forthcoming talks in Moscow and re-

peated my opinion that in view of the general situation it

would probably be best for him not to go into too many
details with the Russians. I could not say what the future

would bring; it was uncertain whether Stalin would continue
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to be unfriendly to Germany. I pointed out that a conflict

with Russia was within the realm of possibilities. On return-

ing home he would not be able to report to the Emperor that

this was out of the question.

Notwithstanding these clear indications that relations

between Russia and Germany had become tense, Matsuoka
made his agreement with the Kremlin.

Before the German-Russian war my idea had been above

all that Japan should hit Britain by capturing Singapore, but

once war had broken out in the summer of 1941 1 tried to in-

duce Japan to enter the war against Russia and to give up her

plans with regard to Singapore. I wanted Japan to commit
herself in this way so that she could not consider an attack

on the Philippines, which would provide us with another

enemy, the U.S.A., before Russia was vanquished.

The Fuhrer rejected my point of view and reproached me
severely for the telegrams which I had sent to Tokyo. He
hoped to be able to deal with Russia single-handed and
thought it would be better if Japan struck against Britain.

I indicated the dangers involved, especially the wide disper-

sion of the forces united under the Three-Power Pact. In the

end, however, the Japanese did neither what Hitler nor what
I wanted, but decided, unknown to us, to attack Pearl Har-

bour. I believe the Japanese navy which had decisive in-

fluence, was mainly responsible for this decision. An ally

thus brought about what we had wanted to avoid at all costs,

war between Germany and America.

When, later, Siberian divisions turned the tide in front of

Moscow I often thought of my vain demarche in Tokyo in

favour of concentration against one enemy, Russia. The dis-

persion of forces soon had the expected effect; it contributed

to the defeat not only of Germany, but also of Japan.

When in July, 1942, our troops were approaching the

Caucasus, I asked Ambassador Oshima to point out to his

Government once more that this was the moment for Japan

to strike at Russia, provided she felt sufficiently strong to do
so. Never again would she have such a favourable oppor-

tunity to neutralize the potential threat which the Russian

colossus presented to East Asia. But this demarche, too,
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was fruitless, and in the end Japan herself was attacked by

Russia.

At this stage it is convenient to say a few words about

Pearl Harbour. When Japan attacked neither Russia, as I

wanted, nor Britain, as the Fiihrer wanted, but instead

the U.S.A., I viewed this from the beginning with very mixed

feelings. I never wanted the U.S.A. to be drawn into the war,

but then, as later, the Japanese had their own ideas. When
this became more and more noticeable I repeatedly asked the

Fiihrer, and especially Goring, to put at my disposal a long-

range aircraft, in which I could fly to Tokyo, for I regarded

it as urgent to work out a common policy with the Japanese

Government. As one such aircraft had crashed in Siam I was

not allowed to proceed, and when I asked to go to Japan

by U-boat, this, too, was refused.

As soon as the reports about Pearl Harbour arrived—

a

complete surprise to us—mv first reaction was that we had

no contractual obligation to join in the war against the

U.S.A. But when I discussed the matter with Ambassador

Gaus, the head of the legal department of the Foreign Office,

he declared that we could not act in that way and that this

argument would in practice mean ‘the political demise’ of

the Three-Power Pact. Even so I did give the Fuhrer a sober

exposition of the contractual terms, according to which, I

held, we were not bound to declare war on the U.S.A. The
text of the Pact only provided for our aiding Japan if she

were attacked by a third Power. Hitler, however, replied:

‘The Americans have already opened fire on us, so that a

state ofwar exists even now. Japan will never forget ifwe do
not take the consequences. Besides, soon, and probably at

once, we shall be at war with America, for this has been

Roosevelt’s aim all along.’

Even now, at the time of writing, it is certain that Hitler

did not judge Roosevelt’s aims wrongly, although the back-

ground which led to this position will only be discovered and
understood gradually. As early as November, 1938, Am-
bassador Bullitt, who enjoyed Roosevelt’s confidence, had
made a well-known and revealing remark to Count Potocki,

the Polish Ambassador: he had said that Roosevelt was
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hoping for ‘an armed conflict between Germany and Russia’

so that ‘the democracies could attack Germany and force her

to capitulate’. To-day, it is asked why we ‘marched with

Japan instead ofjoining forces with the U.S.A.’ This question

is beside the point; it may be excusable if asked by the

uninitiated, who are still affected by the psychosis of the

defeated, but it is incomprehensible when it comes from
certain officials in the Foreign Office and officers in the

Wehrmacht Command who are perfectly well aware of the

deeper implications.

In view of President Roosevelt’s absolute enmity, direct

diplomatic steps-by Germany in Washington appeared hope-

less. I had originally suggested that Schacht should be sent

there, but Hitler thought this would serve no useful purpose.

All that could be hoped for was that Japan would occupy

all the attention of the U.S.A., that the latent anxiety of

having to fight on two fronts would stop her intervening in

Europe. Adolf Hitler hoped that by capturing the British

bases in East Asia Japan would become stronger, thus

making the danger look more formidable to America and
neutralizing her strength even more effectively. These hopes

were dashed when Japan surprisingly attacked Pearl Har-
bour.

Incidentally, America’s last offer to Japan, by which it was
hoped to induce her to abandon the Three-Power Pact,

clearly revealed Roosevelt’s intention to attack Germany.
The moving spirit was America, not ourselves, for we had
no other aim than to keep America out of the war.

To do so Germany had to practise excessive restraint.

Although we were perfectly well aware that, by declaring

war on 3rd September, 1939, Britain and France had yielded

to American pressure, we refused to be drawn by any of the

innumerable provocations, of which these are only a few:

yast deliveries of war material to Britain; American airmen

in the Royal Air Force; the cession of fifty destroyers to

Britain; the occupation of Iceland; the closing of the German
consulates; and, finally, Roosevelt’s notorious order to his

ships to fire on German U-boats. The position of their com-
manders thus became extremely difficult, but Germany’s
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restraint, of the correctness of which I was always able to

convince the Fiihrer, was unswervingly maintained.

Even when American ships attacked German U-boats, and

Grand Admiral Raeder made repeated representations to

Hitler, I considered it my duty to prevent any change in

Germany’s American policy, especially since Germany and

America had no conflicting interests. To avoid a conflict

provocations were disregarded.

Roosevelt’s policy was obvious, and it has since been

proved by documentary evidence; he steered a course leading

first to defacto and eventually to dejure war. In view of this,

Germany’s Japanese and American policies after the out-

break of war could do nothing but (1) work for as late an
American entry into the war as possible—this we did; and

(2) make sure that, once America did enter the war against

us, Japan would really be on our side—at least this anxiety

was removed by Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbour.

As soon as the Russian war began the Foreign Office was
excluded from all questions relating to Russia. From that

moment Hitler treated the Soviet Union as though it had
ceased to exist. When I wanted to transfer the Soviet

Embassy in Berlin to a protecting Power this was refused, and
the Fiihrer instead ordered the building to be occupied by
the Ministry for Eastern Affairs. As the war against Russia

proceeded, Hitler’s plans became ever more far-reaching.

In the past he had only planned the concentration of all

Germans living in the same region. But this quest for space

in the East in which Germans could settle gradually gave way
to considerations which were influenced by modern weapons,
especially the air force, the development ofwhich had revolu-

tionized all previous conceptions of space. In Hitler’s view
the Reich now needed more space in order to be secure.

Against this I argued, orally and in writing, that territorial

questions should not be treated in a manner which would
prejudice a reasonable peace.

In the end Hitler even considered a kind of division of
foreign policy. There was to be an Eastern and a Western
policy, as a result of which Finland, Turkey, the Near East,
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etc., were to be removed from the Foreign Office, and only

my energetic effort to preserve the unity of German foreign

policy prevented the promulgation of a decree which was to

give effect to this plan. In the end, thanks to a memorandum
of mine, diplomatic relations with Eastern states were left

with the Foreign Office, although the Ministry for Eastern

Affairs had claimed the right of direct contact with these

states without informing the Foreign Ministry. However,

we were still excluded from the entire territory of the Soviet

Union. I do not knowwho at that time persistentlyinfluenced

Hitler against me and the Foreign Office, but it is a fact that

after the beginning of the Russian war Hitler told Reich

Minister Trammers that there was a war in the East, and in

war the Foreign Office really served no purpose until the

moment of the conclusion of peace. This remark shows

Hitler’s attitude to the Foreign Office as a government de-

partment; he rejected, perhaps even hated it, and I was never

able to alter his attitude. I need not explain how difficult this

often made things for me.

The consequences of the Foreign Office losing full control

over Eastern policy were unfavourable. For the Eastern

region there was a policy worked out by the Ministry for

Eastern Affairs, which was not unified, a Wehrmacht policy,

a Himmler policy, a propaganda policy of the Propaganda

Ministry, and other policies. In the end this meant that there

was no policy at all.

(The prosecution at Nuremberg has its peculiar methods:

for instance, reports by Dr. Pfieiderer, one of our liaison

officers with an army group who kept us informed on Eastern

administration, which he criticized very severely, with the

result that I again made a serious effort to secure permission

for the Foreign Office to operate once more in the East, were

treated as evidence against the Foreign Office and myself.)

All I could do was to intervene from time to time, for

instance in the matter of marking Russian prisoners of war.

By accident, I had heard that they were to be branded with a
number or some other symbol—an impossible thing to do

from the point of view of international policy. By reporting

to the Fuhrer, I prevented this measure. When, on another
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occasion, I advocated the reopening of churches in the occu-

pied territories, the only result was that Hitler threatened,

as he had done once before in 1938, to forbid the Foreign

Office to maintain diplomatic relations with the Vatican.1

In the spring of 1942 Hitler and I had a serious dispute, the

apparent cause of which was trivial. When I reported on war

decorations to be conferred on Foreign Office officials who
had risked their lives, I asked to be given the right to make
recommendations to Keitel. This was another question of

jurisdiction, however unimportant, but the ensuing discussion

became more and more heated on both sides. Soon it passed

to other subjects and ended with our differences on the Jewish

and other ideological questions. That was the last straw. I

was upset and asked for leave to resign, which was granted.

Hitler was more excited than I had ever seen him . When I

was about to leave the room he accused me with sharp words

of committing a crime against his health by my persistent

%
1 In this connection the following note which my husband wrote

about Herr von Papen is of mterest: ‘Von Papen has proposed a new
ecclesiastical policy in Eastern Europe. I have submitted this memo-
randum to the Fuhrer, who rejected it. Von Papen has always been a

patriot, and as such offered his services to the Government after 30th

June, 1934, although he was never a National Socialist. He was
strongly attacked for his Catholicism by the Party, especially by
Himmler, and without my protection he would have run into serious

difficulties because of his efforts on behalf of the Catholic Action. I

myself, not least for reasons of international relations, adopted a

positive and conciliatory attitude to ecclesiastical questions.

The Fubrer sent Papen to Ankara on my advice. His instructions

were to keep Turkey out of the war, and he carried out these instruc-

tions m the teeth of British efforts to extend the war. After Papen’s

return from Ankara the Fuhrer, at my suggestion, conferred on him
the Knight’s Cross of the War Service Cross, which made him very

happy.

At the end of 1939, Papen told me that a Dutch diplomatist in

Ankara, Visser, had offered to make peace overtures on our behalf. I

made a favourable report on this to the Fuhrer, and exchanged several

telegrams on details with Papen. The Fuhrer, however, declined, be-

cause only a short time previously I had induced him to mclude another
peace offer to the West in his Reichstag speech of October, 1939—an
offer that was rejected. Papen then came to Berlin to report direct to

the Fuhrer on Visser’s offer, but he, too, failed.’—A.v.R.
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contradictions. The manner in which he made this serious

accusation came as a severe shock to me and I feared that the

worst might befall him. I tried to calm him, and the Fuhrer

asked me never again to offer my resignation; I gave him my
word of honour not to do so while the war lasted.

In those days the catastrophe of the first retreat in Russia

was preying on Hitler’s mind, and he was still feeling the

effects of Hess’s flight to England, with all its consequences.

If I, too, had left him, the world would have thought that

there were serious differences in the German Government.

I could not be responsible for so seriously prejudicing the

German war effort. Yet I never forgot that scene, and I told

my colleagues that I would resign on the day the war ended.

I had certainly gone too far in the way in which I had ex-

pressed my opinion, for instance when replying sharply with

a movement ofthe hand, but Hitler had become so dictatorial

that he could no longer stand any contradiction. Neverthe-

less, I never stopped telling him what I thought and always

tried to get my views accepted. Of the memoranda which I

used to send him he once said: ‘I read them, but I draw my
own conclusions.’

Nevertheless I never entered into a conspiracy, and always

remained loyal to Hitler in every respect to the end.

In the winter of 1941 to 1942 I presented a long memor-
andum to Hitler, advocating a European conference which
should determine and guarantee the independence and
integrity of European States. What moved me to make this

proposal was again the desire to reach an understanding with

England; this, I thought, might yet be achieved once final

peace had been made with France, Belgium, Holland, Nor-
way and the Balkan countries, and once Poland had been

restored as a state. Hitler was against such a final settlement,

for while the war continued, he argued, military necessity and
strategy alone could determine the affairs of the occupied

territories. German troops were responsible for their internal

order and for their defence against external attacks. This

argument also had its repercussions on the Foreign Office.

As the war continued this department was increasingly ex-
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eluded from political work in Europe, not only in the occu-

pied, but also in the allied countries.

Of the Fuhrer’s plan to establish a ‘Germanic Reich’ I only

learned from hearsay; the German Reich was to be the

nucleus of a federation of all other Germanic states. Hitler

never mentioned this plan to me; he may have done so to

Himmler, but I do not know. But it is a fact that the latter’s

offices exercised a growing influence on European policy;

thus Hitler would receive the Higher S.S. and Police com-

manders of the occupied territories without my being

present. Audiences granted to certain ‘Germanic’ person-

ages were attended only by Himmler.

It is not easy to judge the extent to which Hitler himself

believed that this Germanic policy could be realized. His

reason for keeping me in the dark about these plans was

presumably my constant advice that German aspirations in

Europe should be limited. I was most anxious to avoid

changes which might prejudice an eventual understanding

with other Powers, above all with Britain.

It is frequently said to-day that France, Holland, Belgium,

Denmark, Norway, Serbia, Greece, Poland and occupied

Russia could have supported our war effort politically or

even fought as our allies, but this is pure fancy. The national

dynamism of these states was far too strong and their tradi-

tions were too much alive; besides, from the very beginning

they had little faith in a German victory. France was a good
example. She energetically rejected Mr. Churchill’s proposal

after Dunkirk for a union with Britain, but we, too, failed to

win her over to our side, despite our generous Montoire
policy. The same broadly applied to all the occupied

countries; everywhere our experiences were similar. Had we
gone about it with greater skill, we might have been more
successful here and there in the economic field, but it is

certainly quite wrong to believe that these countries would
ever have put their hearts into a decisive effort for a German
victory.

On the contrary, we even found it very hard to induce our
friends and allies to make a really determined war effort.

This applied, in particular, to Italy, where influential circles
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very difficult for us to be victorious.’ The Fuhrer remained

silent.

As is known, the catastrophic weather in the winter of

1941-2 stopped our armies in front of Moscow and shook

the whole Eastern front, and when I went to the Fuhrer’s

New Year reception I raised for the first time since the end of

the French campaign the question ofpeace with Russia. His

reply was that this seemed impossible, for in the East there

could only be a clear decision.

During 1942 we were able to advance to the Volga, but

this was followed by the heavy fighting at Stalingrad.

In the North we were being held in front of Moscow and

Leningrad, and the same applied to the Caucasus. We had
got to the Volga, but no further. The front on the Don,
which was held by our little-tried allies, appeared to me to be

threatened even then in 1 942. I repeatedly tried to learn more
from Hitler about his military plans, but he was always very

reticent; all he would say was that he wanted to cut the

Russians off from their Caucasian oil and then push north-

wards along the Volga.

When the Anglo-American landing in North Africa took
place in November, 1942, 1 happened to be in Berlin. The
very first reports showed the remarkable tonnage employed

—

four millions were mentioned. Clearly, an operation of such

vast dimensions was very serious, and we had apparently been
very wrong in our estimates ofenemy tonnage. Indeed, Hitler

later admitted as much. Since fortunes in the African theatre

had always swayed backwards and forwards, I now feared

the worst concerning the Axis position in the Mediterranean.

After contacting the Fuhrer I invited Count Ciano to come
to Munich immediately for a conference; the Duce could not
be spared to leave Italy. I flew to Bamberg, where I boarded
the Fuhrer’s special train, which arrived there from the East.

I briefly reported as follows: The Anglo-American landing
was serious, for it showed that our estimates of enemy
tonnage, and therefore of the prospects of our U-boat war,
had been radically wrong. Unless we could expel the British

and Americans from Africa, which seemed very doubtful in

view of our transport experiences in the Mediterranean,
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Africa and the Axis army there were lost, the Mediterranean

would be open to the enemy, and Italy, already weak, would

be confronted with the gravest difficulties. In this situation

the Fuhrer needed a decisive reduction of his war commit-

ments, and I asked for authority to make contact with Stalin

through Mme Kollontay, the Soviet Ambassadress in Stock-

holm; I suggested that, if need be, most of the conquered

territories in the East would have to be given up.

To this the Fuhrer reacted most strongly. He flushed,

jumped to his feet and told me with indescribable violence

that all he wanted to discuss was Africa—nothing else. His

manner forbade me to repeat my proposal. Perhaps my
tactics should have been different, but I was so seriously

worried that I had aimed straight at my target.

Since the previous spring my power of resistance in face

of such scenes had declined. It struck me then, as it did on
subsequent occasions, that any two men who had had so

violent a quarrel as mine with Hitler simply had to part

company. Our personal relations had been so shattered that

genuine co-operation seemed no longer possible.

There was nothing left for me but to discuss a few details

concerning Count Ciano’s visit, and then the Fuhrer curtly

ended the interview.

The next few days brought no further opportunity to

mention my proposed contact with Stalin, although at that

time—before the Stalingrad catastrophe—our negotiating

position with regard to Moscow was incomparably stronger

than it became soon afterwards. A week later the Russians

attacked, our allies on the Don front collapsed, and our

Sixth Army’s catastrophe at Stalingrad followed. For the

time being, negotiations with Russia were ruled out

—

especially in the opinion of Hitler.

During the sad days which followed the end of the battle

of Stalingrad I had a very revealing talk with Hitler. He
spoke, as he often did, of his great admiration for Stalin. In

him, he said, one could perceive what one man could mean
to a nation. Any other nation would have broken down
under the blows of 1941 and 1942. Russia owed her victory

to this man, whose iron will and heroism had rallied the
13
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people to renewed resistance. Stalin was his great opponent,

ideologically and militarily. If he were ever to capture Stalin

he would respect him and assign to him the most beautiful

palace in Germany. He added, however, that he would

never release such an opponent. Stalin had created the Red
Army, a grandiose feat. He was undeniably a historic per-

sonality of very great stature.

On this occasion and in a later memorandum I again sug-

gested peace feelers to Moscow, but the memorandum,

which I asked Ambassador Hewel to present, suffered an in-

glorious end. Hewel told me that the Fuhrer would have-'

nothing to do with it and had thrown it away. I mentioned

the subject once again during a personal conversation, but

Hitler replied that he must first be able to achieve a decisive

military success; then we could see. Then and later he re-

garded any peace feeler as a sign of weakness.

Nevertheless, I did make contact with Mme Kollontay in

Stockholm through my intermediary, Kleist, but without

authority I could do nothing decisive.

After the treachery of the Badoglio Government in Sep-

tember, 1943, I again acted very energetically. This time

Hitler was not as obstinate as in die past. He walked over to

a map and drew a line of demarcation on which, he said, he

might compromise with the Russians. When I asked for

authority, Hitler said he would have to think the matter over

until the following morning. But when the next day came,

nothing happened. The Fuhrer said he would have to con-

sider this more thoroughly. I was very disappointed, for I felt

that strong forces had again strengthened Hitler’s inflexible

attitude against an understanding with Stalin.

When Mussolini arrived at the Fiihrer’s headquarters after

his liberation, the Fuhrer told him, to my surprise, that he

wanted to settle with Russia, but when I thereupon asked for

instructions I again received no precise answer, and on the

following day the Fuhrer once more refused permission for

overtures to be made. He must have noticed how dejected I

was, for later he visited me in my quarters, and on leaving

said suddenly: ‘You know, Ribbentrop, if I settled with

Russia to-day I would only come to grips with her again
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to-morrow—I just can’t help it.’ I was disconcerted and
replied: This is not the way to conduct a foreign policy,

unless you want to forfeit confidence.’ My helplessness made
me regard the future with gloom.

On 30th August, 1944, 1 again submitted a memorandum
to the Fiihrer, asking for authorization to put out peace

feelers in all directions.

The memorandum opened with these words: ‘The object of

diplomacy is not to see that a nation goes down fighting

heroically, but rather to see that it survives. Thus every road
that leads to this goal is opportune and failure to take it must
be regarded as a damnable crime.’ This was a quotation

from Mein Rampf, which I had used on purpose as an open-

ing, to remind Hitler in his own words of the task of dip-

lomacy. I also wanted to remind him that we were about to

go down fighting heroically, and that he had always held that

diplomacy must try to prevent this. But this memorandum,
too, failed; I did not receive the authority for which I had
asked.

Soon afterwards Kleist let me know that the Russians, too,

had expressed a desire to make contact. I passed on this news
to the Fiihrer and was at last given permission to put out

feelers in Stockholm. I was somewhat sceptical about my
information, and felt that the wish was father to the thought.

But all I wanted was to have Hitler’s authority. In fact, no
Russian negotiator appeared.

I may mention here that—after Hitler had personally

always refused me permission to conduct direct peace talks

with the Russian Ambassadress in Stockholm—my wife

wrote to Hitler in the autumn of 1944. She offered to write

to Mme Kollontay, pretending that we were divorced so that

she could always be disavowed, in the hope of discovering

whether there was any possibility of serious peace talks with

Russia. Hitler also rejected this suggestion with the remark
that to want to discover the Russian attitude was ‘like touch-

ing a red-hot stove merely to find out whether it was hot’.

In January, 1945, 1 made a final effort. I told the Fiihrer

that I was prepared to fly to Moscow with my family to con-

vince Stalin of our true intentions and our sincerity; he might
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hold me and my family as a kind of pawn. Hitler’s only

reply was: ‘Ribbentrop, don’t do things like Hess.’

Thus ended the tragic chapter of my efforts to achieve

peace with Russia as a preliminary to the final ending of the

war by a compromise with the West.

I want to recount one event that happened during the last

few weeks of the war. One day, soon after the heavy air raids

on Dresden, Ambassador Hewel came over on the telephone

to say that the Fuhrer wanted to adopt a suggestion he had

received, that for every civilian who had been killed one

prisoner ofwar should be shot as a reprisal. Wehrmacht and

Party headquarters opposed this, but the Fuhrer was insisting

because the atrocities in Dresden, where tens of thousands of

women and children had been killed, were too terrible. The

Fuhrer, however, wanted to talk to me about the Geneva

Convention. I thereupon asked for an immediate audience.

Hitler awaited me in the garden of the Reich Chancellery.

I said that the suggestion must in no circumstances be acted

upon. I indicated the serious consequences, and made it

clear that I would not be a party to a breach of the Geneva

Convention. The Fuhrer grew very excited, cut me short, but

nevertheless gave instructions that the order to shoot should

not be issued. Our discussion had been short, but although

Hitler had said nothing final I knew that hewould not give the

order. Soon afterwards Ambassador Hewel arrived to say

that the Fuhrer had intended to give the order, against the

advice ofWehrmacht and Party, and that he had only desisted

on my representations.

Adolf Hitler regarded the war in the East as a battle of

nations for living space. The growing severity of the battle

for his great aims made him ever more inflexible. In the last

years suggestions of compromise brought forth fits of indig-

nation. His enormous overwork and responsibility impaired

his health—he lived on vitamin and hormone injections and
walked with a stoop—but the hardness of his character be-

came stubbornness, and it was impossible to discuss politics

calmly. He saw everything from the military angle. He no
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longer believed in the possibility of compromise. Who would

decide to-day whether he was right or I? At any rate, all my
soundings during the war years—via Switzerland, Stockholm

and finally through a contact man in Madrid—showed that

no serious peace talk was possible even before the demand for

unconditional surrender was proclaimed, either with Britain

or with America.

It has always been Germany’s tragic fate that she has had

to stop assaults from the East with her blood. This applied

to the battle of Troyes, to the wars against the Turks, whom
France brought to Europe, and to the present world war,

in which the Western Powers, by making war against Ger-

many, opened the door to Europe to the East.

Hitler was convinced to the end that this war was doubly

tragic because in this conflict between two worlds, the Orient

and the Occident, the West was stabbing in the back the very

nation that was fighting for Europe and the whole civilized

world.

Hitler did not want to believe in defeat. His measures be-

came all the more fierce. His belief m the efficiency of the

German soldier and the German worker became almost fana-

tical.

He told me repeatedly that our special weapons, first the

U-boats, then the V-weapons and the new aircraft, would

bring us victory in the end. He believed this even six weeks

before it was all over.

Hitler remained convinced that victory was possible while

there was a front. He was always talking of the coming

‘turn of the tide’. Probably he knew that the alternative was

surrender. He believed that the end of National Socialism

was equivalent to the bolshevization of Germany.
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CAUSES OF THE COLLAPSE

T
he loss of this war is specially tragic because we could

have won it.

' One of the reasons for defeat was undoubtedly the Red
/Army’s unexpected power of resistance, and this was due to

Stalin’s strong leadership and American supplies of arms.

Another vital factor was the enemy air force, which became
more and more effective as the war continued, until at last it

was able to destroy the European factories once we had lost

air domination.

Additional causes were: Italy’s military failure; the superior-

ity of the enemy’s anti-U-boat defences; the difficulties ex-

perienced in army organization; and the disastrous over-

lapping of functions in all the higher offices. Another short-

coming in our system of government, perhaps the most im-
portant one, was undoubtedly the failure of the Reich
Cabinet to meet and discuss matters under the chairman-
ship of the Fuhrer. Decisions thus formed in the bram of
one man, who often never heard the other side.

An important factor that must also be mentioned was
internal opposition. This grew in the higher civilian and
military offices, as the war became more serious. It extended
as high up as the Chief of Military Intelligence, and even at

times as the Chief of the General Staff, Ministers, senior

civil servants, generals and others.

174
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The opposition was numerically none too strong, but

nevertheless very effective because some of its members occu-

pied key positions in the Reich. \

I last spoke to Hitler one week before his death, and he

said then that the Luftwaffe problem was the real military

cause of the defeat. He had spoken to Goring over and over

again, but Goring, not being an engineer, knew too little

about types of aircraft. For instance, when the advent of the

four-engined American bomber was foreshadowed, Goring

had described it as the very type which he hoped the enemy

would use because it was the easiest to destroy. Hitler said

that he had endless discussions with Goring, in which their

opinions on aircraft types had differed fundamentally. But

Goring had thrown in the whole of his forceful personality,

and he, the Fuhrer, not being an expert, had been unable to

oppose Goring’s opinions with corresponding arguments.

ITie Luftwaffe had made no serious progress since 1940.

The Air Ministry had been tied up in red tape, and produc-

tion and the question of types had been governed by men
who knew too little about the engineering and economic

problems involved. As a result progress stopped.

I myself told the Fuhrer, after the heavy air raid on Ham-
burg in July, 1943, that we would have to ‘bring the Luft-

waffe up to scratch’, otherwise the war would be lost.-Un-
fortunately we did not succeed.

THE JEWISH PROBLEM
From the moment I joined the N.S.D.A.P. I tried to bring

about a revision of its anti-Semitic principles, or, at least,

to have the Jewish problem solved by way of evolution

through a ‘numerus clausus I also thought there was a

possibility thatmy hope for more tolerance would come true.

Germany undoubtedly had a Jewish problem even before

1933. Jews had gained considerable influence in many
sectors of the life of the nation. They were almost pre-

dominant in German cultural life, the Press, the cinema, the

stage and especially business and finance. A well-known

Frankfurt Jew and family friend of ours of long standing

frequently spoke to me about this at the time full of anxiety.
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He was worried lest the conduct of certain German and
immigrant Jews should lead to serious conflict sooner or later.

After the promulgation of the Nuremberg Laws in Septem-

ber, 1935, I had a long and detailed talk with the Fuhrer

about the Jewish question. It was soon after the conclusion

of the Naval Agreement with Britain; the Fuhrer had great

confidence in me, and I therefore pointed out the reper-

cussions these Laws would have abroad. His reply seemed

to me to indicate that the new legislation was intended to

be the concluding measure, and that the Jews, while very

much restricted in their scope, would retain an altogether

fair chance of existence in Germany. The subsequent general

attitude of Hitler and of Party headquarters up to 1936, when
I left for London, appeared to be not unfavourable to the

emergence of quiet toleration.

When in 1938 I returned to Berlin as Foreign Minister I

found an entirely new situation. The reaction of world

Jewry, especially in the U.S.A., to the Nuremberg Laws had
been strong, and the result had been the sharpest attacks on
National Socialist Germany, especially in the foreign Press.

This in turn had made the Fuhrer much harder. The vicious

circle had begun.

Following the murder by the Jew Grunspan of Legation

Counsellor vom Rath in our Paris Embassy, the well-known

excesses against Jews occurred in November, 1938. As soon

as I heard of them I went to the Obersalzberg and told

Hitler of the serious effect such illegal anti-Semitic measures

were bound to have on our own German people, and the in-

evitable political consequences. Hitler replied in deadly earn-

est that it was not always possible to determine the course of

events as one liked, and that everything would return to its

normal course. I had the impression that Hitler himself was
surprised by the extent of the reaction.

During the winter of 1938 to 1939 I repeatedly made vain

representations to the Fuhrer in favour of a complete return

to the situation as it existed before the excesses. I submitted

to him a plan which provided for the voluntary emigration of
Jews with permission to take with them part oftheir property.

In fact many Jews did emigrate at that time, although other
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countries, including the U.S.A., made the immigration of

German Jews very difficult.

After the outbreak of hostilities the propaganda war be-

tween National Socialist Germany and international Jewry

became increasingly bitter; this made Hitler even more in-

flexible and it became more and more difficult to talk to him

about the Jewish question. In spite of this I indicated to

him the great disadvantages from the point of view of foreign

policy of the anti-Jewish policy on several occasions. Ameri-

can propaganda, and even that of some neutral governments,

made great play with the Jewish question and made things

very difficult for us. Most of this propaganda originated in

the Anglo-American world. I always told Hitler that the

enmity ofworld Jewry appeared unnecessary, and that it was
tantamount to having an additional great Power as an enemy.

However, Hitler’s conviction that world Jewry had sys-

tematically prepared the war against Germany and was in

the end responsible for its outbreak became more and more
deeply rooted. In his view, the desired comprehensive settle-

ment with Britain had been foiled by the Jews alone, in that

country and in America. Moreover, before and after the

outbreak of the Russian war, Hitler believed that interna-

tional Jewry was also responsible for the communist threat

in the East, and that it had compelled Stalin to decide first

to defeat Germany by an attack from East and West and

then to bolshevize her.

I repeatedly advanced my contrary opinion: I was con-

vinced that the war had been caused by Britain’s hostility to

German aspirations. While Jewish influence may have con-

tributed, it had not been the primary cause. On the contrary

this lay in the anxiety of British imperialists to preserve the

balance of power in Europe. When discussing these ques-

tions with Hitler I recalled that in the era of Napoleon, when
the Jews exerted no appreciable influence in England (the

Rothschilds only rose to eminence after Waterloo), the

English nevertheless fought an embittered war against the

French Emperor; and later, Britain had proclaimed the Em-
peror Wilhelm II as her enemy, although he was a friend of

the German Jews.
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Hitler was immovable and always replied that I did not

understand this issue. He remained convinced that the war

had been brought about by the Jews of England and France,

and especially of the U.S.A. American Jews, who exercised

almost complete domination over the American Press, had

systematically prepared for war and driven Roosevelt into his

anti-German attitude. My proposals for a change in our

Jewish policy were rejected.

After the victory over Poland and France Hitler gave

Himmler jurisdiction over the Jews in occupied Europe. I

was only informed late and incompletely about his actions

for the resettlement in the East, first of German Jews, and

then of the Jews in the occupied territories. As late as 1944,

the Terezin (Theresienstadt) camp, for instance, was still

open to inspection by representatives of the International

Red Cross. Since the Foreign Office acted as the intermediary,

I received a report which described conditions as satis-

factory. I heard no details, and certainly not about other

camps, because the Fiihrer had given authority over these

exclusively to the Reichsfiihrer S.S. The Foreign Office was

told that these were matters of domestic administration, and

it was thereby expressly excluded from concerning itself with

Jewish questions.

When in 1943 I submitted to the Fiihrer a memorandum
with proposals for a change in our ecclesiastical and Jewish

policies, Hitler replied that he thoroughly disagreed with me
on all-matters. Nor did a subsequent talk, which was con-

ducted in a comparatively calm atmosphere, yield any posi-

tive result. Hitler said: ‘You understand foreign policy; the

Jewish question you do not understand. This question is best

understood by Goebbels. The Foreign Office can do nothing;

it is not its business.’ I nevertheless advanced every possible

argument to prove how our situation, which had become so

much more difficult through the worsening of the war, could

be eased by an ideological peace. Hitler replied: ‘That is

naive. You completely misunderstand the problem. This is

an ideological war between the Jewish-bolshevist world and
the world of nations, and it cannot be won in the field of

diplomacy; arms must decide,’
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The Foreign Office could only try to oppose the adoption

of extreme anti-Jewish measures, and it was often able to

exert a calming influence. Hitler, personally, gave few in-

structions to the Foreign Office on the Jewish question, and

those which he did send were generally concerned with

representations to friendly governments, asking that more
attention should be paid to the Jewish question, and that

Jews should be removed from important posts. But this, too,

always led to unpleasantness with our allies. Thus the Fixhrer

once sentme a message to the effect that a bigJewish espionage

and sabotage organization had been discovered in Italian-

occupied France, and instructed me to make serious repre-

sentations to Mussolini. In our diplomatic work in neutral

states it became increasingly apparent that the Jews were

working against us there.

In 1944, Hitler spoke even more of his conflict with Jewry

and he became fanatically obstinate. But never, down to

22nd April, 1945, when I last saw him in the Reich Chancel-

lery, did he ever mention the killing of Jews. That is why
even to-day I cannot believe that the Fiihrer ordered these

killings; I believe that Himmler presented him with accom-

plished facts.

VOLUNTARY ACCEPTANCE OF RESPONSIBILITY

The following is an extract from a letter which Ribbentrop,

while in Nuremberg, sent to theprosecution several weeks before

the beginning of the trial.

I assume that one reason for the trial is to determine

Germany’s war guilt. However, I believe that at this moment
and in present circumstances no court of any kind is likely to

be in a position to give a final judgment on causes of, and

events leading to, the outbreak of war. Such a judgment

would be delivered by representatives of Germany’s former

enemies, and even if such a court had the best will in the

world to proceed objectively, fairly and justly, its judgment

would in the last analysis remain subjective. To expect any

other would appear to me illogical and superhuman.

I also wonder whether, under present international law,
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such a court can claim jurisdiction and determine procedure

with regard to a former sovereign government, which is only

responsible to its own people; there would seem to be no law

on which judgment could be based, and to enact a retro-

spective law would conflict with general legal principles.

If Adolf Hitler were alive to-day he would personally

accept the entire responsibility for the consequences of this

war, and he would reject the idea that any of his followers

should share it with him. Adolf Hitler is dead, and others

must therefore be found responsible. If this apparent quest

for determining responsibility can be satisfied by voluntary

acceptance of responsibility by myself and perhaps by others

who served on the Fiihrer’s immediate staff, and if intended

trials of Germans can thereby be avoided, then I, as Hitler’s

former Foreign Minister, declare: I shall take this step and
alone accept responsibility voluntarily in place of all the

men and women of our regime who are now under arrest.

I am ready to do so, because I want to contribute to recon-

ciliation and future friendship between the American,

British, French and Russian peoples, on the one hand, and
the German people, on the other. For I believe that such

trials, far from contributing to reconciliation, would only

sow fresh hatred between the nations.

At the beginning of the evidence for Ribbentrop his counsel

made the following statement on his behalf:

As Reich Foreign Minister I had to carry out Hitler’s

directives and instructions in foreign affairs. For my actions

taken in the field of foreign affairs I accept full responsibility.

NUREMBERG WITNESSES
Thefollowing notes were written, not with a view to publica-

tion, butfor the information of counsel.

I understand that Herr von Weizsacker and Dr. Erich

Kordt now say that they had openly opposed me because of
the Fuhrer’s foreign policy. To this I would say: both Herr
von Weizsacker and Dr. Kordt expressed to me on innumer-
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able occasions their devotion and their satisfaction with

events. Hardly anyone congratulated me as cordially on
foreign policy successes as did these two men.

In the course of a diplomatic reshuffle I sent von Weiz-
sacker to the Vatican, because in Berlin I needed an Under-
secretary who was in a better position to negotiate with the

Party. Before he left for Rome, Herr von Weizsacker replied

in the most cordial terms to my address of thanks on the

occasion of my fiftieth birthday. If he disagreed with me on
principles of foreign policy, then he certainly never expressed

this to me in a major discussion. Any criticism behind my
back would reveal a curious character and would reflect

adversely on what opportunism now seems to prompt him to

declare. It should also be borne in mind that von Weizsacker

was only partially informed about foreign policy, and usually

not at all about the content ofmy discussions with the Fiihrer.

Although I did everything in my power to bring von Weiz-

sacker and the Fiihrer closer together, Hitler disliked him, and
there was nothing I could do. If Von Weizsacker maintains

that it was I who kept him away from the Fiihrer then it is

a distortion of the facts.

With Dr. Kordt I hardly discussed great problems of

policy. He was only concerned with current affairs. He, too,

never gave me to understand that he was in any way opposed
to our foreign policy. He was with me ever since 1934 and
for years seemed to share in my successes whole-heartedly.

I rather liked him, although now and then I could not quite

make him out. When he had been over-working I first sent

him on long leave and then to a foreign post in East Asia.

This had nothing to do with policy; Dr. Kordt’s position

was never sufficiently important for me to discuss matters of

principle with him.

It is sad to see these two men appearing as ‘witnesses’

against me. During the years in which they worked with me
they showed a very different side of themselves. However, in

the psychosis of these days any change of opinion seems

possible, and in view of the lack of character of many, far too

many, men nothing any longer surprises me. I am sure that

with only slight pressure from the prosecution almost any
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Foreign Office official will give the desired evidence against

me. This is sad, but alas true.

Interpreter Schmidt, to-day a prosecution witness for our

opponents, was not a senior official when I went to the

Foreign Office, but worked in the translating department. I

promoted him at a time when I was looking for an interpreter

for the Fiihrer. Earlier, I had myself interpreted for Hitler,

but he did not want me to do so. Schmidt was first tried out

with a few foreign visitors, and as he translated very well

the Fiihrer and I called him in more and more frequently. I

saw to it that, with the consent of the Fiihrer, he became a

higher civil servant. His uncommon talent naturally con-

solidated his position with the Fiihrer, but it was I who gave

him the chance of becoming Adolf Hitler’s celebrated in-

terpreter.

Later, in 1940 or 1941, 1 believe, I appointed Schmidt head

of my ministerial office, while retaining him as the Fiihrer’s

interpreter. His work remained non-political, being limited

to recording. I never talked with Schmidt about politics or

political plans, nor did the Fuhrer. He can only have had in-

direct knowledge ofsuch matters. To us he was and remained
an interpreter, and apart from this the head ofmy ministerial

office in Berlin, where he had to keep the files in order while

I was at my field headquarters, as I was throughout most of

the war.

In those years Schmidt always showed himself to be com-
pletely loyal. He never expressed to me a single word of

criticism of the regime, our foreign policy or the institutions

of the Third Reich. On the contrary, I always had the im-

pression that he was favourably disposed to all this and that

he felt extraordinarily happy in the part he played as the

internationally-known interpreter of the Fuhrer. Hitler

always accorded him privileged treatment.

Schmidt’s statement, in a memorandum that was read at

this trial, ‘that National Socialist foreign policy was from its

very beginning bent on dominating Europe’, is untrue;

Schmidt was in no position to judge. It is one more very sad

personal experience to see Schmidt allowing the allied pro-
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secution (Sir David Maxwell Fyfe) to call him as a witness

against Germans.

Ambassador Gaus was my closest collaborator for years.

He worked with me even while Herr von Neurath was still

Foreign Minister. In those years I considered him intelligent

and experienced, and above all a decent man; I valued highly

the fact that he supported me in the sometimes rather difficult

situations which arose between myself and some officials

in the Ministry. When I became Foreign Minister I made
Gaus one of die principal men on my staff, and I recom-
mended him to the Fuhrer as a Party member, although his

wife was half-Jewish; I also recommended him for the Party
Order in Gold on account ofhis loyal co-operation. Although
the Fuhrer declined to act on this recommendation, he gave
me his photograph for Gaus, inscribed with a very cordial

dedication. Gaus thanked me with tears m his eyes, which
seemed to show how greatly moved he was. He said: ‘Herr

Minister, I thank you; I have now been in the Foreign Office

for twenty-five years and this is the first recognition I have
received.’ I always supported Gaus against the Party, which
intervened repeatedly because of his wife. As late as 1944 I

stopped attacks against them both once and for all by writing

the sort of report one can only write about a very close and
efficient colleague. This report can no doubt be found in the

personnel files of the Party Chancellery.

With Gaus I discussed all great questions of policy. He
saw all my memoranda to the Fuhrer; often I discussed their

contents with him before dictating them. There was no im-

portant incoming or outgoing telegram, no instruction to our

representatives abroad that was at all significant, which Gaus
did not see, discuss with me or even draft in part. Before

and during the war Gaus, as my principal assistant, played

his part with me in all actions in the field of foreign policy.

As a matter of principle I even consulted him before seeking

the Under-Secretary’s advice. When, on my recommenda-
tion, the Fuhrer appointed him ambassador, I gave him
seniority among ambassadors in the Office.

Gaus was aware of all my severe differences of opinion
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with Hitler throughout the years. He is about the only person

who often saw me return from the Fuhrer almost in despera-

tion, because so many people were meddling in foreign

affairs, because my efforts to change the ecclesiastical and

Jewish policies had failed, or because I was unable to induce

the Fuhrer to put out peace feelers. These differences I dis-

cussed only with Gaus, for knowledge of them could not be

allowed to spread; to the outside world raison d’dtat com-

pelled me to show a different face.

When in 1942 1 returned from my serious dispute with the

Fuhrer I described the entire scene to Gaus, and he replied

that in war the resignation of the Foreign Minister would be

a catastrophe, which I must in no circumstances inflict on the

Fuhrer and the country.

If, as my counsel who talked to him has told me, Gaus is

behaving so contemptibly as to put himself entirely at the

disposal of the prosecution, this is the saddest of all my sad

experiences. If he told the truth he would render a better

service to the German cause and to himself.

HENDERSON
Acting according to my conception of raison d’etat, I never

as much as hinted to outsiders that there were internal dis-

putes, for I did not want to prejudice a diplomatic solution;

this made it easy for our enemy to dub me as a Foreign Minis-

ter favouring a ‘strong course’ or even as a member of a ‘war

party’. British propaganda to this effect was understandable,

but unhappily German circles also engaged in it, and I

believe that even Dr. Goebbels was one of those who, for

personal reasons, were not averse to spreading the story that

I had wanted war with England because I had been ‘badly

treated in London’.

Sir Nevile Henderson, the former British Ambassador,

marches in the van of those who have tried to evade historical

facts by casting aspersions on me personally. He did so in his

book. Failure ofa Mission, which, published during the war,

even then had a not inconsiderable propagandist effect.

I am compelled to deal with some of its worst distortions

and untruths, for Henderson’s account now constitutes a
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cornerstone of the thesis of Germany’s war guilt. Henderson
accuses me of having conducted a ‘selfish policy’ and of
having given the Fuhrer ‘disastrous advice’ in the Polish
crisis, for I had told him that England would not go to war
over Poland. This was the burden of the book’s argument,
which was to prove the war guilt of Hitler, myself and Ger-
many.
The contrary is the truth, and this has been proved to the

world even by the Nuremberg Trial. I need only refer to
Document TC 75 and to the fact that marching orders to the
German army were stopped on 25th August, 1939. I also

urged Henderson to recommend to his Government a more
conciliatory attitude.

It is significant that the prosecution dropped Henderson’s
widely-spread accusation that I had given bad advice to
Hitler. Instead the indictment accused me of having known
that England would fight and of having nevertheless done
nothing to settle the crisis of August, 1939—a contention
which has long been disproved by documents.
Another remark by Henderson clearly reveals his slander-

ous intention. According to him I had, when Ambassador
in London in 1937, ‘intrigued’ against the appointment of
Baron von Neurath as the German representative at the cor-

onation.

The opposite is true, for I specially recommended von
Neurath’s appointment because I thought this would benefit

Anglo-German relations. It was Hitler who refused, and only
at my urgent request did he in the end decide to designate a
special representative, namely, Field Marshal von Blomberg.
The Italians sent no one to represent their King because ofthe
quarrel over Spain.

Henderson attributed my non-existent ‘intrigue’ against

von Neurath to my fear that he would ‘show up’ my failure

as Ambassador in London. Coming from a diplomatist this

statement is almost naive, for the reason why my mission in

London could not succeed was that British policy was anti-

German, which is now known to everyone. Had I advised

Hitler to desist from building up Germany’s strength out of
consideration for England, then I would have been persona

14
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gratissima in London; Henderson himself would have given

me the German salute and would have become my friend.

But I was an advocate of a Germany that would be strong

and allied with England as an equal. For this reason I was

personally attacked, not only politically, but also by the

spreading of invented stories. However logical or under-

standable this may have been for British war guilt propagan-

dists, it is sad to see Germans spreading this gossip.

One of Henderson’s remarks is especially rash and non-

sensical. He says that my failure in London would have

prompted the Fuhrer to recall me far sooner than he did,

had he had another suitable post for me. Hitler had only

made me Foreign Minister because I could ‘do less harm in

Berlin’ than in London. How lacking in commonsense a

man must be to say such a thing! Germany’s increasing

strength was unpopular in England, and no diplomatist in

the world could have made it popular in the circumstances

then prevailing. If the Fuhrer had rejected my appreciation

of foreign affairs, he would certainly not have considered

making me Foreign Minister. In the same breath Henderson

says that no one speeded up the outbreak ofwar more than I,

but this is disproved by his own reports to Lord Halifax, as

published in the British Blue Book, and by evidence given

at the Nuremberg Trial. According to Henderson I had men-
tioned to the Pohsh Ambassador ‘dictatorial conditions’

which Hitler was graciously to grant the Poles. In reality,

we negotiated with the Poles throughout the winter, showing

angelic patience, and Lipski’s communication—made as

soon as Poland was sure of the British guarantee in March,
1939—to the effect that any attempt to pursue the problem
of Danzig and the Corridor any further would mean war
came as a complete surprise to us. The account of this in

Henderson’s book clearly reveals his insincerity.

On 25th August, 1939, Henderson telegraphed to Viscount
Halifax at 7 p.m.:

‘Among various points mentioned by Herr Hitler were:

that he had no interest in making Britain break her word to

Poland; that he had no wish to be small-minded in any
settlement with Poland; and that all he required for an
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agreement with her was a gesture by Britain to indicate that

Poland would not be inflexible.

‘After I had left, Herr von Ribbentrop sent Dr. Schmidt
to the Embassy with the text of a verbal statement and also a
message from him to the effect that Herr Hitler had always
and still wished for an agreement with Britain and begging
me to urge His Majesty’s Government to take the offer to
heart and treat it very seriously.’

Why has Henderson omitted this particular telegram from
his book? There can only be one reason: it would have
revealed my desire for a peaceful settlement with Britain,

and that would not have fitted into this tendentious pub-
lication.

Henderson’s temerity when he says that he did not under-
stand the Fuhrer’s proposals of 30th August, which I read
to him at the eleventh hour, must cause surprise, for it is now
definitely known that the essential points of these proposals
had been correctly telegraphed to London only two hours
after our talk, and that they were available in Warsaw on the
morning of 31st August, at the latest.

Equally incorrect is Henderson’s further statement that

by 31st August Hitler no longer wanted direct talks with
Poland. If, in the afternoon of that day, the Polish Ambas-
sador had been authorized to receive our proposals, the
Fuhrer would undoubtedly have instructed me to negotiate

with Lipski, and the crisis would have been resolved.

In the whole of Henderson’s book I have found only one
expression indicating sincerity, for the Ambassador states

that he is ‘biased’. This applies to every one of his words.
The only thing that can be said in Henderson’s favour is

that he was a very sick man. I always tried to negotiate with
him in a matter-of-fact and decent manner, but that proved
very difficult. Henderson always thought of himself as an
instrument of classic British policy; he was always ready to

accept personal responsibility for any untruth if he believed

that he would thereby be doing his country a service.

Henderson’s book is an obvious propaganda publication,

written for the purpose of saddling Germany with the sole

guilt of having caused the Second World War; it is in line
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with this that he denigrates me personally against his better

judgment, and compares me with Count Berchtold.

Only one of his remarks, which is meant to be ironical,

contains an accurate judgment and in fact hits the nail on the

head. Henderson says that when Hitler appeared before the

bar of history he would say that he would have spared

Europe the terror of a war, provided the Poles had accepted

his reasonable and generous terms. This is in fact so, for

the Poles would undoubtedly have agreed to the return of

Danzig to the Reich, and to the Autobahn across the Cor-
ridor, had the British Government not giventhem a guarantee.

This book by Henderson, in which all the important

statements have been disproved a thousand times, was in-

cluded in the list of ‘documents’ which the International

Military Tribunal accepted as evidence.

CIANO
Further evidence of my participation in a conspiracy to

prepare aggressive war was provided by the diary of the

former Italian Foreign Minister, Count Ciano; it was listed

as document PS 2989.

Repeated applications by my counsel at Nuremberg did

not lead to the discovery of the original of this diary. I know
for certain that there are at least two diaries by Ciano, one
of which I saw the Fiihrer with as early as 1943. That diary

certainly did not contain an entry according to which I was
supposed to have told Ciano in Berchtesgaden on 12th

August, 1939: ‘We want war.’ On the other hand, that diary

attributed to me most derogatory remarks about Japan. At
that time an investigation for treason against Mussolini was
already proceeding, and Ciano used his diary to blackmail
others. He sent a message to the Fiihrer stating that a copy
of the diary was in the custody of his friend, the Spanish
Ambassador in Rome, and would be published if anything
happened to him.

One of Ciano’s diaries is certainly a forgery. It was not
possible to find out from which manuscript the photo-
copies were taken which were submitted in Nuremberg. It is

not even certain whether the book from which the photo-
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copies were taken was in fact written by Count Ciano, since

only the accuracy of the translation, not the genuineness of the

diary, was vouched for. If the photo-copies really reproduced

Ciano’s notes they would show that he did not keep a con-

tinuous diary, but that he made entries at a later date, in other

words, he himselfwas partially guilty of forgery. For instance,

entries dated 3rd and 4th December, 1941, refer to events of

8th December, 1941, and so on. At Nuremberg this diary was

to prove that I intended and desired to start the war against

Poland.

Presumably the whole diary was re-written several times by

Count Ciano in order to create a cast-iron ‘peace alibi’ for

himself and to bring out as a contrast my own and the

Fuhrer’s ‘lust for war’. These passages were not, of course,

contained in the first version, because he was then anxious

to secure his position, which was threatened as a result of the

politically obscure part he had played for years. Without a

doubt Ciano maintained permanent contact with the enemy.

Ciano was not only jealous and vain, but also deceitful

and unreliable. He did not set great store by truthfulness,

which made personal and official intercourse with him diffi-

cult. The manner in which he betrayed Mussolini, his own
father-in-law, in the Fascist Council in July, 1943, clearly

showed his reprehensible character. The Duce told me later

that no one had ever told him so many lies as Ciano—and

this for years—and he was probably also to blame for the

corruption and consequent splitting of the Fascist Party.

In the version of the so-called ‘diary’ that was accepted as

evidence at Nuremberg the record of our conference in Berch-

tesgaden on 12th and 13th August, 1939, is certainly com-

pletelywrong. After the conflictwhich arose fromthe so-called

‘Danzig customs officers’ dispute’, the Fiihrer had instructed

me to warn Ciano that the Polish situation was serious. I was

to tell the Italian Foreign Minister that the Fiihrer would not

tolerate Polish provocations much longer and that Poland

would at last have to make her position clear.

On that 12th August, 1939, there was already a possibility

that we would arrive at a settlement with Russia. Having

Italy, herself strong because Mussolini was at the helm, as
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her staunch ally, Japan as her friend, and a settlement with

Russia, Germany had created conditions which made it by
no means fanciful to imagine that Poland would after all sit

down at a table and agree to a negotiated solution. Now it

was decisive that Britain should recognize the Fuhrer’s resolve

to establish clearly defined relations between himself and
Poland.

The well-known indiscretions of Italian court and Govern-

ment circles made it imperative for us that Count Ciano

should be convinced of the Fuhrer’s resolve and should

report this to Mussolini. Any impression that the Fuhrer

was undecided over the Polish question would immediately

have been reported via Rome to London, and thence to

Warsaw, and this would have made any diplomatic solu-

tion impossible from the outset. This was the reason for

the very precise instruction to me not to allow any
doubt to arise in Ciano’s mind concerning Hitler’s resolve.

But I never said to Ciano: ‘We want war.’ It is significant

that these words only appear in the introduction to the ver-

sion of Ciano’s diary which was used as evidence at Nurem-
berg. There can thus be no doubt that they were interpolated

later, perhaps not even by Ciano himself.

I still remember clearly what I really said to Count Ciano
on that occasion. What I said was that the Fuhrer had had
enough of Polish provocations. Poland would have to give

a clear answer, and Danzig must return to the Reich. The
Fuhrer’s demands were moderate, but the situation was
being aggravated by the Poles, who apparently wanted to

create an accomphshed fact in Danzig. The Fuhrer was
therefore resolved to settle the Danzig question one way or

the other. My task was to make it clear to Ciano before he
saw the Fuhrer that the situation was serious. The Fuhrer
himself said what remained to be said. I then asked Ciano on
behalf of the Fuhrer not to insist on a communique, adding
expressly that I still hoped for a diplomatic settlement pre-

cisely because the Fuhrer was so firmly resolved.

Ciano was certainly not delighted with what the Fuhrer
told him, but he made no objections, except to point out that

Italy was militarily not ready to fight in the event of an
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armed conflict. I did not like having to ask Ciano for a
further proof of Italy’s friendship, for twice before—in
connection with Austria and the Sudetenland settlement

—

Mussolini had stood by us. Now I had to ask Italy to do this

a third time.

Ciano alleges that I had a ‘bad conscience’ because I had
so often ‘lied’ about German intentions in Poland, and that I

was embarrassed because I had to state what ‘action I was
now preparing’. I had no bad conscience, for I had never
‘lied’ about Poland. I had always said, and was convinced,
that Germany wanted a peaceful settlement with Poland.
Moreover, Count Ciano concealed the fact that he was fully

aware of the increased tension between Germany and Poland
since March, 1939. Nor was it unknown to him that both
sides had declared that a fait accompli in Danzig would be
regarded as a casus belli.

I still remember a significant incident which happened at

the railway station before Ciano’s departure. He had in-

vited me to Albania to shoot duck, and as I saw him off I

said I would like to go in the autumn, whereupon Ciano
remarked: ‘I wonder whether the party will come off? Judg-
ing by what the Fuhrer told me, I gather another kind of

’

shooting may be in progress by then.’ I replied, fully con-
vinced and cordially: ‘If everything happens as I want it to

we shall shoot duck.’

, Sir Nevile Henderson’s propaganda book and Count
Ciano’s forged diary were treated as ‘documents’ in the

Nuremberg Trial. Although they probably convinced no one,
they were used as ‘evidence’ against me.

THE NUREMBERG COURT AND JUDGMENT
In the last days ofhis life Ribbentrop made afew briefnotes

about the Nuremberg Court and the death sentence it had
passed on him.

The Nuremberg Trial carries neither legal nor political

conviction, for the following reasons:

(1) Only the victorious Powers were represented on the

Court, which was interested in securing convictions. They
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were judges in their own cause, which conflicts with the very

conception of law.

(2) The convictions were based on a statute that had been

enacted ex post facto

;

this violated another fundamental

legal principle: no punishment without a law.

(3) The alleged ‘conspiracy’ was clearly proved untrue at

the trial, but even so there were convictions on this count.

(4) Another thing was proved. Assuming Germany’s

action against Poland to have amounted to ‘aggressive war’,

then the Soviet Union was an accomplice. Russia having

been a co-aggressor, no Russian judge was qualified to pass

judgment on an alleged crime of which his own state was
guilty. History will therefore come to the conclusion that

the com! was improperly constituted. Quite apart from the

question of ‘aggressive war’, the evidence at Nuremberg has

revealed that the causes leading to the war went back much
farther, namely to Versailles.

(5) The defence had no fair chance to defend German
foreign policy. Our prepared application for the admission

of evidence was not allowed. I was refused permission to

describe the decisively important developments leading up
to the war. Halfof the 300 documents which the defence had
prepared were not admitted, without good cause being

shown. Witnesses and affidavits were only admitted after

the prosecution had been heard; most of them were rejected.

For instance, statements by some policeman or private in-

dividual who had served on a government commission were

admitted as official evidence, but correspondence between

Hitler and Chamberlain, reports by ambassadors and diplo-

matic minutes, etc., were rejected. Only the prosecution, not

the defence, had access to German and foreign archives. The
prosecution only searched for incriminating documents and
their use was biased; it knowingly concealed exonerating

documents and withheld them from the defence. In cross-

examination tricks and so-called ‘surprise documents’ were
used; there was no fair chance to give a considered reply.

(6) The defendants are not responsible for the atrocities.

Those who committed them, or were responsible for them,

are dead. This applies, in particular, to the killing of Jews,
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which, as was clearly proved at the trial, were kept absolutely

secret and were not known to the defendants. Meanwhile,

the other side, especially the East, has committed atrocities

against Germans which are in no way less terrible than the

killings of Jews. Judges who are citizens of states which

committed or tolerated such atrocities—especially after the

war, cannot be conceded the right to judge Germans.

(7) Every German who is convicted as a result of political

justice is an obstacle to the reconciliation which is so urgently

needed between the German and the Western nations. The
Soviets will reap the benefit; for, not without reason, these

trials are regarded as an American business.

Ribbentrop also made the following notes concerning the

findings in the Nurembergjudgment.

(1) The Court alleged that in my memorandum of 2nd

January, 1938 (TC 75), I suggested methods to prevent

England and France from intervening in a European war

fought to bring about a change of the status quo in the East.

I did not mention a war in the East.

(2) The Court alleged that when I became Foreign Minis-

ter Hitler had mentioned to me the contingency of a solution

of territorial problems through ‘some sort of show down’

or ‘military settlement’. This can be proved by no document

or witness.

(3) The Court alleged that in connection with the Austrian

question I had, following my telephone conversation with

Goring, spoken to representatives of the British Government;

from this it deduces ‘duplicity’. This allegation is also false,

for after telephoning to Goring I had no more talks in

London.

(4) The Court alleges that my negotiations with the

British Ambassador between 25th and 30th August, 1939,

clearly showed my intention to induce Britain to break her

promise to Poland. Documents and witnesses have dis-

proved this; besides, even if true, why should it be punish-

able? The court cited a discussion of 6th June, 1944, which

—

as Goring also stated—did not take place at all.

(5) The Court refers to the killing of a French general by
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way of reprisal for the killing of a German general in similar

circumstances. The Court knew very well that I had made
representations against this plan with Hitler, that the legal

department of the Foreign Office had been called in on my
behalf, and had always advocated the observance of the

Geneva Convention in all circumstances.

(6) Equally untenable is the Court’s allegation that I

should have been responsible for actions contrary to inter-

national law said to have been committed in France and Den-

mark. The Danish events have been dealt with in detail in an

affidavit by the witness Best, but this, along with other docu-

ments, was not considered by the Court.

(7) The allegation that I had played an important part in

the ‘final solution’ (a term which I heard mentioned here in

Nuremberg for the first time) of the Jewish problem is also a

free invention. The opposite is true. Several witnesses have

made detailed statements on these matters. These documents,

too, were not considered by the Court with reference to this

question.

I have always advocated the observance of the Geneva
Convention, I was instrumental in the unshackling of British

prisoners-of-war, I prevented the branding of Russian

prisoners, and I intervened decisively against the plan to

shoot 10,000 enemy prisoners-of-war, mainly airmen, after

the air raid on Dresden. This spared us a catastrophe among
prisoners just before the end of the war. Then, as always, I

expressed the opinion that the question of terror raids could

only be considered within the framework of the Geneva Con-
vention. For some time Hitler considered the possibility of
denouncing the Convention as a reprisal for the air raids on
German towns.

In my talks with Hitler I always advocated an evolutionary

settlement of the Jewish question, that is to say, a moderating
amendment to the Jewish legislation. There was probably
no one in the Party who expended so much nervous energy

on this question, both in conversations with Hitler and in the

writing of memoranda. My general humane principles and
my inner convictions made me do so as a matter of course.
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During the war I made repeated efforts in favour of the

opening of peace negotiations, and I cannot be blamed for

the failure of these efforts.

Some of the defendants in the dock have incriminated me.

I could have said much, but I desisted because the German
cause always came, and still comes, first and foremost with

me; mutual recriminations in such a situation could only

harm the nation.

The past year has been hard—not least because of the dis-

putes with my counsels to whom I had to explain at every

conference that I could say nothing against Adolf Hitler

before this enemy Court.

I have frequently thought that it would have been better if,

at the end of April, 1945, Hitler had granted my request that

he should send a Storch aircraft to Nauen so that I could take

part in the final battle for Berlin. That would have spared me
captivity and much else. Looking back, however, I am never-

theless glad that I was able to defend German foreign policy

at the trial, at least to the extent to which my health and the

restrictive procedural regulations permitted. Although I was
frequently cut short, and although not even half of my
evidence was admitted, this fact may turn out to be of use in

the future, despite the verdict.

Although during the trial many points have been clarified

which show my role in a true light, thejudgment took none of

this into consideration; if it had, nothing would have re-

mained of the entire contention relating to Germany’s war
guilt.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Nuremberg indictment again contended that Hitler

aimed at world domination, but I can testify to the world

that the Fuhrer never mentioned this to me. On the contrary,

his mind was occupied from the beginning with the fateful

question of the Occident; will the national states of Europe

be able, in this great social revolution of our time, to stand

up to bolshevism advancing from the East and resist its de-
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mand for total power? Hitler was convinced that this de-

cision depended solely on Germany.

It is more than unjust, it is nonsensical, that the victors

should now make the German people pay for what, in their

opinion, is the guilt of its former leaders. It should not be

forgotten that National Socialism rose to power because

after the First World War Germany was not given a chance

and was allowed to drift towards the precipice economically

and politically. The Second World War broke out not least

because Hitler, too, was not allowed to secure the political

and economic basis for the existence of the Reich by friendly

agreements with its neighbours. For years he tried to counter-

act the danger from the East by concluding an alliance with

Britain. The Naval Agreement of 1935 and the waiving of

claims to Alsace-Lorraine were, among other things, an
earnest of the intentions of German foreign policy; they

showed that Germany was ready to make sacrifices. But

Britain could not be won over. She regarded Germany’s
growing strength, not as a reasonable correction of Versailles

and as a safeguard against the East, but only as a threat to

the ‘balance of power’.

I worked for an understanding between Germany, Prance
and Britain for twenty years of my life, and l^ter wrestled,

with Britain to achieve the alliance. Up to the last hour I

made efforts to avoid the outbreak of war. But Britain, fully

resolved to prevent the further growth of Germany’s strength,

concluded her alliance with Poland. This made a peaceful

German-Polish settlement impossible.

It is Europe’s tragedy that an Anglo-German understand-

ing failed and that war broke out over a question, the settle-

ment of which, taking a broad view, was in the interests of
Europe and thus also of Britain.

After the winter of 1940 to 1941 Hitler’s actions were
determined by the fear that the two greatest world Powers
might fight against Germany on two fronts. The purpose of
the Three-Power Pact was to remove this threat; it was to

keep the U.S.A. out of the war and bring the interests of the

Soviet Union into harmony with the other three Powers, for

it was hoped that Russia would adhere to the Pact
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efforts of German diplomacy failed because of the attitude
adopted by the U.S.A. and the demands made by Russia ;

these the Fiihrer could not accept because he considered

them intolerable for Germany and Europe. I had a different

conception, namely, to achieve peace with Britain by diplo-

matic means, but I could not bring about its acceptance.

Once the formidable might of the East had become apparent,

Hitler coined this phrase in a conversation with me: the day
would come, he said, when the West would understand why
he had rejected Russia’s demands and had decided to attack

the East. He was convinced that no diplomacy could change
the absolute necessity of this development.

When I proposed peace talks with the Soviet Union he
replied: Stalin was a great enemy; there could be no com-
promise in this great battle against communist, ideology.

He regarded it as the tragedy of this war that in his battle

against the East the West was detracting from his strength.

When I proposed a departure from National Socialism or a
change of certain of its principles, and when I advocated

limitation by being content with a smaller Reich, Hitler

replied that this would sooner or later lead to Germany’s
disintegration. Of this he was convinced, and this, coupled

with Britain’s attitude and the ideological hostility of the rest

of the world, absolutely determined the course of German
foreign policy. History will have to speak the final word.

Soon after the First World War historians had to admit

that the contention of Germany’s war guilt could not be
sustained; in the same way, fair-minded historians of the

future will not be able to dispute that the true causes of the

Second World War should not be sought in the lust for war
or aggressive intentions of the German people or its leaders.

Understanding Anglo-Saxon and American statesmen after

the First World War came to recognize the significance of

the German problem of existence for the Western world;

but they were unable to convince their compatriots. This

question, which is of the greatest importance for the deter-

mination of war guilt, has again become acute and is being

asked to-day.
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The world should learn from the past. The German
nation was beaten and contained in the narrowest space.

Is it not inevitable that such heavy and terrible pressure

eventually generates counter-pressure? Is the same mistake

really to be made a second time? Ought one not to be more
intelligent now, and go to the economic and thus to the poli-

tical roots of the difficulties in Central Europe, and give Ger-

many a chance? A contented Germany offers the best guaran-

tee of peace. It is to be hoped that this time the governments

of the victorious states may choose the right road in time.



XI

From the Last Letters

To Annelies von Ribbentrop 5th October, 1946

. . Everyone knows that the verdict is quite untenable, but

I happen to have been Adolf Hitler’s Foreign Minister and
political considerations therefore call for my conviction.

Fate willed that my principal witness, Adolf Hitler, is dead.

Were he able to give evidence, the whole verdict would
collapse. As it is, I must bear the fate of the followers of such

a mighty and perhaps demoniac personality . . .

Many of the events were bound to happen; when Hitler

recognized that his original idea, the creation of a powerful

Reich of all Germans allied to Britain, could not be realized,

he tried to build and secure this Reich with his own military

resources. In this way he created for himself a world of

enemies. I, too, wanted a strong Germany, but I hoped to

achieve it gradually, by diplomatic means, which would

become possible as a result of the growing strength of the

Reich. I do not think that I could have tried harder than I

did to have my course followed.

I did not want to tell this Court of the serious disputes

which I had with Adolf Hitler. Had I done so, the German
people would rightly have said: ‘What kind of man is this?

He was Hitler’s Foreign Minister and now, for selfish reasons,

he turns against him before a foreign court.’ You must under-

stand this, however difficult it is for the two of us and the

children. But I could and would not have lived without

enjoying the respect of decent Germans, especially without

self-respect . . .

I therefore beheve that ... for all that has happened Adolf

Hitler will go down in history as the man who roused the

nations of Europe to resist the danger in the East. . . . History

will have to say the last word.
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To Annelies von Ribbentrop 6th October, 1946

. . . Your mother once said to me that she hoped I was a
second Talleyrand— you know that such gambling would
have benefited no one, except perhaps Himmler. I could not

have borne the thought of having thus contributed to the

death of a single German soldier. Once the enemy had de-

cided on unconditional surrender, anysuch action irrespective

by whom could only have led to collapse. To accept such re-

sponsibility would have demanded super-human qualities.

And so, to-day, I am one of those who has been ground be-

tween the mill-stones of world history . . .

Tb Annelies von Ribbentrop 8th October, 1946

The terrible psychosis which this collapse has caused is

making many people waver. But you must always remember
that any kindness we may have shown others in past years

means nothing, compared with any kindness others show us

now. This means incomparably more than the good we were
able to do for others in the past, for then we risked nothing,

but those who stand by us to-day risk a great deal. This will

change again, but to-day it is a fact.

To Rudolf von Ribbentrop 14th October, 1946

My dear Rudolf—I shall go on my last journey unbroken,
in the knowledge that I have done all I could as a German
patriot. As far as Adolf Hitler would accept any advice on
foreign affairs, I have always given such advice as I considered

it my duty to give. I never considered anything but the wel-

fare of Germany, and I worked for it day and night. This
truth will again be known one day . .

.

Parting from all of you is very, very difficult—but it has
to be, and so we must not complain. Stick together firmly in

happiness and sorrow, and believe me when I tell you that I

shall always be with you and surround you with all my love.

I embrace you, my dear boy. . .

.

To Annelies von Ribbentrop 15th October, 1946

... I wanted to help Adolf Hitler create a strong and
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prosperous Germany, but the Fiihrer and his nation have
foundered. Millions have fallen. The Reich is destroyed and
our people lies prostrate. Is it, then, not right, not because
of the Nuremberg verdict, pronounced by alien judges, but
in the spirit of higher justice, that I, too, should fall?

I am perfectly composed and will hold my head high what-
ever happens, for this I owe to the tradition of my family,
and to myself, the former German Foreign Minister.
You, my beloved wife, must now devote your stout heart,

and all the love which you bestowed on me, to our children!
I know I can rely on you. You may be sure that this is my
last consolation.

Proud and unbroken, and in the firm belief in an eternal
life, I shall go on my way.

I again touch your dear head and look deep into your eyes,
with all the unending love which one human being can have
for another.

Farewell—Auf Wiedersehen in another world. God be with
you.

Shorthand note on 1 6th October, 1946

May God protect Germany. It is my last desire that
German unity should be preserved and that East and West
should reach agreement on this.
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DOCUMENT IV (NUREMBERG TC75)

Strictly Confidential and Personal Conclusions

concerning the report * German Embassy London

A5522’ on thefuture ofAnglo-German Relations

Berlin 2.1.1938

S
ince Germany does not commit herself to the status quo

in Central Europe and armed conflict is possible in

Europe sooner or later, the hope of an understanding with

pro-German English politicians—as far as they are not simply

playing a pre-arranged part to-day—-is bound to disappear.

This poses the crucial question: Are Germany and Britain

bound to drift into opposing camps and one day to march
against each other again? To answer this question the follow-

ing should be realized:

The changing of the status quo in the East, which Germany
desires, can only be effected by force. As long as France

knows that Britain, which has, as it were, underwritten the

German risk to France, stands by her side, it is probable, and
certainly possible, that France will come to the aid of her

Eastern allies; war between Germany and England is therefore

equally probable or possible. This is so, even if England
should be reluctant to fight, for she considers the Rhine as a

frontier which she must defend; so that France at war would
automatically involve Britain. In other words, France can
virtually force England into a war with Germany by herself

waging war agamst Germany. It follows that an Anglo-

German war, waged in support of France, can only be avoided
if France realizes from the outset that Britain’s strength is

insufficient to secure a common victory. Such a situation

might compel Britain, and therefore France, to acquiesce

in events which a strong Britain allied with a strong France
would never tolerate. This might, for instance, happen if

Britain found herself insufficiently re-armed or her military

forces committed by a superior group ofPowers (for instance,

Germany, Italy and Japan) threatening her Empire, when she
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would be unable to give France sufficient aid in Europe, her

own military forces being tied up elsewhere. The grouping
ofPowers depends on such future developments as our policy

of alliances and on the future of Britain’s relations with the

U.S.A. It would be unfavourable for England if she were to

find herself alone and insufficiently armed when confronted

by the said group of Powers. Of course, this group would
have to be firmly constructed, and France and England would
have to be left in no doubt that Italy and Japan were firmly

with us and that if need be the common forces of this group
of Powers would strike simultaneously. Italy and Japan are

as much interested in a strong Germany as we are in a strong

Italy and Japan. In recent years they had been able to ex-

pand greatly owing to the existence of the new Germany.
By reminding them of this and by indicating the other ob-

jects which might be achieved jointly in the future, it should

be possible to persuade these two Powers to declare their

solidarity with us at an opportune moment. It is possible

that Britain would then stop France from intervening in a
conflict between her Eastern allies and Germany so as to

localize the conflict and not to be compelled by such French
intervention -to defend her Empire under unfavourable con-

ditions in as many as three theatres—East Asia, the Mediter-

ranean and Europe. I do not believe that England would
risk a battle for the existence of her Empire over a local

central European problem, even if Germany were to emerge

substantially stronger from such a conflict. In this event

France would hardly dare to assault Germany’s Western

defences unaided. The matter might well depend on the speed

withwhich such a central European problem could be brought

to a victorious end. In the event of a lightning success, I

certainly do not believe that the West would intervene. If the

conflict went on for some time the enemy states might well

conclude that they had after all over-estimated Germany’s

strength and this could bring Western intervention nearer.

For these reasons we should, in my view, further strengthen

the Berlin-Rome Axis and the Berhn-Rome-Tokyo triangle

and persuade other states to join this group. The stronger

our group of friends the more likely would it seem for Britain
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and France to stand aside in a possible conflict involving

Germany in central Europe; we could then reap the advantage

of its remaining localized. I believe that we should make
these friendships firmer and firmer and even add new ones to

those which already exist. Flandin, the former French Pre-

mier, recently published an article in which he mentioned two

groups of states—Germany, Italy and Japan, on the one hand,

and the two democracies, Britain and France, and Russia, on
the other—both of which were striving to win over to their

side as many states as possible. Britain has already made suc-

cessful efforts in this direction. Portugal, for instance, is again

quickly drawing closer to England—Austen Chamberlain’s

former private secretary (Selby) arrived there recently—and
in Turkey, Sir Percy Lorraine, one of Britain’s most able

diplomatists, has exerted a strong influence in England’s

favour. It would thus appear that Flandin obtained his

information from his English friends. Above all, Britain will

continue to try to weaken the Berlin-Rome Axis and divide

the Berlin-Rome-Tokyo triangle. For some time, influential

circles in Britain have been working constantly for an under-

standing with Italy and also with Japan. Last summer the

Foreign Office sent its best man. Sir Robert Craigie, to Japan.

I believe that, when it becomes necessary to protect the heart

of her Empire, Britain will do what she can, and even make
great sacrifices, to restore good relations with Italy and
Japan, in other words, to outbid Germany. To counter this,

Germany, Italy and Japan must stick together firmly, for this

constitutes the strength of their position in the world and it

would be wise for these three states to woo even the smallest

states within their reach. From the point of view of intelli-

gence and propaganda also, one can hardly have enough
friends in an emergency. It would be risky not to make
certain advances, let alone reject reliable friends, for the sake

of an uncertain English friendship. This might lead to our
falling between two stools. It should be decided on the merits

ofeach case whether any one friendship should at first remain
somewhat loose or be strengthened by some definite bond,
for instance, by inclusion in the anti-Communist movement.
As regards Britain, our policy should be directed towards a
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shape her future in a manner which Britain is apparently not

prepared to countenance (see also the attached letter from

Lord Londonderry). Only energetic action by the British

Prime Minister in our favour and against the substantial

opposition which has been mentioned might possibly give a

new turn to events. It is conceivable that a Prime Minister

who was not gripped by the phobia of German strength and

ambition for power would prefer to seek a generous and

sober settlement. Provided he was a fundamental believer

in Anglo-German friendship, such a settlement could satisfy

German aspirations without endangering vital, purely Eng-

lish, interests. This is the thesis which Garvin has strongly

advocated in The Observer for the last few months. When
I asked Chamberlain the other day what he thought of Gar-

vin’s articles, he merely replied that they were ‘too long’ and
he had not read them! An unambiguous British concession

in the Austrian-Czech question would clear the European
atmosphere, but from my experience I regard this as im-

probable. I believe that at best Britain might one day be

compelled by force of circumstance to tolerate such a solu-

tion. Chamberlain is firmly wedded to France, so that great

decisions are immensely difficult from the points of view

both of domestic and of foreign politics, and in these circum-

stances official negotiations are not likely to bring a solution

nearer. That is my opinion.

Once the fronts have become rigid only quite abnormal
occurrences in Europe or the world could change the course

of events—for instance, the bolshevization of France, a

Russian collapse, or serious changes in the affairs of our

friends. Such contingencies, however, are no foundation on
which to build policy, and I therefore believe that we should

continue on our foreign political course.

I should like to summarize my views as follows:

(1) England is in arrears with her armaments; she is

accordingly playing for time.

(2) England believes that m a race with Germany time is

on her side—exploitation of her greater economic potential

for her armaments—time to extend her alliances (e.g.,

America).
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(3) The Halifax visit must therefore be regarded as a move
to investigate and conceal—even pro-German Englishmen
often only play a part that has been allotted to them.

(4) Since the Halifax visit Britain and her Prime Minister

have not appeared to see any possible basis for an agreement

with Germany—they put nothing past National-Socialist

Germany, just as we put nothing past the English—they

therefore fear that a strong Germany may one day compel
them to accept unpleasant solutions—to counter this Britain

is making military and pohtical preparations for the emer-

gency of a conflict with Germany.

(5) Accordingly, we should draw the following con-

clusions:

(a) Outwardly our declared policy should be an under-

standing with England, but the interests of our friends must
always be protected;

(b) Very quietly, but persistently, we should build up
a system of alliances against Britain—in other words,

strengthen our friendship with Italy and Japan—and also

win over all states whose interests tally with ours directly or

indirectly. To this end there should be close and confidential

diplomatic co-operation of the three great Powers.

This is the only way to deal with England, whether it should

one day lead to an agreement or to a conflict. In this diplo-

matic game England will be a hard and bitter opponent.

(c) Whether, in particular, France, and therefore England,

will intervene in a conflict in central Europe depends on

circumstances and the timing of beginning and end of such a

conflict. It also depends on military considerations, which

from here cannot be overlooked. About this I should like to

express some viewpoints to the Fuhrer personally.

This is my appreciation of the situation, arrived at after

careful examination of all the circumstances. I have worked

for friendship with England for years, and nothing would

please me more than to achieve it. When I asked the Fuhrer

to send me to London I was doubtful whether I would suc-

ceed, but, seeing that Edward Vm was on the throne, a last

attempt seemed advisable. To-day I no longer believe in an

understanding with England. England does not wish to be
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confronted with an overwhelmingly strong Germany which

would become a permanent threat to her islands. For this she

will fight. National Socialism is believed capable of formid-

able deeds. Baldwin has recognized this, and Edward VIII

had to abdicate because it was not certain whether he would
co-operate in an anti-German policy. Now Chamberlain has

appointed Vansittart, our most remarkable and toughest

opponent, to a post which enables him to take a leading hand
in the diplomatic game against Germany. From now on,

regardless of tactical interludes during which an understand-

ing with us might be sought, every day on which our political

considerations are not basically determined by the thought

that England is our most dangerous enemy would be a gain

for our enemies.

(Signed)—Ribbentrop.
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AFFIDAVIT DATED 15th OCTOBER, 1946

I
met Oshima, Hiroshi for the first time in the summer of

1935. At that time Oshima was the Japanese Military

Attache in Berlin. Thereafter we had several meetings at

which German-Japanese relations were discussed principally.

When Oshima was appointed the Ambassador to Germany
in October, 1938, 1 was the Foreign Minister. He resigned his

post and went home in November, 1939, and returned again

as Ambassador in February, 1941.

I. Anti-Comintern Pact

The Anti-Comintern Pact was primarily an ideological

pact. We Germans did not want to let communism spread.

Of course, there was also a political weight against Soviet

Russia that was more or less the background of the pact. It is

not true that this pact was directed against the democratic

countries of the world. On the contrary, I tned hard after

the conclusion of the pact to get Great Britain to join it, but

was unsuccessful. I never had an impression that Japan

might use the pact in her policy towards China or the South

Sea area.

II. China Incident

When in 1937 the China Incident broke out, I was in Lon-

don and did not follow it very closely. Afterwards, I tried

repeatedly to settle the dispute. I urged several times the

Japanese to try to come to terms with China; I contacted the

Chinese Ambassador in Berlin for that purpose. I remember

also talking quite frequently to Oshima about the attempts

to make peace with China, and Oshima showed a desire in the

same direction.

III. German-Italian Military Alliance

Oshima did not in any way contribute to the German-

Italian Military Alliance in 1939.
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IV. Oshima's Resignation

Oshima resigned his post as Ambassador in 1939 after the

Russo-German non-aggression pact was signed. No special

reason was given by him to me officially for doing so.

V. Tripartite Pact

I can definitely say that our view in concluding the Tri-

partite Pact was to keep the United States out of the war. At
the same time I may perhaps point out that we always wanted
to be friendly with Japan. I wanted to get also Russia to

join the Pact, but did not succed.

VI. German-British War

In the early part of 1941 1 urged Oshima to ask that Japan
go to war with Great Britain, but I wanted it done in such a
way as not to include the United States. This conversation

was merely diplomatic talking but not planning. In Germany
the right to plan such things was only held by the Fiihxer. I

myself could not plan. Oshima, of course, as Ambassador,
could do it still less than I.

I cannot imagine that Oshima told me that in February,
1941 that the plan to attack Singapore would be ready by
the end of May, 1941. In the first place Oshima would hardly
have known. If Oshima had known, he most certainly would
not have told me because the Japanese never tell such things.

If this was said it was for propaganda purposes and was not
proposed by Oshima.

VII. German-Russian War

After the Russian war broke out, I tried to get Japan
against Soviet Russia. I told Oshima that it would be most
useful if Japan would go against Soviet Russia. Judging
from the attitude of Oshima and the Japanese Government,
I got the impression that Japan did everything possible to
keep out of the conflict with Soviet Russia and to keep from
antagonizing Soviet Russia in any way.
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VIII. Pearl Harbour

Neither I nor Oshima had any advance notice of the

Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour. It came as a complete
surprise to all of us. We learned about it through the radio.

It was such a surprise that it was hard to believe. Oshima
gave me the very clear impression that it was a complete sur-

prise and he told me so. For diplomatic reasons we had to

express our pleasure about the event. This feeling was not
genuine.

/

Oshima had no part in the decision of Hitler to declare war
on the United States. Hitler considered that a virtual state of

war existed between the United States and Germany since

President Roosevelt’s Navy Day speech in which he ordered

the United States to ‘shoot on sight’.

IX. U-Boat Warfare

On the occasion of the transfer of the two U-boats from
Germany to Japan in 1943 no operation programme was

agreed upon between the two countries, and Oshima never

handled the transfer. It was conducted through the Navy
channel. Oshima neither considered nor subscribed in any

way that shipwrecked crews be killed. Such a matter was,

as not belonging to the diplomatic field, never discussed

between us.

X. Relations between Germany and Japan

The relation of Germany with Japan was never very close.

Japan was very far away and we never were really aware of

everything which was going on over there.

So far as I became aware of the relationship between Ger-

man and Japanese forces during the war I believe that little

or no collaboration was practical or possible; at least none

existed so far as I know. When General Marshall said that

there was no actual collaboration between Germany and

Japan it is exact.

XI. Miscellaneous

No agreement was ever suggested between Oshima and me
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concerning division of spoils of the war. Such matters are
completely beyond the pale of all diplomatic discussions.

It has been charged that Japan and Germany, together

with Italy planned to dominate the world. Such a claim is as

ridiculous as it is untrue, because such a thing has never
been dreamed of by the three Powers.

('signed) Joachim von Ribbentrop'.
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